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A Letter from Father Hanley on Stevens’
Conversion to Catholicism
JANET MCCANN

W

ALLACE STEVENS’ CONVERSION has always been a fascination to me. Like the figure glimpsed by Chocorua, it is a presence
that evades definition. I first read of it in an article, “Wallace
Stevens at the Hartford,” which was published in The Wallace Stevens
Journal (1.2 [1977]: 71-74). In it, William J. Hartigan describes an interview
he had with Wilson C. Jainsen, president of Hartford Accident: “It was
Jainsen who first mentioned that Stevens died of cancer at St. Francis
Hospital and was believed to have converted to Roman Catholicism, a
belief that has now been confirmed by the Rev. Arthur P. Hanley, pastor
of St. Bridget’s Roman Catholic Church in Cheshire, Conn., the priest who
effected the conversion.”1
In 1977 I was attending an NEH seminar led by A. Walton Litz at
Princeton University. Spurred by the Hartigan article and by a conversation I had had with Peter Brazeau, I, together with Beverly Coyle who was
also participating in the seminar, decided to telephone Father Arthur
Hanley and to ask him about the conversion. We called the rectory at St.
Bridget’s and were connected with Father Hanley. He was quite willing
to speak about the conversion and to answer our questions. He impressed
me as a kindly, uncomplicated man who took great pleasure in his association with Stevens but who was rather astonished at the effect the conversion had had on so many people. He told us that the Sisters had known
of the conversion, but that he did not know if there was a record of it at
the hospital. He mentioned that the Archbishop had told him not to
broadcast it. He spoke of a poem that Stevens had planned to write about
the Pope.
Thinking it would be useful to get some of this in writing, I sent off a
letter to Father Hanley later that day. I asked him essentially the same
questions Beverly and I had asked him on the telephone. He replied
promptly with the letter that follows.
In the fall of 1990, I attempted to get in touch with him again in order
to get permission to publish his letter, but he did not respond to my request,
and when I called I was told by someone at the rectory that Father Hanley
would no longer correspond about, or discuss, Stevens. Father Hanley
might have felt harassed, or threatened by the demand for details, or
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uncomfortable about discussing this private matter with others. For whatever reason, he remained publicly silent on the subject for the rest of his
life. According to his friend and attorney, Todd M. DeMatteo, Father
Hanley “spoke of the ‘Stevens’ conversion sparingly and quietly.” But
“while he did not speak [of] it, he held the conversion as one of his personal
triumphs.”
Holly Stevens did not take the subject of her father’s conversion to
Catholicism kindly, and she warded off all my tentative attempts to broach
the subject. I soon learned not to talk with her about it. Any mention of it
in letters was punished by lengthy silences. Peter Brazeau told me he had
treated the subject gently in his oral biography “so as not to offend Holly.”
For whatever reason, Joan Richardson’s biography mentions the conversion dismissively. Other critics have been friendlier—his conversion plays
a role in the works of Joseph Carroll, Barbara Fisher, Brian Ford, and, of
course, Stevens’ long-time correspondent, Sr. Bernetta Quinn, O.S.F.
Stevens’ concern with religion toward the end of his life was noted by
friends and co-workers, as the last sections of Brazeau’s oral history indicate, but there is no one who has testified to his actual baptism as a Roman
Catholic except Father Hanley. It would be useful to find additional, supportive material concerning the baptism, as well as to trace those readings
and other influences over his last years that preceded this step.
Texas A&M University
Notes
1

In this same article, Hartigan claims, “Eight years later, Stevens’ wife, also dying of cancer,
followed her husband by converting to the same faith, the conversion being performed by
the Rev. Cassain Yukus [Cassian Yuhaus], a Passionist priest. . . .”
In order to ascertain the accuracy of this statement, John N. Serio recently wrote to Father
Yuhaus. Here is his response, dated January 27, 1994:
Regarding Elsie Stevens: Do not publish Hartigan’s statement. It is not exactly
accurate. The key word is “conversion.” It was not the same as with Wallace
Stevens.
The facts are these: After Wallace Stevens’ death I repeatedly visited Elsie as a
Catholic priest, which she knew very well. She always received me cordially
and her welcome increased over the years. I often prayed with her and over
her and gave her the full blessing of a Catholic priest and of the Catholic faith.
I believe she wanted to believe as did her husband and we spoke about this. I
know she prayed. But what went on in her heart is entirely between her and
God.
At this point I am not prepared to refer to my meetings with Elsie as a conversion
and please do not publish it as such. It all took place so long ago.

4
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The Noble Rider on the Terminal Beach
KARL PRECODA

Poets have always been aroused by Florida, and the “public
forum” departments of the State press overflow during the
winter with spontaneous verse from exuberant visitors.
—Federal Writers’ Project, Florida1

J

ANUARY 10, 1827: ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA, gateway to the “The
World’s Sanitarium,” welcomes a young divinity student and the
“stricture” in his chest. Ralph Waldo Emerson’s journal entry that day
records how “we heard the roaring on the beach long before we saw land,”
which shortly became this lyric:
There liest thou little city of the Deep
And alway hearest the unceasing sound
Both day & night in summer & in frost
The loud sea lashing thy resounding /shore/ beach
Great ocean
The roar of waters on thy coral shore. . . . 2

That winter in Florida, and the twenty pounds he gained there, might well
have saved Emerson’s life; at the same time, Florida’s music would often
save his poems, especially the great Odes of the 1850s, to “Terminus” and
“The Sea-Shore.” Nature’s heaving speech consistently sustains Emerson’s
meditating subject in this period: “I do not count the hours I spend,” he
writes in “Waldeinsamkeit,” “In wandering by the sea.” And “Nature,”
the essay, begins by praising the “harmony” of the world’s “perfection,”
“the shining hours of Florida and Cuba.”3
American poets, “exuberant visitors” all, have indeed long been
“aroused by Florida,” none more so, or more poignantly, than Wallace
Stevens. Stevens arrived by rail in 1916, neatly bisecting the gap between
Emerson and the present, and wrote his wife about a “jolly place—joli,”
“one of the most delightful places I have ever seen”; in “Six Significant
Landscapes,” published later that year, he reproduces his precursor ’s first
impression: “I reach to the shore of the sea / With my ear.”4 Like Emerson,
Wallace Stevens would always remember his magical first days in Florida,
and her beaches, the sounds of her surf, are repetitions repeated throughout his later writings. In Stevens’ case, these information-rich, harmoni-
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cally dense tropics are a continual delight to the senses, but signify a
developing environmental consciousness as well. The experience of place
grounds his aesthetic practice, producing in turn a repetitive, processual
mental ecology modeled after the ceaseless action of the waves.5
As a Harvard underclassman, Stevens tried to convince his mentor
Santayana that “Cathedrals are not built along the sea” for reasons less
architectural than pragmatic: nature’s song, the Church feared, like animal
faith in a skeptical era, would overwhelm the fading strains of Divinity.
The adult Stevens begins to set his heresy to words in a group of lyrics
first published in 1919. The best of these is “Fabliau of Florida,” a countergeneric sound sculpture that closes “There will never be an end / To this
droning of the surf” (CP 23); again, in “The Place of the Solitaires,” he
writes “There must be no cessation / Of motion, or of the noise of motion”
(CP 60); and in “Nomad Exquisite,” “the immense dew of Florida / Brings
forth hymn and hymn / From the beholder” (CP 95). By “Two Figures in
Dense Violet Night,” published four years later and arguably the most
vivid of Stevens’ early Floridiana, the holy voicings of poet and place have
become nearly indistinguishable:
Be the voice of night and Florida in my ear.
Use dusky words and dusky images.
Darken your speech.
Speak, even, as if I did not hear you speaking,
But spoke for you perfectly in my thoughts,
Conceiving words,
As the night conceives the sea-sounds in silence,
And out of their droning sibilants makes
A serenade. (CP 86)
“Sea-sounds” come to dominate the music of Stevens’ lines like those of
no poet since Whitman, who famously likened his own verse to “the liquid,
billowy waves, ever rising and falling, perhaps sunny and smooth, perhaps wild with storm, always moving . . . always suggesting something
beyond.”6 Whitman, in the words of a recent critic, sought “wisdom,
meaning, order” in this “beyond,” whereas Stevens, the post-romantic,
accepts physicality “so thoroughly that meaning can only be conceived as
a construct separate from, next to, alongside, Nature.”7 To Stevens this
means transferring nature’s complexity onto the sea-surface of his language: “Bringing out the music of the eccentric sounds of words is no
different in principle from bringing out their form and its eccentricities”
(OP 196). And Stevens, redescribing Whitman’s oceanic feeling into concrete, modernist diction, calls language “the material of poetry, not its mere
medium or instrument.”
NOBLE RIDER ON THE TERMINAL BEACH
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Every linguistic revolution begins with a son sensing slippage in his
father’s signifiers; “sea-sounds,” for Wallace Stevens, signify his advance
past Whitman, and demonstrate a sense of humor that master lacked:
Whitman’s “beyond” becomes Stevens’ here-and-now, turning inward
toward a place where jokes map the unconscious. Thus, when called to
explain Harmonium’s most difficult work, “The Comedian as the Letter C”
(1922), Stevens allows that “by the letter C I meant the sound of the letter
C; what was in my mind was to play on that sound throughout the
poem. . . . [A]ll its shades may be said to have a comic aspect. Consequently, the letter C is a comedian” (L 294). The poem opens:
Nota: man is the intelligence of his soil,
The sovereign ghost. As such, the Socrates
Of snails, musician of pears, principium
And lex. Sed quaeritur: is this same wig
Of things, this nincompated pedagogue,
Preceptor to the sea? (CP 27)
Not just Preceptor, Crispin is “a man made vivid by the sea,” one “To
whom oracular rockings gave no rest” (CP 30). Not until he gets to “The
Idea of a Colony,” the poem’s decisive fourth section, does Crispin learn
the real order of things: “Nota: his soil is man’s intelligence. / That’s better.
That’s worth crossing seas to find” (CP 36). The “crossing seas” put the
mock in Crispin’s epic, and mark Stevens’ analogous quest to cross (out)
C’s, to contain and regulate the cacophonous music of his texts.
The natural world to which Crispin then turns, while named “Carolina,” is recognizably Floridian in its details:
He marked the marshy ground around the dock,
The crawling railroad spur, the rotten fence,
Curriculum for the marvelous sophomore.
It purified. It made him see how much
Of what he saw he never saw at all. (CP 36)
These discoveries reproduce Stevens’ own; he wrote in his journal as a
young man that “the true and lasting sense of country pleasure,” which
would, of course, include a trip to the beach, was not the “wild enthusiasm” of the first approach, but the satisfaction as the novelty wore off in
“the growth of small, specific observation” (L 30). Years later, in the
“Adagia,” he would add that “accuracy of observation is the equivalent of
accuracy of thinking” (OP 185). Stevens and Crispin both share a love of
minutiae, an aesthetic of proximity, and figure, respectively, as prototypes
for the evolving hero of the imagination who emerges out of the rich
landscapes of Florida’s famous “heavy dew.” At his peak, in “Notes toward
a Supreme Fiction” (1942), this primal MacCullough will lounge by the
8
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sea like his ancestor Whitman, “Drowned in its washes, reading in the
sound, / About the thinker of the first idea” (CP 387).
Stevens’ versions of the “American Shore Ode” nonetheless extend their
precursors precisely by their topographic complexity, mental as well as
physical.8 The uncertain footing in nearly all of the Florida poems points
back toward their bases in a material reality henceforth missing from the
ecstatic syntheses of Whitman, who courts the sea: “Cushion me soft, rock
me in billowy drowse, / Dash me with amorous wet, I can repay you.”9
In an unconscious parody of this archetypal scene, Stevens confides demurely in a letter to his wife how “[t]his morning I just stepped out doors
in my pajamas and used them as a bathing suit, taking a surf-bath. There
are no ladies here so that one can do as one pleases. The place is a paradise”
(L 225). It is only 1922, and Stevens’ first visit to Key West proper, but his
empirical eye-witness locks in time the prickly fractility of a freshly laid
tourist beach that, alas, “is not a particularly good one. It is shallow for a
long way out and is covered with burrs that stick to one’s feet” (L 233).
The coarse-crushed coral that digs into Stevens’ flesh here reminds us of
the harsher realities at work transforming his island paradise.
The Federal Writers’ Project guidebook Florida (1939) explains how, in
the early 1920s, “the hysterical buying and selling of land so inflated prices
that it was profitable in many cities to dredge sand from the bottom of
bays and build artificial islands.” A more recent guide to the Keys notes
that their landmass still “behaves most peculiarly. It cannot quite be
counted upon to be terra firma, for its firma keeps getting changed, rearranged, created, confiscated.” In fact, “one half of the land area of Key
West didn’t exist 150 years ago,” land which has “blown in, blown away,
and simply, or not so simply, been made.”10 Stevens might well have
conflated the elemental “hymn” of his early Florida poems with the hum
of nearby dredges, for, even as he wrote from the veranda of the Casa
Marina, or a cabana on the beach, the faces of Florida were being radically
lifted. Between 1920 and 1925, at the height of the activity, an avalanche
of publicity lured more than a million tourists, retirees, and homesteaders
annually onto real estate only recently and often rather tenuously reclaimed from the surrounding sea. Stevens, acutely sensitive to economic
currents, felt his privacy threatened. Hence he could write his wife in 1923,
the year of Harmonium, that “the beauty of this place is indescribable” (L
233), yet lament, only three years later, that “Florida is rather a sad stew
this year. There is such a mob of people and rather curious people, too.
Miami which used to seem isolated and a place for exotic hermits is now
a jamboree of hoodlums” (L 247).
Despite the wealth and excitement of the 1920s, when even William
Jennings Bryan sold real estate from a lounge chair in the Florida sunshine,
boom soon turned bust. Newly developed properties were regularly swept
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away by an untameable ocean, and already shaky financial arrangements
quickly collapsed. Immigrant labor began to organize. The cigar industry
moved south. By the early 1930s, Stevens was writing that “[e]conomically
things are so low down there that a depression is an impossibility” (L 267).
In 1934 his favorite retreat, Key West, declared bankruptcy. After appealing
to Federal Relief Administrators, the island city relaunched itself as a
tourist resort and enjoyed a record season in 1935, only to lose the newly
built connecting railway in the Labor Day hurricane of that same year. The
situation further deteriorated when the U.S. fleet appeared following Batista’s Cuban takeover; in yet another letter, a sleepy Stevens bemoans the
warships and uniforms haunting him: “last night it seemed as if the whole
navy stood in the street under our windows laughing and talking” (L 268).
At last, Stevens seems to give up hope, complaining “Who wants to share
green cocoanut ice cream with these strange monsters who snooze in the
porches of this once forlorn hotel?” (L 274). His tone understates the harsh
transition underway. With hindsight, through the microcosmic projections
of Stevens’ proximal aesthetics, Florida’s downward spiral affords a moving close-up on the ecological catastrophe of our American century.
Though advertised even today as “the last American frontier,” Key
West, southernmost point of the United States, already seemed irreversibly
over-furnished by the mid-1930s. The Florida in Stevens’ poems during
this period, “a state of mind” as Harold Bloom calls it, “is a trope of pathos,
a synecdoche for desire and not desire itself.”11 Its overt fictionality underscores Stevens’ much-remarked poetic rebirth after nearly a decade of
silence, a change seemingly keyed to his leaving behind an exhausted land
in return for an imaginative realm where the fishing boat lights always
“Mastered the night and portioned out the sea, / Fixing emblazoned zones
and fiery poles.” The sheer indeterminacy of the Keys in fact, their continuously shifting sands, of uneven and often discomforting textures, must
surely have given impetus to their maker’s “rage to order words of the
sea” (CP 130). As Stanley Burnshaw discovers in his famous review, Ideas
of Order is a “record of a man who, having lost his footing, now scrambles
to stand up and keep his balance.”12 The effort, then, is physical as well
as mental. In an early inscription of what would become the supreme
fiction, “The Idea of Order at Key West,” Stevens signals the “key” change
in his thinking about poetry, from an exclusive concern with material
reality to a neo-Kantian claim that, indeed, “it was she and not the sea we
heard” (CP 129).
The most direct account of Stevens’ changing mind is “Farewell to
Florida” (1936), a catalogue of wistful backward glances toward the receding shores of the poet’s first southern exposures. In its opening lines, the
narrative voice struggles to cast off the moorings of memory, steering a
“high ship” across the water line, displacing the scene of original inspira-
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tion with a more traditional muse: “The moon / Is at the mast-head and
the past is dead.” Repeated “farewells” throughout the poem inscribe the
true difficulty of passage, and insistent feminine pronouns—“Her mind
will never speak to me again” (CP 117)—suggest the widening gulf between imagination and reality, as well as that between Stevens and his
increasingly estranged wife Elsie, for whom Florida had by now become,
in the words of a recent critic, a “sweet substitute.”13 Although the poet
flatly rejects the “whisperings from the reefs” and the waves’ “refrain,”
“Farewell to Florida” is less a declaration than a proposition, predicated
logically on the contingencies of “to”:
To stand here on the deck in the dark and say
Farewell and to know that that land is forever gone
And that she will not follow in any word
Or look, nor ever again in thought, except
That I loved her once . . . (CP 118)
For even as Stevens stages his denials, he can only replay the familiar
land/sea dichotomy; his northern rhetoric points him toward “a slime of
men in crowds” that move “as the water moves,” “shoving and slithering,
/ The darkness shattered, turbulent with foam.” At last, the subject of
“Farewell to Florida” finds his options reduced to atavisms, and comes to
rest on an island where he can be “free again, to return to the violent mind”
that, however paradoxically, however maternally, “will bind / Me round”
(CP 118).
Generations of commercial developers learned the hard lessons that
Stevens teaches in poems like “Farewell to Florida” and “The Idea of Order
at Key West,” and in adages like “society is a sea” (OP 195). Against
violence, it takes more violence to construct one’s refuge, and perhaps the
violently changing landscape of south Florida and society in general during the turbulent years between the wars should be recognized as the
backdrop for not only the poems, but the major statement on poetics, “The
Noble Rider and the Sound of Words” (1941). In this essay, Stevens describes the “violence from within that protects us from a violence without,”
a violence that is “the imagination pressing back against the pressure of
reality” (NA 36). Just so, we recall, once upon a time, Crispin constructed
his own “comprehensive island hemisphere” (CP 38). As in geography,
Stevens seems to suggest, so in poetry. Like a dredge minting real estate,
the mind’s currency is its noble defiance of the surrounding flood.
Only a few years later, W. H. Auden would label this poetic motif the
“Romantic oasis-island,” an “enclosed place of safety” where “there is no
conflict between natural desire and moral duty.”14 Critics from Burnshaw
to Marjorie Perloff, attacking Stevens for his supposed ahistoricism, have
seized on his frankly acknowledged desire to evade “moral duty,” but Ideas
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of Order’s dust jacket also clearly acknowledges the “changes occurring
today,” economic, political, and social: “The more realistic life may be,”
the author states, “the more it needs the stimulus of the imagination” (OP
222-23). This “stimulus,” and the release it promises, feed a deep hunger
for Stevens the economic survivalist. His young life had prepared him for
a much more hospitable reality than he faced as a middle-aged “success”;
stung, he casts about for a scapegoat in “The Noble Rider,” and finds one
in the changing demographics of modernity. With the Victorians “disposed
of,” and the “intellectual minorities and social minorities” newly on the
march, Stevens argues that these unprecedented forces have converted
“our state of life to something that might not be final” (NA 26). And his
remedy for un-finality, for Cubans, for communists, for all the “strange
monsters” of his dreams, is “to construct the figure of . . . a possible poet,”
one whose measure is his power “to abstract himself, and to withdraw
with him into his abstraction the reality on which the lovers of truth insist”
(NA 23). Indeed, the reality of Florida’s impending “destruction,” both
social and geographic, parallels the poet’s imaginative construction: later
in this essay, Stevens will even boast a little that “the poetic process is
psychologically an escapist process” (NA 30). While escapism “has a pejorative sense,” he allows, “it cannot be supposed that I include [it] in the
sense in which I use the word” (NA 30-31).15
The fact of escape is thus less important than the act. The key word is
“process.” In Wallace Stevens and Poetic Theory, B. J. Leggett shows how the
poet forces his readers into “an indeterminate condition, prolonging the
moment of contemplation” by ensuring his poetry’s “necessary inaccessibility to the intellect.”16 In effect, then, Stevens dictates a regime of reading
that constitutes an act or series of acts of resistance—“indeterminate,”
“prolonging the moment,” Nachträglichkeit (after Bloom)—against the violence of the utilitarian world. This alternative society can only be approached, as Stevens repeatedly affirms, through violence. But so too,
implicitly, enlightenment. The supreme fiction and its various reinscriptions offer, to those who choose to study them, a temporal “escape” from
the “pressure of reality.” And the space of this duration, over and over in
Stevens’ poems of the 1930s, refers back to Florida, or to one of her states
of mind: “In the far South the sun of autumn is passing,” he may begin,
Like Walt Whitman walking along a ruddy shore.
He is singing and chanting the things that are part of him,
The worlds that were and will be, death and day.
Nothing is final, he chants. No man shall see the end. (CP 150)
By drawing out the duration of his escape indefinitely—“Nothing is final”—by deferring and thereby prolonging his colony’s construction,
Stevens’ characteristic southern gestures transform place into process,
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which has no higher purpose than to provide what he would describe,
near the end of his life, as “a way through reality” (CP 257). The longer
our minds are occupied by poetic construction, that is, the more graceful
our passages through the violence of our surroundings.
The “way through reality,” according to Joseph Riddel, is a narrative, a
“continuous creation of mind,” the “projection (the durée) of the self.”17
Stevens’ self-dramatics eventually revise the venereal soil of the earliest
Florida poems into a little-read formalist masterpiece, “The Woman That
Had More Babies than That” (1939), in which another comic host introduces us to nature’s relentless reproductiveness:
An acrobat on the border of the sea
Observed the waves, the rising and the swell
And the first line spreading up the beach; again,
The rising and the swell, the preparation
And the first line foaming over the sand; again
The rising and the swell, the first line’s glitter,
Like a dancer’s skirt, flung round and settling down.
This was repeated day by day. The waves
Were mechanical, muscular. They never changed,
They never stopped, a repetition repeated
Continually— (OP 104-05)
Again, as “The Man with the Blue Guitar” (1937) claims, “The world was
a shore,” a sacred place “To which his imagination returned, / From which
it sped,” the locus of the poet’s, and our, “inaccessible Utopia” (CP 179).
The very “border of the sea” becomes, by decade’s end, as Stevens gathers
his thoughts for “The Noble Rider,” a zone where time may appear suspended, or at least extended, a fictive, hypostatic boundary between sound
and sense, subject and object of desire, between consciousness and sleep,
and, of course, between imagination and reality. “Perhaps,” he muses at
last in “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction,” amid the “patter of the long
sea-slushes” (CP 393), the true “man-hero,” or “major man,” is not at all
the “exceptional monster,” but rather his comic doppelganger, the lucky
sailor who survives the maelstrom, the sentimental regular who survives
tourist season, the one who “of repetition [of temporal process] is most
master” (CP 406).
The concept of repetition appears in “Notes” as “an occupation, an
exercise, a work, / A thing final in itself and, therefore, good” (CP 405).
Its patterns are explicitly derived from MacCullough’s watery “washes,”
“the going round / And round and round, the merely going round, / Until
merely going round is a final good” (CP 405). Like the waves that “never
changed” and “never stopped,” Stevens seeks the pleasures of repetition
through “resemblance.” In “Three Academic Pieces” (1947), he formally
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designates resemblance “one of the significant components of the structure
of reality”; indeed, sounding almost Wordsworthian, “Poetry is a satisfying of the desire for resemblance” (NA 72, 77). Nor is it too extravagant,
he feels, to think of resemblances and their repetitions as “a source of the
ideal” (NA 81). And he reaches for a familiar trope, directing our gaze
across “a beach extending as far as the eye can reach” and dictating the
following temporal dance: “There is enough green in the sea to relate it to
the palms. There is enough of the sky reflected in the water to create a
resemblance, in some sense, between them. The sand is yellow between
the green and the blue. In short, the light alone creates a unity not only in
the recedings of distance, where differences become invisible, but also in
the contacts of closer sight” (NA 71). Here and elsewhere Stevens reads
landscape like a book, stressing the temporality of the act of perception.
His rhetoric, even at its most abstract, argues for this processual approach
each and every time it invokes the tropic landscape.
Florida’s venereal architecture reaches fruition in the second “Academic
Piece,” “Someone Puts a Pineapple Together.” As Helen Vendler has noted,
the “transformation of a spatial object into a temporal event is for Stevens
the axis on which poetry turns.”18 Claiming that metaphor “is the creation
of resemblance by the imagination” (NA 72), Stevens approaches his pineapple from various angles, with a series of incantatory repetitions that
yield increasingly fresh and unexpected associations and resemblances:
If he sees an object on a table, much like
A jar of the shoots of an infant country, green
And bright, or like a venerable urn,
Which, from the ash within it, fortifies
A green that is the ash of what green is,
He sees it in this tangent of himself. (NA 83)
Like the waves pounding the beach, Stevens’ self-destructing pineapple
is as irresistible and inevitable as it is unstable, and its maker can only
affirm that his “universe of reproduction is not an assembly line but an
incessant creation.” Even the foray into geometry turns green and fruitful:
“Because this is so in nature, it is so in metaphor” (NA 73). In “The Noble
Rider,” Stevens insists that the imagination “adhere to reality” (NA 31).
Language, the inexhaustible soil of this “reality,” yields a rich harvest of
“tangent[s]” that inevitably link the poet to everything he attempts to
describe.
In deriving his aesthetic from the material ground of Florida, Stevens
appears more pragmatic and also more progressive than he is usually
given credit for being. According to “Someone Puts a Pineapple Together,”
that is, as well as to recent work by Richard Rorty, the poetic imagination
14
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creates metaphors of ourselves in ironic relation to the rest of “reality,”
people, places, things, and unveils the basic principles of resemblance that
link us each to the other and to the rest of the physical world. Hence,
solidarity. Rorty argues that “anything from the sound of a word through
the color of a leaf to the feel of a piece “of skin can . . . dramatize and
crystallize a human being’s sense of self-identity,” and that “[a]ny seemingly random constellation of such things can set the tone of a life” or “set
up an unconditional commandment to whose service a life may be devoted.”19 Stevens shares this quintessentially liberal orientation to the
extent that he writes, in “The Noble Rider,” “There is, in fact, a world of
poetry indistinguishable from the world in which we live, or, I ought to
say, no doubt, from the world in which we shall come to live . . .” (NA 31).
The hesitation and doublings-back in this sentence—“or, I ought to say,
no doubt”—indicate the author ’s discomfort with the Shelleyan legislative
mode, but leave intact his conviction that, with Rorty, the act of the mind
must inevitably produce solidarity. As he aged, Stevens would consistently
figure his charge in public terms, as a force that “enables us to live our
own lives. We have it because we do not have enough without it” (NA
150). Thus, despite his reputation as an elitist, Stevens addresses not just
one, but a series of unretractable invitations to all of “us” to share this
most private poet’s most shining hours.
And yet the omnipresent darkness hovering over Stevens’ “reality,” the
threat from which he constantly seeks refuge, haunts his prose in passages
like this one from “The Noble Rider”: “All the great things have been
denied and we live in an intricacy of new and local mythologies, political,
economic, poetic, which are asserted with an ever-enlarging incoherence”
(NA 17). The “pressure of reality” must be resisted, Stevens insists, by the
artist’s “spirit of negation” (NA 17). Time and canonicity have done little
to diminish the force of these claims. Several years later still, in a 1948
tribute to “John Crowe Ransom, Tennessean,” Stevens describes not just
Ransom’s but his own attachment to a particular south, in explicit terms:
“One turns with something like ferocity toward a land that one loves, to
which one is really and essentially native, to demand that it surrender,
reveal, that in itself which one loves. This is a vital affair, not an affair of
the heart (as it may be in one’s first poems), but an affair of the whole
being (as in one’s last poems), a fundamental affair of life, or, rather, an
affair of fundamental life” (OP 248). And that same year, nearly a decade
after his last trip south, in response to Samuel French Morse’s complaints
about her rapid decline, Stevens would write that “unless your mind is
made up, you may find that you have picked up an individual Florida of
your own which will keep coming back to you long after you are back
home. I used to find the place violently affective” (L 449-50).
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Emerson, we may recall, found his individual Florida affective enough
to make the first impression of St. Augustine the pivotal injunction of two
of his greatest poems, “The Sea-Shore” and “Terminus,” the latter of which
instructs the poet to “Obey the voice at eve obeyed at prime,” as it draws
him, along with his ship, into the final harbor. Feeling his own mortality
at age 63, Stevens returns throughout his greatest poem, “Notes toward a
Supreme Fiction,” to “the grossest iridescence of ocean” that “Howls hoo
and rises and howls hoo and falls,” at which nodes “Life’s nonsense pierces
us with strange relation” (CP 383). Even as late as “Prologues to What Is
Possible,” Stevens’ sea-sounds promise “a fresh universe out of nothingness” just as “some first thing coming into Northern trees / Adds to them
the whole vocabulary of the South” (CP 517). In these liminal zones, where
worlds collide, wave and phrase coalesce into the horizons of the poet’s
vocabulary with sublime results. In fact, recent studies of the rise of tourism in North America suggest that both Floridas, Emerson’s as well as
Stevens’, be read in terms of the nineteenth-century discourse of “sacred
places,” mythical nodes that recirculate both economic and cultural capital
with little regard for borders, even as both poets reveal borders to be the
fundamental question of their poetics.20
Fittingly, Stevens’ last meditation on the axis mundi of his imagination
manages, like the best of his late work, to show us both sides of one of
these borders, in this case the world immediately before and after the
subject’s death, whether that subject be Santayana or someone rather closer
to Stevens himself. This poem, the rarely noted “Farewell Without a Guitar” (1954), opens with familiar autumnal tones, fading island colors, and
suddenly stops dead:
Spring’s bright paradise has come to this.
Now the thousand-leaved green falls to the ground.
Farewell, my days.
The thousand-leaved red
Comes to this thunder of light
As its autumnal terminal— (OP 125)
Terminus, the god of bounds, and a silent dash, slice the poem in two;
when sound swirls back to fill the vacuum, the saddle is empty, the subject
erased: “the horse walks home without a rider, / Head down.” Meanwhile,
left behind on the terminal beach, the noble reader listens for the waves,
hearing only instead “The reflections and repetitions, / The blows and
buffets of fresh senses / Of the rider that was.” These form “a final
construction, / Like glass and sun,” a frozen melody of Stevens’ own “male
reality” and Florida, “that other and her desire” (OP 125), revolving together as if in crystal. To the last, an exuberant Stevens overflows with
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spontaneous verse about the land he loves, vivid records of a vanished
time and place. And the memory of ecological balance these poems preserve, an eminently renewable resource even in an age of massive dislocation, may well form one of our century’s most useful versions of pastoral,
a blueprint to an ecology of mind, a vehicle for institutional as well as
individual survival, and “a way through reality” for those fortunate
enough to vacation there, yesterday, today, and tomorrow.21
University of Virginia
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Six Stevens Letters
JONATHAN STRANGE

T

HESE SIX LETTERS ARE PART OF MY own collection, which I
have made as a result of my love of and interest in the work of
Wallace Stevens. The ones to Edward Perry Loud and Richard
Eberhart are in autograph and signed, and the ones to William Humphrey,
William York Tindall, William Cole, and Sidney R. Jacobs are typed on
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company stationery and signed. The
two letters from Jacobs, the first of which contains a handwritten postscript, are typed undercopies. None of the letters, to my knowledge, has
previously been published except for portions of the one to Cole, which
Peter Brazeau quotes in his book Parts of a World: Wallace Stevens Remembered (1983). His source was a copy in the Huntington Library. I purchased
the letter to Humphrey from Glenn Horowitz, Bookseller (New York) in
1989. I purchased the other letters between 1986 and 1991 from R. A.
Gekoski, Bookseller (London). I wish to thank Patrice Donoghue, Curatorial Associate, Harvard University Archives, for providing information
about the Signet Society and Peter Hanchak for his kind permission to
reproduce these letters.

1. Letter to E. P. Loud (see also cover photograph). There remain few
letters from Stevens’ early years, least of all from his time at Harvard. In
her edition of her father’s letters, Holly Stevens observes, “Only one brief
note has survived from Stevens’ years in Cambridge” (L 13), an unsigned
carbon copy of a letter to Witter Bynner (8 March 1900). Thus this letter,
written around November or December 1899 in his capacity as Secretary
of the Signet Society, is indeed rare. It was stuck to a piece of card and
mounted in a glass-fronted wooden frame. The brown petals of a rose
which had been affixed to the letter remain intact nearly a century later. I
have removed the loose stem and replaced the glass.
Stevens was elected to the First Seven of the Signet Society toward the
end of his sophomore year. He became secretary in October 1899. Founded
by the class of 1871, the Signet Society existed, as stated in the Preamble
to the Constitution and Organic Rules, Revised and Adopted June, 1898, “In
order to establish in Harvard College a Society securing recognition of
merit and offering opportunities for literary culture and social intercourse.” The emblems originally were a signet ring enclosing a nettle, the
significance of the one being understood as unity and concord, and of the
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other as impartiality. The number of active members, as opposed to honorary or associate members, was not to exceed twenty-eight from each
class, and they were to be elected, up to the number of twenty-one, in
groups of seven. Regular meetings were to be held at intervals not exceeding two weeks. The first rule was that “The members of the Signet shall
preserve a proper reticence with regard to the Society’s affairs.” A. Walton
Litz suggests that the rose signifies that the initiation ceremony would be
conducted sub rosa, that is, in strict secrecy. Patrice Donoghue states, “The
rose presented to each student initiated into the Signet Society was to be
preserved and returned to the Society with (or pressed in) the individual’s
first published work. Wallace Stevens apparently did not do this, although
others, including T. S. Eliot, did. The tradition is still in effect for new
members.”
Invitations were to be posted to those members who had given notice
in writing to the Society of their desire to attend, at least twelve days prior
to an initiation. The initiation of the “Third Seven” had to take place not
later than the last week in January. For active members the initiation fee
was twenty dollars. Annual dues for members in the junior class were
fifteen dollars and ten dollars in the senior class. Both the fee and the dues
could be waived for pecuniary reasons but for only one man in each seven.
The Society occupied rooms, between 1897 and 1902, at 55 Mount
Auburn Street. In its previous rooms on Brattle Street, members, upon
their reception into the Society, had been required to climb the post that
rose from floor to ceiling. At that time, a fine of two dollars was imposed
for failure to prepare literary parts and the secretary had to present his
minutes in rhyme.
Edward Perry Loud was president of the Harvard Crimson and, after
graduation, pursued a career in engineering.
Signet.
E. P. Loud.
Dear Sir:It gives me great pleasure to inform you that at the last meeting
of the Signet you were elected a member of the Third Seven from the class
of 1901.
For your initiation, which will take place Wednesday evening,
December 20, 1899, you will be expected to prepare a part of from five
hundred to one thousand words.
Sincerely yours,
Wallace Stevens,
Secretary.
20
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2. Letter to William Humphrey. Alfred Knopf called William Humphrey’s first novel, Home from the Hill, which he published in 1958, the
finest novel to come out of Texas. Its success enabled Humphrey and his
family to move to Northern Italy where he wrote The Ordways; the Knopf
edition appeared in 1965 and before the end of the year the book had been
through six printings. Humphrey had moved from Texas to New York in
the early 1940s. Before the end of the decade some of his short stories were
beginning to appear in Accent and Sewanee Review. The following letter
was Stevens’ reply to an unusual proposal that the 22-year-old Humphrey
had made. Stevens was to buy Humphrey a farm and support him while
he tended the farm and wrote his stories, in exchange for which Humphrey
would provide Stevens with a constant supply of food.

January 14, 1947.
Mr. William Humphrey
Greendell, New Jersey
Dear Mr. Humphrey:
I have your letter of January 8th. You cannot seriously expect me
to do as you ask. The problem that you face is the problem that every man
faces when he is young. I should think that your immediate need would
be not to achieve your ambition but merely to improve your situation. Of
course, I don’t know how that can be done, but certainly there doesn’t
seem to be much chance for you as a writer if you are going to engage in
farm work. I am sorry that I don’t have the answer.
Yours very truly,
Wallace Stevens
WS F

3. Letter to William York Tindall. Stevens left Hartford on August 30,
1946, for a holiday spent mostly in Hershey, Pennsylvania. He commented
in a letter of October 2nd to José Rodríguez Feo: “we stayed more than
three weeks in Hershey where we had one of the happiest holidays we
have ever had” (L 534-35). In Hershey they met with the Powells whom
they had not seen for years. In a postcard to me, dated September 18, 1989,
Holly Stevens said that the letter “to Tindall is charming, and would have
been in the book [Letters of Wallace Stevens] if I’d seen the original (but T.
only sent me a typed copy).”
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March 14, 1947.
Mr. W. Y. Tindall
Department of English
Columbia University
Philosophy Hall
New York 27, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Tindall:
Thanks for your note of March 12th. I must say no, with regret
because it sounds like something most interesting, but I have more work
in hand at the present time than I can take care of.
I spent last September at Hershey, Pennsylvania, and had myth
pretty constantly in my mind. In spite of the chocolate bars and in spite
of the reproduction (enclosed in glass) in the local museum of the room
at the Hershey Country Club in which Mr. Hershey lived, and so on, it
was impossible to be in the place without the feeling that one was in a
laboratory in which a myth was in process. Conventionally, distance in
time and distance in place are approaches to myth. There the almost
personal trolley system, the Spanish hotel, the Italian recreation palazzo
and the really splendid theatre with electric stars twinkling in the ceiling
are perfect instances of what knock a myth into a cocked hat; only, actually,
the myth is getting the better of them.
Yours very truly,
Wallace Stevens
WS F

4. Letter to William Cole. In 1947 Life magazine wanted to do a feature
on Stevens, as poet and executive, and contacted Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. As
this letter shows, Stevens was less enthusiastic about the idea than were
his publishers.

April 2, 1947.
William Cole, Publicity Director
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
501 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y.
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Dear Mr. Cole:
It doesn’t take much imagination to see what happens when a
man in a large office permits the sort of thing that Life is thinking of. His
associates take it for granted that he is promoting himself and the whole
thing tends to alienate him from them. I cannot think of anything more
imprudent and will have nothing to do with it. I could say a lot more but
no is enough.
I need about a half dozen more copies of Transport to Summer.
Would you mind speaking to the proper department and asking it to send
these to me with a bill.
Yours very truly,
Wallace Stevens
WS F

5. Letter to Richard Eberhart. This letter to Richard Eberhart, not one
of the seven to him in the Letters of Wallace Stevens, remained hidden for
many years. Eberhart was teaching at the University of Washington, “so
far away.” The envelope was addressed to him at the Department of
English. The book that Stevens refers to is the Selected Poems (Faber).

April 17, 1953
Dear Eberhart:
You are so far away that Korea must be on the other side of your
back fence. And yet you are everywhere. I came across you this week in
the Yale Library Gazette (acknowledgement of a gift) and in the Hudson
Review (announcement of a poem). It has been too wet — rainy — to write
letters. Besides my correspondence has to yield to practically everything
here at the office and I never write letters at home. The long week-ends
would be ideal, except that I dont like to write letters anyhow: I like to
receive them only. We are coming out of one of the busiest winters we
have ever had. This unfits me even for reading. My book in England is
doing well although the first two reviews that I saw were silly things.
Faber sent me some clippings, however, which were really based on the
book and had nothing to do with the reviewer’s particular bias and I have
sent them on to Knopf. Rilke felt that such things muddled his unconsciousness. I can only say that some of them are well done, [others?] are
not and that the poet should read both kinds as if they related to some
one else. They penetrate one’s isolation [when?] they are [even?] exact
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enough to have a place. They are like the opinions of judges in law-suits
— the bad ones are unbelievably rotten, and the good ones are premier
cru. I hope that you are not planning to remain out there. You were very
snug in Hilliard Place and, I hope, plan to return. Remember me, please,
to your wife, who, like most Bostonians, probably loves the coast. Always
yours Wallace Stevens.

6. Letter to Sidney R. Jacobs. The letter to Sidney R. Jacobs and the two
to Stevens that sandwich it are part of a larger correspondence regarding
proofs of the Collected Poems. The section of “Notes toward a Supreme
Fiction” beginning with the word “Soldier” had a page to itself in the
Cummington Press edition and in Transport to Summer.

June 23, 1954
Dear Mr. Stevens:
All of the corrections in the proofs seem to be perfectly clear
except one. You don’t have a duplicate set of proofs so I’ll identify it by
referring to HARMONIUM (the last printing) from which we set: there it
occurs on page 128 on the second line from the bottom and reads:
Bristles, and points their Appalachian tangs,
You put a dash at the end of that line and then a question mark in the
margin. I don’t know whether you plan to make any change in punctuation
or whether the type proof was poor and you were questioning whether
the comma was broken. Please let me hear from you.
Yours,
Sidney R. Jacobs
ss
Wallace Stevens, Esq.
Hartford Accident & Idemnity [sic] Co.
Hartford 15, Connecticut
this line occurs on page 76 of The Collected Poems — in case
Mr. Stevens wants to make a correction
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June 29, 1954.
Mr. Sidney R. Jacobs
ALFRED A. KNOPF, INC.
501 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Jacobs:
I am attaching your letter of June 23rd because that is the simplest way to
tell you that the punctuation as it appears in that letter is correct. I suppose
that the comma at the end of the line was not clear in the proof.
You will find enclosed all of the remaining proofs. You will note that I have
not commented on questions relating to the use of . . . This is because I
said all that I had to say on that subject on one of the earlier proofs.
Here and there there are red marks under words that can be spelled several
ways. Where I have not commented it is because the words spelled as set
are correct. One particularly troublesome word is the word centre. In some
of the earlier pages of this present set of proofs this is spelled centre, which
is the way I want it. Then in some of the later pages the word is spelled
center. The chances are that when I read the proofs for AURORAS OF
AUTUMN I adopted your spelling. These will all have to be changed to
a uniform spelling and I have marked them as if that form was to be centre.
There is another word: metier. This occurs somewhere in the proofs without an accent and with a question. I made no comment because it was
spelled correctly. Then at the end of the proofs I came across the same
word on page 526 with an accent. Will you bear this in mind so that if you
read the proofs yourself you can add the accent to the first use. I have
looked over the proofs to find this first use but have been unable to do so.
I have changed the word gayety to the way in which I have just spelled it
throughout.
There is only one point on which it seems necessary to have any discussion.
On page 407 there is no break in the way the printer has set up part 10 of
the last section of Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction[.] In the line commencing with the word Soldier (I have marked the place on the page so that
you will have no trouble in finding it) there should be a space between
these two things because the part beginning with the word Soldier is not
a continuation of part 10 but is a final comment on the whole subject.
Unfortunately, there is a difficulty about spacing which you will see for
yourself. Perhaps the easiest way to solve the problem is to italicize the
line beginning with the word Soldier or perhaps to italicize the rest of the
poem from the line beginning with the word Soldier. If you have any
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suggestion of your own, please let me know about it. It is conceivable that
you might be able to make a space.
I notice that Mr. Weinstock scrapped my idea of calling the final section
The Rock.
Sincerely yours,
Wallace Stevens

July 1, 1954
Dear Mr. Stevens:
Many thanks for the balance of the page proofs together with
your letter of June 29. We will stet the punctuation on page 128 as outlined
in my letter of June 23.
The space break on page 407 is an easy matter to arrange. We
will add 5 lines more space between the end of the top stanza on that page
and the section beginning with the word “Soldier”. In that space we will
put a narrow rule to indicate a break away from the balance of the poem.
I do think this will accomplish what you are after even more than italicizing
this entire section.
To compensate for the additional space, we will move the last
three lines to page 408, which otherwise would have been blank.
Apropos of the title of the last section, I shall change it to read
“The Rock”. I was surprised to find that although Mr. Weinstock agreed
to this, the information never reached me — and, as a result, no change
was made in setting copy.
Yours,
Sidney R. Jacobs
ss

Wallace Stevens, Esq.
Hartford Accident & Idemnity [sic] Co.
Hartford 15, Connecticut
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Stevens on Subject and Object:
“Someone Puts a Pineapple Together”
THOMAS L. MARTIN

M

ODERN HUMANS ARE AN ENIGMA to themselves, at once
the subject and object of their own experience, the bounds of
which seem always to shade into a regress of uncertainty. It is
this extensive noetic cosmos, the “spirit’s universe” (CP 343),1 of which
Wallace Stevens more than any other modern poet is cartographer à succès
fou. Stevens’ consummate guide to this universe is locked away in the
poem “Someone Puts a Pineapple Together.” Not only did Stevens single
out the poem as one of the most significant achievements of his life,2 but
the poem as a theoretical work stands at the very center of his thought. In
“Someone Puts a Pineapple Together,” as nowhere else in Stevens, reason,
sense, imagination, art, and reality are all accounted for.
The central image of the poem is a three-planet system, with movements
in patterns that reflect respectively sense, reason, and imagination. This
tripartite planetary system appears and recurs throughout the poem in a
swarming series of curious analogues. The proliferation of planetary analogues is so complete, in fact, that the poem itself seems a buzzing sort of
universe. All of this planetary interplay establishes throughout the poem
a fundamental threeness, which ironically casts light on the duality of
subject and object, and which further proceeds to something more primary
still. In this way, Stevens tries to come to terms with subject and object.
The poem’s setting is first to reveal the decidedly theoretical character
of the work. To misunderstand the setting, with all of its implied philosophical and aesthetic portents, is to misunderstand the poem. At the most
basic level it is about someone perceiving a pineapple on a table: “It is
something on a table that he sees. . . .” (NA 83). This choice is significant
for Stevens. Compare the imagists, Williams especially, who might consider a pineapple on a table. Even Stevens (perhaps as an exercise?) wrote
a masterful poetic still life in the earlier poem “A Study of Two Pears.” In
the present poem, however, Stevens takes a step further back and considers
the subject in the act of perceiving. Experience is divided into subject and
object, and both are submitted to an analysis at some remoteness. Not
merely a study of object, nor even of subject and object, the poem considers
the preconditions of both. Still life gives way to the scenario that makes
still life possible.
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This scenario, in the penstrokes of Stevens, is both philosophic and
aesthetic. Philosophically, it becomes a test case for Stevens’ epistemological and metaphysical concerns, not only exhibiting an understanding of
the history of thought but also advancing a statement of its own for that
history. Aesthetically, the scenario becomes a test of the processes of composition in art. He brings the two together by comparing the processes of
composition in art to those of composition in nature. The point of convergence is the point of connection between art and reality. Along the way,
the poem teases out some of the subtle problems of subject and object; and
as it probes the similarities of the two, treating questions of subjectivity,
intentionality, and externality, it does much more. Philosophically and
aesthetically the poem is nothing less than a test or Gedankenexperiment on
the nature of reason, art, and reality.
Perhaps the clearest way to appreciate Stevens’ philosophic explorations in the poem is by way of a consideration of Santayana. Though
questions of influence are beyond the scope of this paper, the connection
between Santayana and Stevens is well established.3 Santayana’s Reason
in Common Sense, the first volume of The Life of Reason, traces the development of reason from its most rudimentary principles in sensation to its
highest operations in art. Reason’s first achievement, according to Santayana, is the discovery of the natural object from the materials of sensation.
This discovery of the natural object is precisely where Stevens begins his
inquiry in the poem. The discovery of the natural object on the table, the
pineapple, starts at a point prior to any constructions of artifice or presuppositions of reason. It starts with mere appearance: “It is something on a
table that he sees. . . .” Stevens begins the inquiry from this prior point
and progresses to the acknowledgment of the natural object, the external
existence of which, as yet, he is unwilling to commit. Stevens’ experiment
of reason begins at this first stage.
But Stevens is also performing an experiment in art. The impulse to this
type of experiment is reflected in his essay “The Relations between Poetry
and Painting,” which discusses Leo Stein’s book Appreciation. Stein’s center
is painting, Stevens tells us, and his point of view is important for one,
like Stevens, whose center is poetry. For Stevens, “Poetry and painting
alike create through composition” (NA 163). Stevens is taken by an early
incident in the life of Stein in which Stein becomes aware that composition
in nature and composition in art are the same. This insight eventually leads
Stein to perform the following experiment, which Stevens relates in full:
I put on the table . . . an earthenware plate . . . and this I looked
at every day for minutes or for hours. I had in mind to see it as a
picture, and waited for it to become one. In time it did. The change
came suddenly when the plate as an inventorial object . . . a certain
shape, certain colors applied to it . . . went over into a composition to
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which all these elements were merely contributory. The painted composition on the plate ceased to be on it but became a part of a larger
composition which was the plate as a whole. I had made a beginning
to seeing pictorially. (NA 161-62)
It is interesting to see that the experiment that Stein the painter performs
is exactly the experiment that Stevens the poet performs in writing his
poem. Just as Stein “put on the table . . . an earthenware plate,” that he
“looked at every day for minutes or for hours,” so Stevens’ subject in the
poem sits before “something on a table that he sees,” and for the duration
of the poem he remains poised before it in contemplation. Thus Stevens
is experimenting with the processes of composition in art, just as Stein
was, and in so doing, he too probes the relationship between art and reality.
Stevens’ experiment is actually a refinement of Stein’s. Indeed, he takes
this experiment of art to what is, perhaps, its furthest extent. Whereas in
Stein’s experiment an earthenware plate is properly understood as an
artifact, a pineapple in Stevens’ is a natural object. Precisely for this reason,
that is, that a pineapple is not normally considered a human creation,
Stevens can play with the notion of creation as it relates to both art and
knowledge. To say that someone makes an earthenware plate is not unusual, but to say that someone makes a pineapple is to surprise and
illuminate. Stevens, by treating the pineapple as natural object, is able to
work with a number of subtle senses of putting together, making, composing, and to relate them to poetry and reality. For Stevens, all these are
closely linked. Consider, for example, his fascination with a certain Giorgione painting: “Vasari said of Giorgione that he painted nothing that he
had not seen in nature. This portrait is an instance of a real object that is
at the same time an imaginative object” (NA 152). It is this relationship
between reality and art that Stevens’ aesthetic experiment seeks to explore.
But the experiment goes even further. The best approach to this more
significant level of the experiment leads, again, through Santayana. He
reminds us that, as important as the first stage of reason is, there are stages
that follow. “In vain, then, will a philosophy of intellectual abstention limit
so Platonic a term as reality to the immediate aspect of existence” (Reason
in Common Sense 79). It is not enough to have a knowledge of natural
objects in sensation only, for “To catch the passing phenomenon in all its
novelty and idiosyncrasy is a work of artifice and curiosity” (75). Beyond
the knowledge of objects in sensation, the workings of the imagination
attain to a deeper understanding of reality. Of particular interest to the
Stevens scholar is Santayana’s statement that individual physical objects
are “the primary fictions on which convention itself must rest” (162; emphasis added). He further explains, “Individual physical objects must be
discovered before abstractions can be made from their conceived nature. . . .” For Santayana the discovery of an individual object is a primary
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fiction. And from it comes material for the imagination, which, being
distinct but not separate from sensation, performs its own operations on
the object. “[F]ancy can build no hope which would not be expressible
there [in the natural world]” (64). Thus, the mind creates its primary
fictions and from these, through imagination, its higher fictions.
Between the discovery of the object in sensation and the additional
discoveries of the object in imagination, however, Santayana posits a middling stage. He speaks of “this hybrid object,” explaining that the object
is “sensuous in its materials and ideal in its locus” (82). The assignment
of locus to the object by the mind is that intervening step. As the mind
conceives of the object as object, necessarily and simultaneously it assigns
it to some locus. This, for Santayana, is the function of the understanding
as it works with the materials of sensation.
Santayana’s three stages of reason trace the object of knowledge from
its beginnings in sense experience, through the operations performed upon
it by the understanding, and then to the higher fictions of the imagination.
Thus we see that Santayana and Stein both provide important background
information on Stevens’ experiment, the precise nature of which is found
in the details of the poem.
Subject and Object and Beyond
With this background, let us turn directly to the first ten lines:
O juventes, O filii, he contemplates
A wholly artificial nature, in which
The profusion of metaphor has been increased.
It is something on a table that he sees,
The root of a form, as of this fruit, a fund,
The angel at the center of this rind,
This husk of Cuba, tufted emerald,
Himself, may be, the irreducible X
At the bottom of imagined artifice,
Its inhabitant and elect expositor. (NA 83)
The poet first addresses his audience as students, in keeping with the
piece’s academic character. And given the classical tenor of the opening,
one could say that this poem is paideia. He proceeds: that which the
someone of the title contemplates is “A wholly artificial nature,” that is,
wholly a thing of artifice. As David Galef has noticed, the pineapple of the
title appears once in the title and then is not specified again until the
middle of the second section of the poem. In this way, the object of
experience in question is sufficiently unspecified from the beginning so as
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to be little more than a delimited object of experience. The poem then
moves from minimal recognition to manifold realization of that object.
With “him,” as we read, we realize the object through “a fund,” containing
among other things a “profusion of metaphor.” Somewhere in this stirring
center is enough inherence that the object remains object and is given a
name—it becomes “this fruit.” Yet even in the act of naming it, the observer
looks for some beginnings of essence, “The root of a form. . . .”
That brings him, and us, to the question of what the object is, what
precisely lies “At the bottom of imagined artifice.” What exists there that
cannot be explained in terms of a more fundamental reality? What is the
“irreducible X”?4 We learn that ultimately it may be either some form of
object or some form of the subject. “This husk of Cuba, tufted emerald, /
Himself, may be, the irreducible X.” Thus Stevens questions whether, once
the attributes imposed upon the object by the observer are stripped away,
it will remain at all. And what would that do to the subject? Even the
imagery begins to erode the conventional subject/object distinction. For
example, in the passage “a fund, / The angel at the center of this rind, /
This husk of Cuba, tufted emerald, / Himself,” each appellation refers
equally well to either object or subject.
The pineapple’s obvious prominence throughout the poem forces the
attentive reader to account for Stevens’ decision to focus on that particular
“artificial nature.” Besides its southern and exotic qualities, the pineapple
may be the perfect aesthetic form,5 which would make the choice ideal for
Stevens’ aesthetic experiment. There may be another, more important,
reason. As natural object, the pineapple in an odd way bears a resemblance
to the human head. If one pictures a head contemplating a held pineapple,
that resemblance seems even more striking. This suggestion would not be
worth entertaining except that the text clearly warrants the comparison
and rewards it by giving additional salience to the rich ambiguity between
the someone and the something, the perceiver and the perceived, the subject
and the object. Any study that ignores the tentative nature of the subject/object distinction in Stevens runs immediately into problems. Stevens
is pushing beyond subject and object to something more basic and more
central. What, then, is the “angel at the center of this rind”?
The Three-Planet Figure
Here are the next fourteen lines of the poem:
It is as if there were three planets: the sun,
The moon and the imagination, or, say,
Day, night and man and his endless effigies.
If he sees an object on a table, much like
A jar of the shoots of an infant country, green
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And bright, or like a venerable urn,
Which, from the ash within it, fortifies
A green that is the ash of what green is,
He sees it in this tangent of himself.
And in this tangent it becomes a thing
Of weight, on which the weightless rests: from which
The ephemeras of the tangent swarm, the chance
Concourse of planetary originals,
Yet, as it seems, of human residence. (NA 83-84)
“It is as if there were three planets. . . .” Stevens models the former
passage in which the subject apprehends or constructs the object in these
three planets. In doing so, he decreates subject and object. For Stevens this
means that the scene in which someone perceives a pineapple on the table
is explained in terms of something more fundamental. Decreation is an
important mode of analysis for Stevens: “Modern reality is a reality of
decreation, in which our revelations are . . . the precious portents of our
own powers” (NA 175). The experiments of reason and art described above
probe the creative processes of reason and art. Though the creative mode
of analysis is closely related to the decreative mode, there is an important
difference. Whereas experiments of art and reason seek to understand the
creative processes, decreation moves from the product of creation back to
the elements that gave rise to it. Decreation thus traces that process back
toward its point of origination. As we shall see, this poem presents some
particularly interesting alternations between the creative and the decreative modes.
The figure of the three-part planetary system, as we said earlier, is the
central figure of the poem. This three-planet figure acts at once as paradigm for the dense complexities of the poem and as emblem for the reality
at its center. Throughout the poem threeness is fundamental. Besides its
numerous tripartite systems, the form and original setting of the poem are
tripartite. Stevens first published it in “Three Academic Pieces,” composed
it in three sections, and wrote it in tercet stanzas. The three planets are
“the sun, / The moon and the imagination. . . .” A parallel series immediately follows: “Day, night and man and his endless effigies.” This parallel
structure is carried throughout the poem; the triads replicate, stand by
themselves, serve as analogies of each other, and together effect a single
trope. We see some interesting examples of this in passages that come later
in the poem. The sun links with the daytime, and in the next section the
sun’s daytime illuminations are said to be “the true light of the truest
sun. . . .” Likewise the moon is associated with the night, and the next
section also tells us that the moon’s shining “is the intelligence of our
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sleep.” Later there is mention of a “shaft / Of that third planet. . . .” The
third planet, imagination, is associated with humans and their endless
effigies. Its shafts of light, we read further on, are the “small luxuriations
that portend / Universal delusions of universal grandeurs. . . .” We see
that another triad has been picked up along the way: besides sun, moon,
and imagination, there is light, sleep’s darkness, and the luxuriations of
the imagination.
The first planet in Stevens’ figure is the sun, which is sight’s brute
rendition of the object. “The eye does not beget in resemblance. It sees”
(NA 76), Stevens tells us. Prior to the resemblance of metaphor and prior
to the workings of the understanding, the sun represents the sense experience of the object. This brute experience of the object in sense, figured in
this way, is remarkably like Santayana’s statement that “A sensation needs
to be violent, like the sun’s blinding light, to arrest attention, and keep it
taut. . . .” (Reason in Common Sense 71). Whether this similarity be accident,
influence, or allusion, the figure of the sun as sense experience works well
on its own and works especially well as part of the universe Stevens is
charting. This, to be sure, is not the first time Stevens uses the figure of
the sun. He uses it constantly and indeed makes it integral to his poetry.
Even the broader overtones of the figure fit well with the meaning here.
“[T]he true light of the truest sun” in this poem is, however, a reference
primarily to the brute sense experience of the object.
In contrast to the sun, the moon’s “propagations are more erudite. . . .”
The moon is also distinct from the “profusion” and the “exfoliations” of
the imagination.6 We read later that the radiations of this second planet
are the “precious scholia jotted down in the dark,” “the intelligence of our
sleep.” These scholia neither simply derive from experience nor are identical with the luxuriations of the imagination, but rather are the nonsentient interpretations of the intellect. Not reason per se, these interpretations
are the process of abstraction by which reason both enlarges upon the
object as locus and distills it to some form. The history of reason, we will
see later, forms another triad, with its beginning in objectivism, its move
to subject/object-ism, and finally its move to subjectivism. The interpretation that the intellect places upon the object of knowledge depends
largely upon the historical period in which the intellect finds itself. In this
poem, reason, and the involutions of its history, require a section all its
own, and must be taken up later. For now, let it suffice to say that the
second planet, the moon, as it orbits around the object of knowledge,
provides the nonsentient interpretations of reason.
The third planet, the imagination, is the source of metaphor. By use of
the imagination, the someone in the poem makes the object of knowledge
a “tangent of himself.” We read that “the ephemeras of the tangent
swarm,” and seem at the same time to originate in the object and in the
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self. Whether the object on the table is like “a jar of the shoots of an infant
country, green / And bright,” or whether it is more like “a venerable urn,
/ Which . . . fortifies / A green that is the ash of what green is,” in either
case the object is a tangent of the life of the self, or more precisely, the
object is in the tangent of the self. Whether this imagination is more like
Stevens’, as in his “Anecdote of the Jar,” or like Keats’s, in “Ode on a
Grecian Urn,” it has informed the object. Imagination, the third planet in
the figure, makes its own circuit around the object of knowledge. It recreates the life of the self as one or more effigies that proceed from the self
at one point and down a line. And as a line extending (intending) from
this third planet’s circular orbit, the tangent is both the place where the
object finally “becomes a thing / Of weight,” and the place where the
subject, “the weightless,” finds its rest.
Appositeness
He must say nothing of the fruit that is
Not true, nor think it, less. He must defy
The metaphor that murders metaphor.
He seeks as image a second of the self,
Made subtle by truth’s most jealous subtlety,
Like the true light of the truest sun, the true
Power in the waving of the wand of the moon,
Whose shining is the intelligence of our sleep.
He seeks an image certain as meaning is
To sound, sound’s substance and executant,
The particular tingle in a proclamation
That makes it say the little thing it says,
Below the prerogative jumble. The fruit so seen
As a part of the nature that he contemplates
Is fertile with more than changes of the light
On the table or in the colors of the room.
Its propagations are more erudite,
Like precious scholia jotted down in the dark. (NA 84)
This section of the poem treats the appositeness of sense, reason, and
imagination to the object of knowledge. There is a tendency in art and
even in reason to stray from the object into unreality. But each planet has
a certain course that it must stay. The creativity of the imagination, to take
one instance, has value for Stevens only as it enhances reality: “the imagination . . . has the strength of reality or none at all” (NA 7). And if this is
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the case with the imagination, a fortiori it is the case with sense and reason:
“He must say nothing of the fruit that is / Not true, nor think it, less.”
Each of the three planets has a proper orbit and each its proper emanations.
There is “the true light of the truest sun.” There is “the true / Power in
the waving of the wand of the moon. . . .” And by the statement that “He
must defy / The metaphor that murders metaphor,” we gather that some
metaphor strays from the object, which brings about the death of metaphor; on the other hand, there is a metaphor that lives by its very
appositeness to its object. What, though, is the precise nature of this
appositeness?
The poem tells us: “He seeks as image a second of the self, / Made
subtle by truth’s most jealous subtlety. . . .” This is a difficult statement to
understand. The jealous subtlety of truth is appositeness; but that jealousy
comes from within, for the image sought is a second of the self, and thus
the matter of truth somehow comes from within. Appositeness, according
to Stevens, “raises the question of rightness, as if in the vast association of
ideas there existed for every object its appointed objectification” (NA 114).
He elaborates further:
It [appositeness] is primarily a discipline of rightness. The
poet is constantly concerned with two theories. One relates to
the imagination as a power within him not so much to destroy
reality at will as to put it to his own uses. He comes to feel that
his imagination is not wholly his own but that it may be part
of a much larger, much more potent imagination. . . . For this
reason, he pushes on and lives . . . on the verge of consciousness. This often results in a poetry that is marginal, subliminal.
. . . The second theory relates to the imagination as a power
within him to have such insights into reality as will make it
possible for him to be sufficient as a poet in the very center of
consciousness. This results, or should result, in a central poetry.
(NA 115)
Under both theories, appositeness is the joining of the object and the right
images of consciousness. In fact, the object should be so suited to image
that “the object and its image become inseparable” (NA 114).
An important aspect of appositeness, especially for a poet, is the rightness of sound: “He seeks an image certain as meaning is / To sound. . . .”
The inseparable pairing of image and object is closely related to the pairing
of meaning and sound in words. The right sound is “The particular tingle
in a proclamation / That makes it say the little thing it says. . . .” And the
pairing is so complete that the sound of the word becomes not only the
“executant” of meaning but also the very “substance” of the meaning as
well. In the essay “The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words” Stevens
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explains the importance of words in this way: “The deepening need for
words to express our thoughts and feelings . . . makes us listen to
words . . . , makes us search the sound of them, for a finality, a perfection,
an unalterable vibration. . . .” (NA 32). For after all, “above everything else,
poetry is words; and . . . words, above everything else, are, in poetry,
sounds.” In this section we read that the apposite sound of words takes
place below “the prerogative jumble.” Unlike the prerogative jumble,
which is simply words as “the thoughts of men and women ignorant of
what it is that they are thinking,” the apposite sound of words below this
phatic jumble comes only from the acutest poetry.
This observation brings us to a point of transition. After bringing us
this far, the poem moves into even deeper issues: “The fruit so seen” at
this juncture is “more than changes of the light / On the table or in the
colors of the room,” more than mere sense experience. In this section the
effect of the first planet, the sun, on the object is acknowledged as fully
treated. The poem pushes for more. The fruit “as a part of the nature that
he contemplates” is more fertile than just what appears in sense experience, as fulgent and as vital as that may be. To explore the effect of the
moon, the poem turns at this point to a detailed treatment of the planet
whose “propagations are more erudite, / Like precious scholia jotted down
in the dark.” Thus, the moon is reason’s operations on the object of experience. And in order to treat adequately the effects of reason in experience,
Stevens traces the history of reason.
Reason
For Stevens the history of reason is tripartite. And while it is true that
any history of thought reveals something about its author, in the case of
Stevens this revelation is particularly interesting. The three major divisions
or ages in the history of thought turn out to be three fundamental ways
of interpreting experience, and all are carefully treated in this section of
the poem.
Did not the age that bore him bear him among
Its infiltrations? There had been an age
When a pineapple on the table was enough,
Without the forfeit scholar coming in,
Without his enlargings and pale arrondissements,
Without the furious roar in his capital.
Green had, those days, its own implacable sting.
But now a habit of the truth had formed
To protect him in a privacy, in which
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The scholar, captious, told him what he could
Of there, where the truth was not the respect of one,
But always of many things. He had not to be told
Of the incredible subjects of poetry.
He was willing they should remain incredible,
Because the incredible, also, has its truth,
Its tuft of emerald that is real, for all
Its invitation to false metaphor.
The incredible gave him a purpose to believe. (NA 85)
At the beginning of this section Stevens speaks of “the age that bore
him,” the “him” of course referring to the subject “someone.” We read that
the age, continuing its influence into the present, “bear[s] him among /
Its infiltrations.” The poem immediately introduces a past age: “There had
been an age / When a pineapple on the table was enough. . . .” The
mention of this past age shifts quickly to the introduction of another age.
The transition comes in the words: “Without the forfeit scholar coming
in. . . .” A pineapple on the table was not enough for this forfeit scholar,
who came with “his enlargings and pale arrondissements,” and with “the
furious roar in his capital.” The poem continues, “But now,” indicating a
separate age from either of the prior two: “But now a habit of the truth
had formed / To protect him in a privacy, in which / The scholar, captious,
told him what he could / Of there. . . .” To summarize, we have the present
age, characterized by the captious scholar, and then we have what looks
like two past ages. One of these past ages, the age when a pineapple on
the table was enough, is spoken of in the past perfect tense. The other past
age, characterized by the forfeit scholar, is the transition from that age
when a pineapple on the table was enough to something else. At this point,
then, we see that Stevens is talking about three stages in the history of
thought. They are, in chronological order, the age when a pineapple on
the table was enough, the age of the forfeit scholar, and the age of the
captious scholar.
The first age, as indicated, is the age for which a pineapple on the table
stands sufficient in and of itself, the age when “Green had . . . its own
implacable sting.” Toward the end of this second section of the poem the
past perfect tense is used again, as is the case with the discussion on green.
As we progress, we pick up a new subject, a new “he.” (Stevens’ use of
pronouns in this poem, which so decidedly interests itself in the close
relations of subject and object, is worthy of special study.) We read: “He
had not to be told / Of the incredible subjects of poetry. / He was willing
they should remain incredible, / Because the incredible, also, has its
truth. . . .” And finally: “The incredible gave him a purpose to believe.”
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This is the same age that Stevens talks about in “The Auroras of
Autumn.” Of that poem, J. Hillis Miller observes:
There was once a time when man lived in harmony with his
fellows and his surroundings. This harmony was a unified
culture, a single view of things. (Miller 217).
At this time, we read further, “no one was aware of himself as a separate
mind.” Humans hardly considered themselves separate entities from nature. All of reality was an unbroken harmony. This outlook we will call
objectivism. In it, humans had precisely the same status as any other part
of nature. And, we are given to understand, objects presented themselves
absolutely. The élan of life was the élan of nature: “Green had . . . its own
implacable sting.” Consciousness was consciousness of the object, and no
rift separated subject from object. Indeed there was no room for, or even
need of, the subject. The outlook was purely objective.
Elsewhere in Stevens we read: “Eve made air the mirror of herself” (CP
383). Consciousness of the self was not of the self qua self: Eve understood
herself in the air; her consciousness permeated nature indivisibly as the
air, never demarcated as subject. Consciousness of the self was as much
at one with nature, as much a part of the objective world, as air is a part
of nature. Air separates objects much as we think of space as separating
objects. In this sense, air is what makes an object an object. The consciousness of Eve was the very consciousness of objects. Another aspect of air is
that it touches an object at all points, that is, all points of its surface.
So objectivism is, vis-à-vis the universe of surfaces, absolute knowledge.
It does not probe for something else. The pineapple on the table is enough;
it is, in this sense, absolute. Yet that does not rob the pineapple of its
wonder; rather, it contributes to it. For the man of this first age “had not
to be told / Of the incredible subjects of poetry.” He was not caught in the
questionings and vicissitudes of epistemology. Doubt and uncertainty kill
wonder. The object for him was a whole, and as a whole it fit perfectly
well into a larger harmony. This harmonious world had its own implacable
sting. The world was immediate and its wonder was immediate. Thus, the
incredible subjects of poetry were immediate. They “gave him a purpose
to believe.” For the man of the first age, poetic activity was the spontaneous
act of religious worship.
The second age is characterized by “the forfeit scholar,” who comes
with “his enlargings and pale arrondissements” and with “the furious roar
in his capital.” The first thing that we notice about him is that he is a
scholar. And remember that the third age, too, is characterized by a scholar,
the “scholar, captious.” So whereas the second and third ages of human
intellectual history are characterized by different types of scholars, in the
first age primordial humans assumed a more natural outlook. Even most
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intellectuals of the first age did not reach beyond objectivism, nor even
envisage other possibilities. (And those who did were not responsible for
a complete cultural shift, as were the forfeit scholar and the captious
scholar.) The second and third stages are arrived at through deeper intellectual reflection. Because of this difference, the transition from the first
age to the second age is qualitatively more drastic.
The forfeit scholar of the second age has given up the implacable sting
of green, of immediacy in a setting of harmony. He has drawn a line
between himself and the world and become a self, a separate, self-conscious subject. The world is now somewhere “out there.” Miller, for example, points to the Stevens poem “Repetitions of a Young Captain” for
primary evidence of this fundamental cognitive shift:7
A tempest cracked on the theatre. Quickly,
The wind beat in the roof and half the walls.
The ruin stood still in an external world. (CP 306)
The poem says that this cataclysm brings about “the spectacle of a new
reality.” The forfeit scholar has introduced the distinction between subject
and object. In doing so he has made the world an external world. He finds
that he himself exists as a fundamentally different type of being, a separate
and even remote subject. This complete differentiation is the dualism of
subject and object. We will call this outlook subject/object-ism. It is interesting to note, too, that the word forfeit is directly descended from the Latin
word foris, which means “out of doors,” or “beyond.” In the subject/object
distinction the object is in a sense beyond, outside of, the self. No longer
are humans at one with nature. They have moved nature out of doors.8
Who is this forfeit scholar? Is he one person whom the poem refers to,
or is he merely a metonymy for the entire age? All indications point to
Descartes, who, according to Stevens, is the individual primarily responsible for the major shift in Western culture from objectivism to subject/object-ism. “The philosopher proves that the philosopher exists,” Stevens
tells us (NA 56). That the cogito, the thinking self, exists necessarily is the
one incontrovertible truth for Descartes. It is for him the first principle of
all philosophy. The thinking self is an immediate, certain reality. What
previously had been the immediacy of the world in objectivism gave way
to the immediacy of the self which acknowledges an external world apart
from the self in what we are calling subject/object-ism. Earlier we read
that “Eve made air the mirror of herself,” as illustrative of the outlook of
the first age. In the same poem, in the line preceding that one, we read:
“Adam / In Eden was the father of Descartes. . . .” (CP 383). Descartes, the
second major landmark in the history of thought, not only embodies the
second age, but is primarily responsible for it.
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In the present poem we read of the forfeit scholar ’s “enlargings and
pale arrondissements.” “[H]is enlargings” may refer to the encyclopedically wide range of Descartes’ interests or to the comprehensiveness of his
new philosophy that purported to include the first principles of every area
of inquiry, both of which would apply particularly to the forfeit scholar’s
“furious roar in his capital.”9 “[H]is enlargings” may similarly suggest
Descartes’ idea of the self as a soul with potentially infallible rational
powers and with a will whose limits of freedom cannot be conceived, so
that even Stevens with this same intent speaks of a “sovereign ghost” (CP
27).
The “pale arrondissements” of the forfeit scholar are more interesting
than, and provide certain clarification for, his enlargings. The word arrondissement from the French has a literal meaning of “a circuit.” The verb
form is arrondir, which is “to round,” or “to make a thing round”; it also
means “to extend or increase,” in other words, “to enlarge.” Thus, arrondissement, the noun, is a rounding or a making round. Here, then, is an
important observation: a rounding (in the sense of making something
round, as in a planet’s orbit), and a rounding out (in the sense of an
extension or enlargement, perhaps, of concepts of the understanding), are
closely related for Stevens. This relationship betters our grasp on the
ever-present circle in Stevens’ poetry. The circle for Stevens is the act of
the mind by which it orders experience. The circle serves as the central
metaphor in Stevens’ poetry for the constructions of the understanding.
Note further in this connection that he describes the arrondissements as
pale. Paleness is the absence of color. We saw above, in the discussion on
the moon as figure for the understanding, that the understanding performs
its operations in the (colorless) dark, that is, the understanding gives its
own interpolations to the lighted objects of sense experience, interpolations that are independent of sense experience.
Descartes and the age of subject/object-ism would deem the pineapple
on the table insufficient, incomplete, not enough. That is why Stevens has
the very existence of the pineapple remain unsettled until the thinking
subject brings it back in. And because of the variable nature of this reintroduction, the thinking self neatly codifies the problem that will perpetually plague subject/object-ism.
The third age is the age of the “scholar, captious,” the age characterized
by subtle and seemingly endless argument. Like objectivism and subject/object-ism before it, it is a certain habit of the truth. But it is a habit
of the truth such that “the truth was not the respect of one, / But always
of many things.” Here no single view rises above any other. No objective
point of reference is available to settle the questions. No end to disagreements will be reached. Truth is always of many things. This habit of the
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truth “formed / To protect him in a privacy. . . .” The third age is the age
of subjectivism.
Stevens’ view of the history of thought has similarities with Husserl’s.
And in the history being outlined here Husserl could be considered a key
figure of the third age of thought. Husserl makes such introductory comments to his thought as follows:
[T]he whole course of philosophical development since Descartes has been preparing the way for it—a science covering a
new field of experience, exclusively its own, that of “Transcendental Subjectivity.” (5)
Let me say at this point that subjectivism has many versions. Protagoras
and Berkeley have both been called subjectivists. But Protagoras and
Berkeley saw the existence of an objective world as unquestionable, however unusual their conception of that world might have been. For modern
subjectivism no external world may be present at all; its existence is a
matter of continual debate, and the end result is often solipsism. Besides
Husserl, there can be no mistake that Stevens is influenced by Nietzsche,
Santayana, Cassirer, and the aesthetician Focillon. The variations of modern subjectivism can be subtle and involved; determining those from
whom Stevens draws is more troublesome still. For now we can content
ourselves by accepting subjectivism as the view that “the truth was not
the respect of one, / But always of many things.” For this scholar, the habit
of truth “formed / To protect him in a privacy. . . .” Stevens’ own view
will gradually become evident.
Metaphor
Here is the next section of the poem:
How thick this gobbet is with overlays,
The double fruit of boisterous epicures,
Like the same orange repeating on one tree
A single self. Divest reality
Of its propriety. Admit the shaft
Of that third planet to the table and then:
1. The hut stands by itself beneath the palms.
2. Out of their bottle the green genii come.
3. A vine has climbed the other side of the wall.
4. The sea is spouting upward out of rocks.
5. The symbol of feasts and of oblivion . . .
6. White sky, pink sun, trees on a distant peak.
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7. These lozenges are nailed-up lattices.
8. The owl sits humped. It has a hundred eyes.
9. The coconut and cockerel in one.
10. This is how yesterday’s volcano looks.
11. There is an island Palahude by name—
12. An uncivil shape like a gigantic haw.
These casual exfoliations are
Of the tropic of resemblances, sprigs
Of Capricorn or as the sign demands,
Apposites, to the slightest edge, of the whole
Undescribed composition of the sugar-cone,
Shiftings of an inchoate crystal tableau,
The momentary footings of a climb
Up the pineapple, a table Alp and yet
An Alp, a purple Southern mountain bisqued
With the molten mixings of related things,
Cat’s taste possibly or possibly Danish lore,
The small luxuriations that portend
Universal delusions of universal grandeurs,
The slight incipiencies, of which the form,
At last, is the pineapple on the table or else
An object the sum of its complications, seen
And unseen. (NA 85-87)
Metaphor is the product of the imagination. Though probably known
more as Stevens’ experiment in metaphor than as anything else, this poem
demonstrates via its structure as well as its imagery that the imagination
is only one part of the three-part process of apprehending the object of
experience. Only from the first two parts of this process, only from sense
and reason, can the imagination create metaphor.10
“Divest reality / Of its propriety. Admit the shaft / Of that third planet
to the table and then. . . .” Metaphor may not seem to have the propriety
of sense and reason, but like them it nevertheless provides to the object a
significant component of reality. For, “one of the significant components
of the structure of reality . . . is . . . the resemblance between things” (NA
71). The imagination performs its operations instantaneously and simultaneously with those of sense and reason. It casts its shaft of illumination
“in the twinkling of an eye. It colors, increases, brings to a beginning and
end, invents languages,” and so on (NA 62).
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At this point in the poem Stevens’ experiment of reason and art produces a great flourish of metaphor. He offers twelve dazzling metaphors
for the pineapple, each of which satisfies the demands of appositeness and
extends or enhances the reality of the pineapple. The metaphors in their
flourish stand as “casual exfoliations.” Stevens even describes the metaphors themselves by means of another metaphor. The metaphors, he says,
exfoliate as sprigs on the top of the pineapple. They highlight, they enhance. They cap off the object as a crown.
Each metaphor here sets up illuminating resemblances. “Poetry is a
satisfying of the desire for resemblance” (NA 77) and metaphor is a poetic
activity. In “the act of satisfying the desire for resemblance it [poetry]
touches the sense of reality, it enhances the sense of reality, heightens it,
intensifies it.”
Put Together
This is everybody’s world.
Here the total artifice reveals itself
As the total reality. Therefore it is
One says even of the odor of this fruit,
That steeps the room, quickly, then not at all,
It is more than the odor of this core of earth
And water. It is that which is distilled
In the prolific ellipses that we know,
In the planes that tilt hard revelations on
The eye, a geometric glitter, tiltings
As of sections collecting toward the greenest cone. (NA 87)
Stevens uses the triadic structure again at the end of the poem to sum
up the operations of the self in putting together the object. In the first place
are “the planes that tilt hard revelations on / The eye. . . .” This mention
of planes has important affinities with the art of Cézanne, as Stevens quotes
him:
“I see planes bestriding each other and sometimes straight lines
seem to me to fall” or “Planes in color. . . . The colored area
where shimmer the souls of the planes, in the blaze of the
kindled prism, the meeting of planes in the sunlight.” (NA 174)
The constant connection of light and color with the planes is important.
The planes are said to be “ ‘in the sunlight.’ ” The mention in the poem
that the planes make their revelations on the eye is also important. Stevens
is treating with greater specificity the operations of the first planet (the
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sun, or sense experience) on the object. The brute appearance of an object
in sense experience is, however, not yet quite an object. Sense yields only
the disparate bits that the self tends to partition off and later assigns status
as object. The brute appearance of the object begins in the planes of sense
experience. The art of Cézanne is like the art of Villon in this respect.
Stevens records the following insight while visiting a Villon exhibition.
Stevens’ decreative mode of analysis is here notable: he moves from the
created to the uncreated, from reality to the preconditions of reality.
A woman lying in a hammock was transformed into a complex
of planes and tones, radiant, vaporous, exact. A tea-pot and a
cup or two took their place in a reality composed wholly of
things unreal. (NA 166)
Like Villon’s woman lying in a hammock, the scene of the pineapple also
begins in the bits of sense experience, “In the planes that tilt hard revelations on / The eye,” that produce “a geometric glitter. . . .” This is the
function of the first planet, the sun, as it begins to create the scene of the
pineapple. The object, we learn, is also “distilled / In the prolific ellipses
that we know. . . .” The key here is “that we know. . . .” The ellipse is the
circular approximation that is best used in connection with a natural object
for Stevens. The ellipse, as is the case with the circle, is the operation of
the understanding as it forms the objects of experience.
The moon as second planet functions to form the object as object.
Stevens quotes Braque: “ ‘The senses deform, the mind forms’ ” (NA 161).
The mind forms the object from the unformed data of sense experience
and assigns to it a certain locus. This is the sense in which the object is
“distilled,” that is, “distilled / In the prolific ellipses that we know. . . .”
The overtones of essence play in the word distilled. Reason—through
interpretation and assignment of locus—also reduces the object to a point
where it takes on a distinguishable essence. Ellipse serves Stevens wonderfully here in both of its senses. An ellipse is at once that circular approximation for Stevens that best befits a natural object and also an omission
or abbreviation. If the ellipses comprise the distillation of the object, then
the abbreviations of the ellipse are the reduction to some point of essence.
The pineapple thus is not just “something on a table that he sees”; it also
becomes “The root of a form. . . .” Later Stevens reveals it as an ascent, “a
climb / Up the pineapple,” the end of which is yet to be seen. Nevertheless,
these ellipses result from the forming activity of reason, and are in this
sense, truly the forms of reason.
Before we see how Stevens puts all this together we must revisit the
object. The object’s similarity to the subject has already been suggested.
The object, like the subject, is tripartite. As the subject has its three planets,
the object has its parallel “root,” “fruit,” and “exfoliations.” Prior to the
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planes of sense experience and the elliptical interpolations of reason is the
“odor of this fruit. . . .” It is prior because the text says that the pineapple
is more than the “odor of this core of earth.” The description is: “the odor
of this fruit, / That steeps the room, quickly, then not at all. . . .” The odor
or fragrance of the object steeps the room at one moment, but is unnoticeable the next. The odor is said to be “of this fruit,” but it is also something
present in the subject. It is in, around, and permeates the poem, perfectly
a part of both subject and object, pervading the compass of both. Besides
being described as “of this fruit,” the odor is said to be “of this core of
earth / And water.” “[T]his core of earth / And water” seems a deliberate
attempt—Stevens already has described the fragrance as originating in the
fruit, but here restates its point of origination—to make the object, the fruit,
in its very make-up, to be like the subject, the someone, (let us say) the
man, who according to Genesis was made of clay, that is, of earth and
water. In these ways, too, the object is amazingly similar to the subject.
We come finally to the stage where Stevens puts all of the elements
together to arrive at the pineapple. The process is both powerful and
elegant. Consider first the “planes that tilt hard revelations on / The eye,”
which produce “a geometric glitter” (see fig. 1). Then think of the “prolific
ellipses” we know (see fig. 2). As the subject pulls these two together, in
this second stage of putting things together, it circles the squares, thus
bringing containment. In the last stage, the exfoliations of metaphor are
added, reaching in and reaching out, to and from many directions. The
object is born (see fig. 3).

Fig. 1. The planes and their
revelations on the eye.
Fig. 2. “The ellipses that we
know.”

Fig. 3. Put together.
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The processes of planes and circles coming together are “tiltings” or
“sections collecting” toward a central cone. One is reminded of Cézanne’s
injunction to Emile Bernard: “ ‘Treat nature by the cylinder, the sphere, the
cone, everything in proper perspective so that each side of an object or a
plane is directed towards a central point’ ” (Baird 82). For Stevens there is
a greenness in this central point. The collectings of the planes of sense and
the circles of reason are “toward the greenest cone.” There is a life in the
center. So “reality is not that external scene,” but rather “the life that is
lived in it” (NA 25). Besides being a product of sense and reason, the object
is just as much, if not more, a product of the imagination.
It is the imagination that brings all the elements of sense and reason
together with its own contributions to create the object. For Stevens, “the
best definition of true imagination is that it is the sum of our faculties”
(NA 61). In “Someone Puts a Pineapple Together” the imagination creates
a cone. Prior to this were only the planes of sense and the ellipses of reason.
Besides approximating a geometric composite of plane and circle (or ellipse), the cone most essentially and finally represents the pineapple.
The imagination also makes the greenest cone the vital tangent of the
self. This is a beginning at understanding the cone’s greenness. The imagination brings the object together, displays it in its fullness, and gives it a
life. And regarding this life, remember, the imagination creates a tangent
of the self, and in that tangent the object resides. As Stevens asks of the
subject, “Does he not dwell in an analogy?” (NA 129). When the imagination confers upon the object the life of the self, it effects the final interchange between subject and object.
Someone has put a pineapple together. He or she has created the pineapple. Subject has created object in its own image and lives its life in the
object. “We live in the mind” (NA 140). The object, however, is not the only
creation of the subject. The poem also is a putting together, a making, a
creation. In the same way that subject has made the object, the poet’s
“words have made a world that transcends the world and a life livable in
that transcendence” (NA 130). This lived-in transcendence is the subject’s
reality. In this reality poem and object ultimately merge. “[P]oetry,” like
the object made by the subject, “is a part of the structure of reality” (NA
81). The poem has thus moved from decreation to creation, has flashed
back and forth many times, oscillated, and come to rest in the central life
of the subject.
Conclusion
As Stevens in this poem has decreated the scene of subject apprehending
object, so this study has undertaken to decreate Stevens’ poem. The decreation of the pineapple breaks first into subject and object. Then both subject
and object decreate into a more primary reality. This primary reality in
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Stevens’ terminology would include all that makes reality possible, all the
preconditions of reality. These more primary preconditions are three, or better, one comprising three parts. Just as primary reality is essentially tripartite, the object is tripartite in its root, its fruit, and its exfoliations. The subject
is tripartite in its sense, reason, and imagination. Reason has a three-part
history in which individuals choose among reason’s three options. Even
imagination, according to “Three Academic Pieces,” part I, makes its creations in three ways. This fundamental threeness in Stevens is important.
But the central tripartite reality is the self. All other ternate systems in
some way revert to the single self with its three aspects of sense, reason,
and imagination. This concept of the tripartite self has great significance
for an understanding of Stevens. For example, no commentator, to my
knowledge, has ever done justice to the “thrice concentred self” of “Credences of Summer”:
Three times the concentred self takes hold, three times
The thrice concentred self, having possessed
The object . . . (CP 376)
This thrice concentered self of “Credences of Summer” appears in the present poem in the tripartite planetary system. Elsewhere the three sections of
“Notes toward a Supreme Fiction” refer to the three parts of the tripartite
self. Each of the three requirements for a supreme fiction correspond to and
address a part the ternate self: it must be abstract, addressing reason; it must
change, addressing sense; it must give pleasure, addressing imagination.
But Stevens appears to leave us with a duality, a tripartite subject and
a tripartite object. Yet he has subtly but consistently joined them. They
have, first of all, an identical structure. Moreover, throughout the poem
each appellation or description of subject could apply as well to object,
and each description of object could apply as well to subject.
The fact is that Stevens almost always favors subject, predominantly
explaining object in terms of subject. His poetics represents a kind of
Copernican revolution in which imagism is superseded by a subject-centered poetry of “image-making-ism.” The philosophy at work with his
poetics shows the same commitment to the subject. The external world,
which has been tentative throughout this study, turns out to be questionable: “The world is no longer an extraneous object, full of other extraneous
objects, but an image” (NA 151). And, “Every image is an intervention on
the part of the image-maker” (NA 128). “[F]ew people realize that they are
looking at the world of their own thoughts and the world of their own
feelings” (NA 66). Finally, the world for Stevens is “a world in which
nothing but the self remains, if that remains” (NA 171). This is the primacy
of the subject in Stevens.
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What ontological status can be assigned to this image-making subject?
After making his metaphysical concerns throughout this poem, Stevens
stops short of a metaphysical commitment: “we cease to be metaphysicians” (NA 58), he says. He even says that, “we do not want to be metaphysicians” (NA 59). Stevens does not sort out the ontology of the subject.
“The philosopher proves that the philosopher exists. The poet merely
enjoys existence” (NA 56). For, “la vie est plus belle que les idées.” Stevens
therefore contents himself with concentrating on the subject’s image-making powers, charting out “the extent of artifice within” (NA 141). Metaphysical indeterminateness does not stop the movements of life or poetry,
which for Stevens are the same. Inexorably they move on. Life circulates.
Poetry creates. And the self pirouettes lightly and with laden beauty
against a background as mottled as a post-impressionist landscape.
Purdue University
Notes
1

Abbreviations for Stevens’ works are as follows: CP, The Collected Poems, and NA, The

Necessary Angel.
2
We find evidence of Stevens’ high esteem for the poem toward the beginning of his career
and again at the end of his life. Regarding the former, Bloom observes that the poem’s “first
text in Stevens goes back to Sunday Morning in 1915. Stevens said of canto V that ‘it is one
of the things in the book that I like most’ ” (194). Much later, Stevens signals the importance
of the poem in “As You Leave the Room,” a poem written as a retrospect in the year of his
death. In that poem, as J. Hillis Miller observes, Stevens

lists “that poem about the pineapple” as proof that he has participated in life.
The poem is “not what skeletons think about.” Skeletons are those who are cut
off from reality. “Aristotle is a skeleton. . . .” (Miller 242)
Thus, Stevens’ two statements of preference, bridging the beginning and end of his career,
clue us to the poem’s principal importance for him.
3
Young and Riddel both have astutely traced the connection.
4
This allusion to Kant’s noumena further demonstrates Stevens’ metaphysical concerns.
5
Surbaugh arrives at this thesis through a comparison of Stevens and William Hogarth.
6
While some commentators equate the moon with the imagination in Stevens (most notably
Kessler), in this poem “three planets: the sun, / The moon and the imagination” are specifically distinguished as three separate processes that work together in the apprehension of the
object.
7
The idea of the subject/object distinction in Stevens is not unique with Miller. It is a
commonplace in the critical literature. Miller, however, in Poets of Reality presents the idea
better than anyone else in terms of Stevens’ historical understanding of the distinction and
its significance for Stevens. But even Miller has problems beyond the second stage of the
development. He melds the second stage together with what he considers to be the final
view of Stevens, perspectivism. After this melding, he then attributes ambivalence to Stevens.
The problems of this approach should become plain in the next section of this study.
8
Stevens writes:
It is as if a man who lived indoors should go outdoors on a day of sympathetic
weather. His realization of the weather would exceed that of a man who lives
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outdoors. It might, in fact, be intense enough to convert the real world about
him into an imagined world. In short, a sense of reality keen enough to be in
excess of the normal sense of reality creates a reality of its own. Here what
matters is that the intensification of the sense of reality creates a resemblance:
that reality of its own is a reality. This may be going round a circle, first
clockwise, then anticlockwise. (NA 79; emphasis added)
This passage, from “Three Academic Pieces,” highlights the connection between the understanding as an indoors/outdoors movement (as in forfeit) and as a circling operation (see
discussion below).
9
I believe that the sense of the word capital in this phrase is as a stock, a supply, a fund;
it also can refer to the head, which would of course be the place where the fund has a kind
of presence. Again the reference is to Descartes. It was Stevens who quoted from Leon Roth’s
exegesis of Descartes’ Discourse on Method the following passage:

It was the “rationalist” Voltaire who first called attention to the “poetic” in
Descartes. . . . To the casual reader there is nothing more remarkable than the
careless richness of his style. It is full of similes drawn not only from the arts, like
architecture, painting and the stage, but also from the familiar scenes of ordinary
and country life. (NA 55-56)
Adding to the list, the quote mentions the last work of Descartes, which includes the scientific
analysis of the “passions of the soul” and also a ballet he was writing for the Queen of
Sweden. Descartes drew from what Stevens would consider a rich poetic fund.
10
I do not wish to give the impression that these three processes are entirely discrete or
temporally ordered for Stevens. While they may be separated logically in the poem and this
exposition, they partake in each other as part of the same process in time, as indicated below.
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On the Aesthetics of
“Peter Quince at the Clavier”
HOWARD NEEDLER

I

A

MONG THE MANY PECULIARITIES of “Peter Quince at the
Clavier,”1 one that has received less critical attention than it deserves is Stevens’ incorporation in the poem of elements—narrative, characteral, symbolic—derived from other writing. A personage from
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the protagonist of an apocryphal addition to
the prophecy of Daniel, and passing references to Genesis and the synoptic
gospels, in a poem of only a few dozen verses altogether, constitute a
surprisingly disparate array of sources. It is the object of the present essay
to analyze not only these constituent elements as they occur in the poem,
but also their juxtaposition in the hope of shedding some new light on the
much-discussed topic of this poem’s “statements” about aesthetics.
Although most of the abundant published commentary on “Peter
Quince at the Clavier” inclines to read the poem as extensively concerned
with aesthetics in the broadest sense (more explicitly, with the particularities of poetic or musical form and the principles underlying them), a recent
essay points out the poem’s insistent eroticism and the difficulties of
reconciling it with the sections more obviously devoted to aesthetic theory.2 In this essay, B. J. Leggett dismisses the efforts of many authors to
“exorcise[]” the poem’s erotic episodes as “mere symbols of aesthetic
theory” and proposes a Nietzschean scheme of interpretation that admits
and accommodates these prima facie discrepant aspects. Another essay, by
Mary Nyquist, raises the problem of the poem’s disjunctiveness in a different way, attaching its first occurrence to the lines, “It is like the strain
/ Waked in the elders by Susanna,” where the poem “suddenly lapses
back into analogy,” a lapse that “is, simultaneously, a lapse into narrative.”3
Leggett disagrees with Nyquist that this is the issue, but both of them seem
to agree that the narrator, introducing at this point material from the
apocryphal tale of Susanna and the Elders, has made a transition that needs
to be explained. Leggett’s account of the differences between his and
Nyquist’s readings at this point, and of the difference of both of their
readings from those of “formalist critics,” is instructive:
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Nyquist is also disturbed by the correspondence between the
speaker “thinking” of the woman in blue-shadowed silk and
the elders “watching” Susanna bathe, since the introduction of
the elders emphasizes the shift in the figure for desire (initially
the sound of music) to a visual image, “the specular gaze, which
makes the imagined or visual object the Other.” Although a
Nietzschean reading explains this shift from music to scene,
indeed finds it inevitable in the lyric, Nyquist raises a different
question here concerning the content of Stevens’ scenes, in
particular their sexist and voyeuristic implications. Why would
Stevens’ speaker compare his desire with that of licentious old
men? This is of course another way of asking how we are to
interpret the function of the elders in the poem. In formalist
readings they tend to function as bad artists who respond to
Susanna’s beauty in an inappropriate manner. In Nyquist’s
feminist reading they are the embodiment of the sexist undercurrent in the poem, “the pornographic and patriarchal eye”
that views Susanna as an object to be possessed. It would be
difficult to defend the poem against the charge of sexism, but
there is an alternative interpretation of the elders’ role in the
poem that recognizes quite frankly their sexual function but
sublimates it as a stage in the creation of art. (52-53)
Leggett and Nyquist are both accurate in their observation of particular
elements of the poem’s opening section and strikingly astute in their
interpretations of them, but neither seems to make the obvious comment
that the elders are in the poem because they came with Susanna from the
source material, or to ask whether Stevens could have abstracted Susanna
without the elders from his source. Leggett, by giving the elders a function
in the theory of art that he sees the poem as articulating, in effect views
them as standing in a conjugal relation with Susanna, but one that is
determined by the use Stevens makes of all these figures rather than by
their relations in the source tale. Nyquist, on the other hand, seems to view
precisely these relations as determinative of the relations of Susanna and
the elders in Stevens’ poem. Neither of these critics seems to find any prior
difficulty in the quality of the speaker’s thought in this first section, despite
its evident vapidity, or in the illogicality of the analogies and transitions
upon which it is built. And, mutatis mutandis, the same is true of virtually
all the other published readings of this poem, which unite in ascribing to
“Peter Quince at the Clavier” a consistency (and, less unanimously, an
authority) that he does not obviously possess or deserve.
My purpose in the present essay is not to focus on the particular merits
of any of these readings but to examine more closely than they do the
oddities arising from the juxtaposition, already noted, of seemingly unreON THE AESTHETICS OF “PETER QUINCE”
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lated references. The Shakespearean and biblical elements have no apparent a priori connection and, individually as well as in their presumed or
imagined relations, they generate for the reader sharply discordant effects
that call for explanation. Such an effect occurs first in the poem’s title. If
it does not impress its reader as slightly ridiculous, its faintly oxymoronic
character is at least likely to give pause—not unlike the comment of the
grandmother of the narrator of Swann’s Way about the church at Combray:
“Je suis sûre que s’il jouait du piano, il ne jouerait pas sec.”4 Peter Quince
extracted from A Midsummer Night’s Dream and set “at the clavier”? Not,
perhaps, as “off the wall” as a church playing the piano; but nonetheless
a most unexpected coupling.5 If Quince could be considered historical at
all, it would be as an Elizabethan workman, not an Athenian helot, and
Stevens has placed him at an eighteenth-century instrument (not, apparently, a pianoforte). But the reflections of the speaker in the poem’s first
section, with their facile aesthetics swiftly yoked to the service of erotic
desire, seem to belong, if in any historical context, to the Edwardian
drawing-rooms frequented by the society of such as Eliot’s Prufrock.
It may be an amusing conceit to project Shakespeare’s carpenter-impresario forward through the centuries in this way, but it seems highly inadvisable to read the thoughts of his clavier-playing avatar as if they were
those of the poet, or flatly to identify them with the aesthetic suggestions
of the second and fourth sections. There is naivete or even disingenuousness in the poem’s opening line—human fingers striking a keyboard do
not necessarily “make music” at all, nor are Peter Quince’s improvisations
likely to be “music” if they are produced in total unawareness of keys,
scales, and everything that goes into the production of musical harmony.
And the analogy fingers : keys :: sounds : spirit is, even in the speaker’s
terms, not strictly accurate, since the “selfsame sounds” make on the spirit
“a music”—the indefinite article suggesting a component of subjective
judgment that may, like, say the “music of hounds,” depend very much
on the audience’s ear and the taste that governs its response. Music has
already become a metaphor for what turns out to be nothing more than
desire, collapsing the aesthetic aspirations of this discourse before they
have ever been fully articulated. The uncertain logic of the discourse is
underscored by the ambiguity of then in line 4, which seems to be suspended between causative conjunction and temporal adverb: the speaker
appears to be saying that music remains as feeling after it has ceased as
sound, but may also—or instead—be saying that feeling, rather than
sound, is what music essentially is.
But there is a further potentially unsettling aspect to such identification
of music with feeling: the speaker is not quite voicing the conventional
sense of the power of music to stir the emotions. Perhaps Peter Quince
has been playing the work of Bach or some other serious composer (as,
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for instance, Meyer and Baris’s allusion to a “virtuoso performance” appears to suggest); but his words suggest that he is moved by his own music
and make his attitude toward his playing seem decidedly masturbatory.
At the very least, the double-entendres of the poem’s first four lines
establish an undercurrent of knowing sensuality that finds explicit articulation in the next two lines. Nyquist’s “pornographic” (if not yet “patriarchal”) “eye” is already present “Here in this room, desiring you, /
Thinking of your blue-shadowed silk.” The argument has made another
leap of logic to get to this point: “And thus it is that what I feel, / . . . Is
music.” Thinking he has established that music is feeling, Peter Quince
freely asserts the validity of the converse: feeling is music. And in particular,
it is flatly declared erotic desire that is here equated with music, although
this desire may be qualified by the accompanying thoughts of its object’s
“blue-shadowed silk.” The fingers may still be traveling over the keys, but
the thought is not of any music score: a virtuoso performance, perhaps,
but not of music.
It is at this point that the narrative voice makes its startling transition to
the story of Susanna and the Elders. This transition is surprising for several
reasons. As Nyquist points out in different words, the comparison initiated
with “It is like” does not flatter the speaker’s desire. The multiple meanings
of strain not only suggest that the “music” of this desire is labored, but revive more directly the imputation that it is after all only a metaphor for the
exertion of human limbs and organs. But suddenly the terms of the implied
metaphor are reversed, as the elders of the Susanna story are converted into
musical instruments: “felt / The basses of their beings throb / In witching
chords. . . .” The terms of the original comparison have shifted significantly:
in the poem’s opening lines, music “plays” upon “spirit,” generating feeling—which is only secondarily glossed as desire, “what I feel, / Here in this
room, desiring you, / Thinking of your blue-shadowed silk. . . .” A few lines
later, desire, only indirectly identified through the voyeuristic introduction
of its female object (as Nyquist points out), plays the human body like an
instrument, making “The basses of [its] being[] throb. . . .”6 Whatever “music” may be in what the elders feel, it is not only labored, but coarse, as indicated by the throbbing basses and pulsing pizzicati—and physical, as the
reader is invited to realize by a common literal meaning of pizzicare—to itch.
The poem’s opening section moves from an at least self-avowedly “spiritual” apprehension of the “music of desire” to its rearticulation in crassly
physical terms, achieving a marked descent in the aesthetic pretension of
its erotic themes—and it completes this process through the unexpected introduction of an apocryphal tale that it will now be useful to examine.
II
The ironic last lines of the poem’s first section (“felt / . . . their thin
blood / Pulse pizzicati of Hosanna”) intimate the contrast of themes
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brought into it by the introduction of the Susanna story. Hosanna, derived
from the Hebrew word hosh”an’a , is a plea to God for salvation, and as
such, belongs to a different universe of discourse from that of the pulsing
pizzicati in the blood. (As Voltaire pointed out in his fourth letter on the
Quakers, there are some bodily movements that seem incompatible with
the causality of divine inspiration.) But the presence in Stevens’ poem of
the word hosanna reminds the reader that Susanna has a literary history,
and intimates something of its character.7 Scholars disagree as to whether
the story is Greek or Jewish in origin,8 but whichever it is, it is very clearly
moral in character. In the source, Susannah is a woman of uncompromising
(though apparently not unimpeachable) moral rectitude, and the issue is
whether she will be vindicated or condemned—in either case, on moral
grounds. And throughout the long history of this tale and its many refashionings, this has generally continued to be the case: whether one turns to
the fourteenth-century alliterative English Susannah, for instance,9 or to
the flow of German dramas on this theme from the sixteenth century to
the beginning of the twentieth,10 the issue seems always to be a moral
one.11
“Peter Quince at the Clavier” is, as far as I know, the first literary
recasting of this story in terms so predominantly aesthetic12 that contemporary criticism scarcely finds it necessary even to acknowledge its moral
prehistory.13 But to dismiss this prehistory out of hand seems unwise, since
it is not clear that Stevens could avail himself of the Susanna material fully
purged of its moral character—and his handling of it in the poem makes
it seem most unlikely that he desired or attempted so to purge it. The
phrase “Waked in the elders by Susanna”—understandably cited by
Nyquist as sexist—attaches the agency of sexual arousal to Susanna, which
makes Stevens’ poem sexist where the source is not, since it makes the
covert lewdness of the elders the primary moving power in the course of
events. And in the poem, even more than in the source, which has much
to say about Susanna’s beauty as well as her virtue, it is far from clear in
what sense, if at all, Susanna can be held responsible for the elders’ feelings.
Stevens’ implied scenario is clearly a telescoped one: although it apparently involves Susanna’s bodily presence, and the bodily presence of the
elders, it is presented as a transaction between more abstract entities, such
as Susanna’s beauty and the (musical) “strain” it awakes, playing upon
the bodies of the “white elders.” The language is certainly that of the
voyeuristic scene envisaged by Nyquist, but this language, before the
poem reaches its end, will appear to function as a ground for the aesthetic
considerations advanced in its third part. The first part treats body as a
conduit for music, which itself appears here to embrace a range from the
source of harmony and melody to mere rhythmic vibration. Peter Quince,
at one end of this range, is an emblem of the mechanical craft of sound
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reproduction; Susanna, at its other end, appears to represent the more
aesthetically elevated and ethereal source of music.
Susanna, in the poem’s second part (and the final tercets of the first), is
enclosed in a green world that seems like the Garden of Eden. The grass
is “Still quavering,” as if it had just sprung up—or rather, perhaps, as if
still in shock from the first sin; for if Susanna’s garden is an Eden, it is
certainly not altogether a prelapsarian one. The autoeroticism that has been
noted by Leggett and Stegman recalls that of the Miltonic Eve (PL IV,
449-68), some of whose postures are partly recapitulated by Stevens’
Susanna: “and laid me down / On the green bank, to look into the clear
/ Smooth lake” (PL IV, 457-59)—with the addition of a potent and highly
conscious self-knowledge: “She searched / The touch of springs, / And
found / Concealed imaginings.” Much of the language of this section is
redolent of the atmosphere of the original fall from grace: Concealed imaginings, spent emotions, among the leaves, and old devotions; winds . . . like . . .
maids, timid feet, woven scarves, wavering. And Susanna’s movements take
place, not before the eyes of a loving and innocent Adam, but under the
prurient “specular gaze” of the red-eyed elders. The green evening gives
way to night, which in turn is muted but not made gentle by the intrusion
that violates Susanna’s private world. But if Stevens has drawn here upon
the substance and imagery of Eve’s sin and its consequences, he has (to
adapt the useful term of Meyer and Baris, 57) refigured it cleverly, dissipating the air of sin, guilt, and punishment, but intensely representing the
sense of a changed world. This is most fully reflected in the fourth couplet
of the third part: “Anon, their lamps’ uplifted flame / Revealed Susanna
and her shame.” I do not share the opinion of critics who think her shame
an allusion to an actual, intended, or imagined rape of Susanna, but
consider it more probably a record of what lay on the other side of the
divide from “they were both naked . . . , and were not ashamed” (Genesis
2: 25). If I am right, Stevens makes Susanna figure a fundamental passage
in human aesthetic awareness, whose most accessible analogy in the
mythological frame he has chosen is the sea-change in human knowledge
that occurred across the consumption of the forbidden fruit.
III
As Walter Benjamin pointed out in his essay “On Language as Such and
on the Language of Man,”14 what resulted from Eve’s and Adam’s sin was
loss of the immediacy of “pure language-mind.” This amounted to a
fundamental change in what Benjamin calls the “mental being” of the first
humans. And one of its concomitants was a basic change in the character
of language itself. What the “blissful” “life of man in pure languagemind”15 was we cannot know, since we are descendants of the fallen Eve
and Adam. But we necessarily know the sense of loss resulting from its
disappearance. This situation exhibits a far-reaching analogy with the
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aesthetic “theory” of “Peter Quince at the Clavier,” and helps to explain
both Stevens’ adaptation of the Susanna story and his placement of it in
the poem. It will have been noticed that he privileges what I will call “the
Susanna aesthetic” in the second section, allowing Susanna’s self-exploration (which is simultaneously an exploration of the circumambient green
world) a protracted moment of suspension. At the heart of this interval is
the evening’s “d[ying],” “in [its] green going,” which holds Susanna at a
pivotal moment—truly pivotal, because it suspends her between her primordial and self-absorbed contemplation of the “green world,” and her
exposure to the eyes of the elders and the attendant Byzantines. When she
turns, like Orpheus, perhaps, rather than like Lot’s wife, it is instantaneously to know her loss. Susanna has an inner music of her own—something that the narrator notices in the final section, and that Susanna seems
to be aware of in part II (“She sighed, / For so much melody”)—but it is
not equated crudely, like Peter Quince’s music, with what she feels. It must
be understood, rather, as composed of what she feels and what she knows,
although her knowledge must have been qualitatively different before the
pivotal moment from what it was after it.
The analogy with the sin of Eve seems to me useful, but the parallel is
somewhat inexact, since in Stevens’ fable the decisive moment has been displaced from the self-willed acquisition of new knowledge to the ensuing
pronouncement of patriarchal judgment upon it.16 Stevens provides an extended sequence of metaphors, images, and literary allusions to mark the
moment. Susanna’s “music” is overwhelmed by various forms of discord:
“A cymbal crashed, / And roaring horns. / . . . a noise like tambourines. . . .”
The “attendant Byzantines,” lamps upraised, may ironically recall the wise
and foolish virgins of the gospel, unexpectedly illuminating not one about
to be married, but a victim of intended rape. Even the wise among them are
foolish, their whisperings as supererogatory to the event that their lamps
illuminate as rain is to the willow that weeps already. With the onset and
flight of these attendants, after this revelation of “Susanna and her shame,”
Stevens has drawn Susanna’s story out of the hortus conclusus of its private
aesthetic and into the realm of judgment, where its Greek archetype situates
it and where all commentary begins. But whereas moral judgment is what
follows in the Greek original, it is aesthetic judgment that is first in question
in the poem’s fourth part and that explicates the meaning of the crisis dramatically represented in part II.
IV
The last part of the poem begins with what A. Walton Litz calls “a
startling reversal of our everyday assumption that earthly beauty is an
evanescent reflection of the ‘ideal form’ in the mind.”17 But the Platonic
ideal form is not “in the mind,” and an understanding of what Stevens
means by “Beauty is momentary in the mind” requires the gloss provided
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by the following line, “The fitful tracing of a portal.” However, this line
needs its own gloss: why a tracing? why fitful? and why a portal?—all seem
to be valid, even urgent questions, whose answers are not at all obvious.
But the tercet is so tightly constructed that neither of the first two lines
can be fully interpreted without taking account of the concluding one: “But
in the flesh it is immortal.” The mention of mind and flesh again recalls the
condition of the first humans, both before and after their first sin, and
makes it clear that Stevens has indeed made “a startling reversal” in these
lines, although not in my opinion the one alluded to by Litz. It resides
rather in Stevens’ making “beauty” take an opposite course to that taken
by the human organism, which moved from an apparent primordial unity
and immortality of body and soul to mortality of body and immortality of
intellectual soul (which for the purposes of this analysis I equate with
Stevens’ mind) only. The emphasis of the first two lines seems to fall upon
the limited powers of mind for the apprehension of beauty, and the second
line indicates with some precision what the scope of the mind’s resources
is. Tracing implies two different but related things: following the trace left
by something whose passage has been “momentary”;18 and seeking to
reproduce it. That this tracing is “fitful” suggests that only partial and
unpredictable recovery of the trace is possible; that it is “The . . . tracing
of a portal” suggests that it intimates (but apparently does not provide)
access to something that lies beyond it; that it is equated with “Beauty . . .
in the mind” suggests that in the mind beauty is the hint of access to
something outside of the mind but not readily or obviously apprehensible.
All of this has significant application to aesthetic theory, mediated (as previously noted) by the idea of a “fallen” knowledge that retains memory of,
but is denied access to, the “unfallen” knowledge that went before it. In the
present case it is the discourse of beauty that vainly seeks to realize the substance of its subject. The voice that speaks these lines cannot be the voice
of Peter Quince in the poem’s opening part, with its facile equation of music
with feeling. Susanna’s inwardly heard melody has supervened, and the
topic of the fourth part is music’s retreat before the efforts made to take possession of it. This is a particular application of an ancient theme (cf. the Sybilline oracles in Aeneid 6), but Stevens complicates it and gives it freshness
by incorporating within the same short lyric symbols of both the inaccessible art-object and the vehement discourse that seeks to capture it.
This discussion may perhaps at first seem peripheral to the last part of
the poem, in its concern with beauty. At the very least, however, it will
raise questions as to the identity of the art-object with its beauty, or—to
put it in the terms chosen by the poet—the body and its beauty. The poem
itself raises these questions in trenchant form: what are we to make of “But
in the flesh it is immortal,” or “The body dies; the body’s beauty lives”?
Beauty is not immortal in human flesh (if the sublime aesthetics of Catholic
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afterlife and the perverse aesthetics of necrophilia are disregarded), so the
commonplace metaphorical meaning of “in the flesh” is probably intended; but what is beauty’s “flesh”? If “the body’s beauty lives,” where
does it live? Not, apparently, in the mind, nor (presumably, notwithstanding the poem’s penultimate line) in memory, which is a faculty of mind.
The poem’s final section has as its centerpiece a series of similes that
intimate a response to these questions by refocusing attention on the key
elements of the Susanna story. The garden, “Of a green evening, clear and
warm,” is Susanna’s ambience, and the locus of her introspective exploration of the sources of her own “music.” The multiple acknowledgment
of the modes of “dying” of this ambience (and of the maidenhead of its
sole occupant) not only helps to explain the enigmatic observations about
beauty in the preceding lines, but also delineates a significant degradation
in levels of reality. If Stevens’ color symbolism is taken seriously, the “green
going” of evenings implies the most intense reality in the moment of
transiency, suggesting that the essence of aesthetic perception resides in
the awareness of loss—or more precisely, of the elusiveness of the aesthetic
phenomenon that is neighbor to loss. The beauty of what passes is
eternized in the more profound beauty of the moment of its passing.
The point seems to be that the immortality of beauty derives from its
inherence in what is mortal: in other words, from its attachment to what
is ephemeral, transient, bound to the inevitability of loss. (Perhaps this
helps to explain why beauty is conventionally identified with what is
certain to perish: youth, flowers, life, etc.) And the awareness of this point
makes clearer the significance of “So evenings die, in their green going, /
A wave, interminably flowing.” If the “going” of evenings is “green,” it is
full of life; and the emphasis of the phrase then shifts from intimation of
the evening’s “death” in any absolute sense to its disappearance from the
grasp of the viewer who contemplates its beauty. “[M]omentary in the
mind” should now appear to be a singularly accurate identification of this
instant of apprehension that has all the phenomenology and mythology
of loss within it. The comparison of this experience to “A wave, interminably flowing” implies an analogy to the vertical up-and-down motion of
the wave in the medium that it displaces horizontally. And in view of the
common but false assumption that this lateral displacement is the movement of the wave, it also suggests the readiness with which the symptom
of the phenomenon can be mistaken for the phenomenon itself.
To desire the beautiful, to wish to seize, define, and hold it, is common,
this poem implies, but it invariably results in failure, if not always in
awareness of failure. The death of gardens, echoing the death of the
archetypal garden, after loss has been mourned and evil repented, is
unsentimentally preserved in the winter that overlays them, free of its
conventional guise of desolation, but unredeemed by the promise of re-
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birth. The death of maidens—a symbolic threat to Stevens’ Susanna, if not
to her respectably married literary archetype—brings the poem dangerously close to the experience of Susanna that it dare not articulate: domesticating the savagery of the primal scene in the violated garden, it
decorously moves on to the serenading by maidens in the early morning
light of one whose maidenhead has been surrendered.
In another famous early poem, Stevens writes, “At the sight of blackbirds / Flying in a green light, / Even the bawds of euphony / Would cry
out sharply” (CP 94). The “white elders,” drained of color and rendering
their Hosannas in pizzicato, may be bawds, but are unlikely to be identified
with the “bawds of euphony. . . .” That notwithstanding, bawds and elders
seem to have in common an incapacity to contain a “green music.” The
crass eroticism that seeks, with violence if necessary, to take possession of
what arouses it, the well-mannered but superficial postulations of Peter
Quince, and the loftier theoretical lucubrations of the art and literature
critics that I think Stevens designates by the unflattering term “bawds of
euphony,” all are disarmed and overwhelmed by a brush with authentic
aesthetic experience. It is possible, this poem seems to say, on more than
one level, to mistake the substance and meaning of aesthetic experience.
The elders, for example, who ogle Susanna at the low level of their own
desire, are left with nothing more than a reminder of their own mortality.
But the poem has a further irony to offer before it ends. Its last three lines
ascribe to “Susanna’s music” an immortality apparently related to memory—pious memory, in the opinion of at least one critic (William Burney),
who reads viol as a quibble on vial, with reference to the sacrament of the
final line (which Burney thinks to be probably “extreme unction”19).
In the light of the considerations adduced above, however, viol is at least
as likely to recall the idea of violation, and if so understood, it would
dramatically confirm the disruptive power of memory in its capacity,
indeed, its unavoidable penchant, for distortion and misrepresentation.
The poet himself, having imaginatively resurrected from the legend a
Susanna whom he could present as an emblem of pure aesthetic experience, now yields her to the governance of memory that reaffirms her moral
character, making her immortal music something a lot closer to “a
maiden’s choral.” The poem, concerned with blockage and entrapment in
the pursuit of beauty, is made to fall back upon a more reliable and familiar
resource. Experience of the evening “in [its] green going” is absolute, but
fleeting; what remains to us of it is what we can claim through memory,
and it is through memory that the displaced sense, narrative, sequential,
and here ultimately moral, reclaims its own territory. The conscious recollection in this part of the poem of the closing verses of Keats’s “Ode on a
Grecian Urn” is therefore profoundly ironic, since the Ode asserts precisely
what Stevens’ poem makes unavailable: the apprehension of beauty
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through arrest—and in this arrest, ironically offers the assurance of a truth
more durable than what is feverishly sought by the unending succession
of human generations. The poem ends with a “revisionist” coda illustrating the process through which the apprehension of beauty emulates the
course taken by beauty itself.
In this reading I have argued that “Peter Quince at the Clavier” has
multiple voices that bespeak different phases and degrees of aesthetic
awareness. But it should be noted that the poem’s voices, differing in this
respect, also differ significantly in function. Its closing voice, seeming
definitively to renounce any claim for recovery of the originary “Susanna
music,” offers a conventionalized, reductive version of it in the form of “a
constant sacrament of praise.” But the poem (in this respect following
“Ode on a Grecian Urn”) has already given its readers a different way to
circumvent the obstacle by making the poignancy of transience present in
its own lines: “So evenings die, in their green going, / A wave, interminably flowing” intimates in its own illusory suspension of closure the effect
so pointedly inaccessible to the poem’s own discourse about music and
poetry. In so doing, it reveals wherein lies the transcendent superiority of
this ghostlier music to the music of Peter Quince or of the elders, or even
of more exalted manipulators of notes, rhymes, and meters: for, unlike all
of the music that we play, this is music that plays us.
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although even in painting, the dominant theme is a chaste and moral Susannah, repelled and
even horrified by the unwanted attentions of the salacious men who encompass her, there
are some notable exceptions. Chief among these is Tintoretto’s masterpiece (in the Vienna
Kunsthistorisches Museum), variously dated between 1555 and 1570, in which a contemplative nude Susannah, just emerged from the bathing-pool (one foot still half-immersed in the
water), is languidly toweling herself while the furtive elders lurk nearby in dense shrubbery.
This Susannah is the source of light in her world, conveying the feeling that the radiance of
her body, her elaborately coifed hair, and her sparkling earrings, is what also lights the dark
foliage and even the figures partially shrouded by it. Also worthy of note is Gustave Moreau’s
Susannah of three centuries later: part odalisque and part Amazon, she stands in a dark
baroque interior, overgrown with foliage, shrubbery, and creepers. Dressed like a warrior
goddess, with buskins, an elaborate headdress, and one breast exposed, she looks downward
in a reflective pose suggestive of restrained power as well as of grace.
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A curiosity, perhaps produced under the influence of Stevens’ poem, is Het Boek van
Joachim van Babylon, by Marnix Gijsen (1950) (’s-Gravenhage, Stols, 1949), also published in
French as Le livre de Joachim de Babylone, by Jan-Albert Goris (Paris: Nouvelles editions
latines, 1950). Marnix Gijsen was a nom de plume of Jan-Albert Goris. This novel, represented

as the translation of an ancient manuscript, maintains Susanna in her traditional character
of irreproachably moral matron, but exploits the tale’s aesthetic potential through her generally disregarded husband Joachim, the narrator of the tale, whom it makes into a sophisticated traveler and connoisseur of human folly and wisdom, as well as of art.
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Benjamin, Reflections, 329.
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However, Benjamin (“On Language as Such and on the Language of Man”), whom I
take the liberty of quoting at length on this important point, locates the critical change
precisely in the introduction of judgment:
In the Fall, since the eternal purity of names was violated, the sterner purity of
the judging word arose. For the essential composition of language the Fall has
a threefold significance (without mentioning its other meanings). In stepping
outside the purer language of name, man makes language a means (that is, a
knowledge inappropriate to him), and therefore also, in one part at any rate, a
mere sign; and this later results in the plurality of languages. The second
meaning is that from the Fall, in exchange for the immediacy of name damaged
by it, a new immediacy arises, the magic of judgment, which no longer rests
blissfully in itself. The third meaning that can perhaps be tentatively ventured
is that the origin of abstraction, too, as a faculty of language-mind, is to be
sought in the Fall. For good and evil, being unnamable, nameless, stand outside
the language of names, which man leaves behind precisely in the abyss opened
by this question. Name, however, with regard to existing language, offers only
the ground in which its concrete elements are rooted. But the abstract elements
of language—we may perhaps surmise—are rooted in the word of judgment.
The immediacy (which, however, is the linguistic root) of the communicability
of abstraction resides in judgment. This immediacy in the communication of
abstraction came into being as judgment when, in the Fall, man abandoned
immediacy in the communication of the concrete, name, and fell into the abyss
of the mediateness of all communication, of the word as means, of the empty
word, into the abyss of prattle. For—it must be said again—the question as to
good and evil in the world after creation was empty prattle. The tree of knowledge did not stand in the garden of God in order to dispense information on
good and evil, but as an emblem of judgment over the questioner. This immense
irony marks the mythical origin of law. (328)
17
A. Walton Litz, Introspective Voyager: The Poetic Development of Wallace Stevens (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1972), 43.
18
A potent example of what this means in relation to poetry and thought is provided by
Dante’s injunction to his well-qualified readers (Paradiso 2: 13-15): “metter potete ben per
l’alto sale / vostro navigio, servando mio solco / dinanzi a l’acqua che ritorna equale” (“Well
may you launch upon the salty deep / Your vessel, keeping closely to my furrow, / Before
the sea’s inrushing equal sweep” [my translation]).
19
William Burney, Wallace Stevens (New York: Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1968), 38.
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“The Slightest Sound Matters”:
Stevens’ Sound Cosmology
MERVYN NICHOLSON

I

S

TEVENS WAS OBSESSED WITH SOUND. This obsession with
sound went beyond the perfecting of cadence and rhythm that all
poets pursue: indeed, it was not a matter of prosody but of sound
as a physical phenomenon—the noises of sea and inanimate nature, of
birds, insects, and animals, as well as the sounds people make, both verbal
and non-verbal, such as cries: “the syllable / Of recognition, avowal,
impassioned cry . . .”1 Many, perhaps most, of his poems present sounds
in this sense—sound not as signifier of meaning but as sheer physical act.
The act of utterance is of course one of the most common motifs in Stevens.
But this motif is not speech as usually understood—it is an oracular
sound-phenomenon: “syllables that rise / From the floor, rising in speech
we do not speak” (CP 311; cf. “The Region November”). This is a paradoxical “speech” of sound—but not, as it were, of words. What this fascination suggests—in Anca Rosu’s term “[t]he extraordinarily complex
matter of sound in Wallace Stevens’ poetry”—is the presence of another
kind of meaning altogether, not the conceptual one usually identified with
words.2 Ultimately it implies, as we shall see, a different cosmology.
The first priority in The Necessary Angel—the first topic—is the “sound
of words,” as the title of the opening essay, “The Noble Rider and the
Sound of Words,” indicates. This “sound of words” is a mental transformation, not communication of abstract ideas (“abstract” in its familiar
usage, not abstract as in “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction”3). That is
because “there is a sense in sounds beyond their meaning” (CP 352): a
sense. Thus the primary meaning of words in poetry is a non-abstract,
non-conceptual res identified with something labeled “sound.” Stevens’
Peter Quince concludes that “Music is feeling, then, not sound” (CP 90):
music is not sound waves, still less abstract ideas, but something else
entirely. The “meaning” of music is itself a problematic notion: music
cannot be transposed into abstract ideas. Yet music does unquestionably
have meaning, sometimes life-changing meaning, as every lover of music
knows, and to this extent, the “meaning” of music is an analogue of the
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“meaning” of poetry itself. Neither can be reduced to a single or definitive
idea—indeed to ideas in the ordinary sense at all.4
The title “The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words” is really a metaphor: the “noble rider” is “the sound of words” itself: sound is visualized
as a chevalric youth. “[A]bove everything else, poetry is words; and . . .
words, above everything else, are, in poetry, sounds” (NA 32). Poetry =
words = sounds. For Stevens, this close—“above everything else”—identification of word with sound is what constitutes poetry: what makes it
what it is. This seems a quixotic reversal of common sense, where words
exist for meanings, the sound being an aural vehicle to the abstract concept.
But Stevens is emphatic: sounds—not meanings—are what matter. Hence,
logically, “Poetry is a sense” (OP 187; my emphasis), that is to say a mode
of physical perception. Stevens uses terms in his own way, but he uses
them very precisely: convolution for him is not profundity (“the tired
romance of imprecision” [CP 353]). Paradox and riddle—yes; abstract
divagation—no. But this reduction to “sound” would seem to abandon
meaning altogether.
Pursuing this identification of poetry/words/sounds further, one finds
that Stevens conceives words in precisely the way he conceives “sounds.”
Poetry is not a religion in Stevens, yet “God is the ultimate poetic idea”
(OP 274); indeed “God is a symbol for something that can as well take
other forms, as, for example, the form of high poetry” (OP 193). If God is
really a symbol for something that appears in the form of poetry, few things
could be more important than poetry (than the sound of poetry, that is).
Yet, “A poet’s words are of things that do not exist without the words”
(NA 32).
This brings us to poetry, the third member in Stevens’ “sound” equation
(sounds = words = poetry), which is constituted in similar paradoxical
terms. To say “A poet’s words are of things that do not exist without the
words” is to present, in a deliberate, indeed provoking manner, an old
definition for illusion: words substituting for things that do not exist, the
prosopopoeia that held so much fascination for Paul de Man. Words
without things are a byword for nullity (“talk is cheap”). On a more
sophisticated level, the same principle informs many deconstructions,
where verbal claims are exposed as not being “grounded in nature, in
things as they are, in perception leading to knowledge,” as J. Hillis Miller,
construing Stevens, declares (ironically, Miller alludes to “The Man with
the Blue Guitar”: “things as they are”).5 Thus metaphor, the hallmark of
poetry, is logical “error.” In de Man’s dictum: “Metaphor is error because
it believes or feigns to believe in its own referential meaning”6 (one wonders, who is doing the believing here?). Surely something that does not
exist beyond the word for it is simply non-entity—not even a Derridean
“trace”—and must be dismissed, in Miller’s stylish language, as “forms
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of locution which, in relation to the empirical world, are, strictly speaking,
nonsense” (“Impossible Metaphor” 156).
In fact, Stevens was very aware of the kind of assumptions Miller and
de Man articulate. Yet he nonetheless presses his point to the limit: “Poetry
is an effort of a dissatisfied man to find satisfaction through words” (OP
191). He even visualizes poetry as something that barely exists: “Poetry is
a finikin thing of air / That lives uncertainly and not for long” (CP 155;
this phrase, “finikin thing of air,” is a riddle or kenning for sound).7 “A
poem is a meteor”: a disappearing flash (OP 185)—an odd way to describe
the equivalent of God, especially if, to put the assumption in the words of
one of Stevens’ critics, “Reality is hard steel, not the gossamer disguises
of metaphor”:8 a pile of material (“real”) objects in space.
But what Stevens is approaching here is not some poststructuralist
concatenation of empty signifiers jostling with one another, but in effect
an alternative mode of intellection. In mediating human experience, words
do not merely map abstract ideas or material things. The sound of words,
the sense they create, not the sound waves emitted, is a mysterious growth
of feeling, sensation, non-abstract meanings that change and increase with
each hearing, in a kind of Derridean dissemination. One recalls Saussure’s
insistence that signifier and signified are identical, two aspects of one
thing; for Stevens, phases of one action. Thus, the “sound” is what the
words are really all about. In this sense, “sound” is a mental transformation, a stimulating (remembering/sensing) that cannot be broken down:
a process that is, above all, acts of imagining. This “sound” is not something insignificant or imprecise. On the contrary, abstract meanings typically are dependent on it, in the same way that an actor’s physical
intonation determines the meaning of his or her words.
Stevens’ “sound” expresses a human capacity unlike abstract reasoning,
one that articulates a kind of meaning that has its own terms and forms;
it is related to Saussure’s “sound-image” (or even Derrida’s “arche-writing”). “Sound” in Stevens is a synesthetic force comparable to touch:
“Poetry is a sense.” The cry voices a non-abstract realization: “the syllable
/ Of recognition, avowal, impassioned cry” (CP 471), in which “recognition,” like touching, is concrete, immediate—not conducted by abstraction,
or even by words in the ordinary sense.9 Hence “The poem is the cry of
its occasion, / Part of the res itself and not about it” (CP 473), where “res”
is expanded consciousness: not abstract thinking/knowing/verbalizing
but an existential event. “The interest of life is experienced by participating
and by being part, not by observing nor by thinking” (OP 200; the word
“part,” by the way, is, like “realize,” a key word in Stevens).
In “the poem is . . . [p]art of the res itself and not about it” (CP 473),
“res” is not a noun with a simple meaning or dictionary equivalent: it is
really an unword, being at once foreign, archaic—and virtually without
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denotative value. “Large Red Man Reading,” with its Latinate “purple
tabulae,” indicates what this “res” involves. As so often in Stevens, the
title sounds like the title of a painting: the poem presents a visualization
equivalent to a painting.10 In “Large Red Man Reading,” those who never
really lived are said to be nourished and transformed by the sounds of
poetry. Stevens uses the striking anapestic rhythm he often falls into when
uttering his most deeply felt perceptions:11
The outlines of being and its expressings, the syllables
of its law:
Poesis, poesis, the literal characters, the vatic lines,
Which in those ears and in those thin, those spended
hearts,
Took on color, took on shape and the size of things as
they are
And spoke the feeling for them, which was what they
had lacked. (CP 424)
Poetry is a spiritual blood transfusion. Like babies being born, they “cr[y]
out.” Thus we must expand our equations: sounds = words = poetry =
“feeling” (“which was what they had lacked”). One would have expected
the sequence to be: poetry = words = sounds = feeling. The cry of new
feeling announces a new reality, the transforming emergence of life renewing itself.12
In this poem, the “sound” of words is in fact the stimulating of a certain
kind of life/sense-activity. What Stevens means by “sound” is not some
abstract construct that can be dismantled. It is, rather, a certain kind of
experience that is, for him, vital to poetry. “Large Red Man Reading”
focuses on a potent “feeling,” identified with life itself, that manifests as
a power of sensation, a power that is what the “dead” are explicitly said
to lack—“dead” metaphorically, whatever their technical ontological
status. As physical event, sound is not a thing philosophers can dispute.
It follows that aporia is a category that belongs to abstract reasoning, not
to the activity of sensing and visualizing that “sound” comprehends and
that it is, for Stevens, precisely the function of poetry to display.
Indeed, the value of this “sound” is really the basis of Stevens’ theory
of poetry. If anything in Stevens is certain, it is that he believed in the
importance of poetry, believed it had a function, a vital function. The
theory of poetry may be the theory of life, as “An Ordinary Evening in
New Haven” suggests. But whatever it is, the theory of poetry must
include the function of poetry, that it has value, and what this value is—for
those who write it, those who read it—and presumably for those who
study it. Thus “how easy,” Stevens says in “Two or Three Ideas,” “it is
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suddenly to believe in the poem as one has never believed in it before,
suddenly to require of it a meaning beyond what its words can possibly
say, a sound beyond any giving of the ear, a motion beyond our previous
knowledge of feeling” (OP 262; my emphasis—the point of this “suddenness” will be clearer later). Belief, poetry, and sound are inextricably related.
The astonishing claim that Stevens is making for the poem must be
understood exactly: it is not the poem as a pattern of verbal notations on
the page (a “text”)—but a revelatory power implicit in the words (“Every
poem is a poem within a poem: the poem of the idea within the poem of
the words” [OP 199]). It is something independent of the traditional calculus that makes meaning a correspondence with material objects—an
assumption that survives subtextually within deconstructive analysis (in
that it has to be assumed to be there before it can be deconstructed, hence
perpetuating the assumption even as it disclaims it). In the present age of
criticism, such high romantic talk is anathema. One may not like it, but it
is Stevens; it cannot be deconstructed away: to read him one must take
seriously his loyalty to it, and to do so means being as clear as possible
about the model he was working with.
“The Idea of Order at Key West” calls this non-abstract vivifying force
“a summer sound / Repeated in a summer without end / And sound
alone” (CP 129). This non-reasoning “sound” (“sound alone”) is the power
to hear, in itself. To say that it is sound “alone” is to remove from it all
abstract meanings, while at the same time allowing the ground of all
meanings to emerge. Hearing not only precedes meaning: it makes meaning possible, and hence contains meaning within itself in potential form.
In “Key West” the sound of a song changes the sensory experience of the
listener. Sound transforms into intensified color: this occurs in “Large Red
Man Reading” too—indeed it occurs in many of Stevens’ poems (“epitones, the colors of the ear, / The sounds that soon become a voluble
speech— / Voluble but archaic and hard to hear” [CP 347]). In “The Idea
of Order at Key West,”
when the singing ended and we turned
Toward the town, tell why the glassy lights,
The lights in the fishing boats at anchor there,
As the night descended, tilting in the air,
Mastered the night and portioned out the sea,
Fixing emblazoned zones and fiery poles,
Arranging, deepening, enchanting night. (CP 130)
The word that closes “The Idea of Order at Key West” is inevitable: “keener
sounds” (emphasis added). Sound is a synecdoche for heightened sensation: feeling more, seeing more, than in ordinary routinized life. It is no
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use deconstructing: events cannot be deconstructed—they simply are. One
can experience them—or not. One can accept them—or not. But to Stevens
they are vital—in his word, “central.”
II
One of the weaknesses of Stevens criticism in general is the absence of
interest in his handling of sensation, for example the timing and placement
of the different senses (which sense where), and the implications of
Stevens’ attention to sensation. The logic of sensation in Stevens is, moreover, the logic of visualization—also a neglected subject. This neglect stems
from the privileging of abstract reasoning that characterizes so much of
education, especially at the university, which takes for granted the notion
that thinking is the same as abstract reasoning. Yet as Harvard psychologist
Stephen Kosslyn argues, “A history of mental imagery would almost require a complete history of the idea of mental representation, so intimate
is the relationship between the two concepts.”13 We must reject, argues
philosopher Mark Johnson, “the tradition that treats meaning and rationality as purely conceptual, propositional, and algorithmic, and therefore
in no way dependent on metaphorical [thought]. . . . Any adequate account
of meaning and rationality must give a central place to embodied and imaginative
structures of understanding by which we grasp our world.” 14 But because of
the hostility of our culture to “imagethinking,” as it may be called, it is
hard to come to grips with it, or to appreciate its pervasive influence and
authority.15 In the words of a phenomenological study of value to Stevens
critics, Don Ihde argues: “Although there has been a vast amount of work
done on philosophical problems of language, little has been done concerning the examination of concrete forms of thinking as inner speech considered as a type of auditory imagination.”16
The belief that thinking is the same as abstract reasoning is hostile to
poetry, because poetry is informed by the logic of visualization, of the form
(trans/formation) of mental images. This logic is that of metaphor, which
in various ways identifies one image with another: “The wind dissolving
into birds, / The clouds becoming braided girls” (CP 246). Metaphor is
not comparison, as abstract reasoning typically assumes, but constitutes a
logic peculiar to itself.17 Hence “some kinds of metaphor must be regarded
as irreducible, primary cognitive functions by which we create and extend
structure in our experience and understanding.”18 The privileging of abstract reasoning and the devaluing of imagethinking has resulted in serious—probably insoluble—problems for literary theory as currently
practiced.
Imagination in Stevens is concrete, inseparable from its primary sense
of visualizing; imagination is also for Stevens intensified sensation. Poetry
is something one hears—not just abstractly absorbs like a computer “reading” input. Poetry is to be read aloud, with its rhythms, its consonants and
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vowels made explicit. Even reading poetry silently is a matter of “hearing”—but it is hearing with the mind’s ear, not hearing with the physical
ear. In this context, reading is an act of visualization, therefore, where the
mental images involved are not visual (or not only visual) but auditory in
nature—exactly as the tune that keeps playing in one’s mind is a “visualization.” One is not actually physically hearing the melody—yet one definitely is “hearing” the melody. It is precisely in this way that Stevens
defines style: style “may be said to be a voice that is inevitable” (OP 263):
a voice, that is, a sound—not a way of thinking. In poetry, the words heard
in the mind’s ear are poetic sounds, not just abstract “signs”; they are the
“spirit ditties of no tone” that Keats “visualizes” in “Ode on a Grecian
Urn.” (Indeed many people experience “thinking” precisely in this manner, as talking to oneself—as “visualizing” words: an activity interdependent with self-identity.19) Thus the axiomatic Derridean distinction between
text and speech breaks down. Reading is a hearing-with-the-mind’s-ear
even as it is simultaneously a speaking-with-the-mind’s-voice, for one is
hearing and speaking at the same time. In poetry, the physical is mental
and the mental is physical. This is not as paradoxical as it “sounds,” as we
shall see.
Stevens opens “The Irrational Element in Poetry” by describing the
sound of a cat pattering across ice. Such a sound, he says, is an origin of
poetry, as if the “sound” of the poem preceded the words that compose it
(recalling Stevens’ predilection for finding titles before writing the poems).
It is a sound that is transformed into a poem the reading of which transforms the reader’s consciousness, the reader being both speaker—and
hearer—of this sound. This “sound” is clearly a certain kind of experience,
not what is normally meant by “sound”: thus finding satisfaction in the
sounds of poetry does not have quite the paradoxical “sound” it at first
has. One of the functions of poetry is to stimulate this heightened consciousness. The first form of the poem is a certain kind of “sound”; that
is, it is a sensation that awakens attention; for example, the sound of a cat
running on ice—“Moving,” as Stevens says, “so that the foot-falls are slight
and almost nothing” (CP 337)—or “the catbird’s gobble in the morning
half-awake—” (CP 313). The sound marks a shift from unconscious—routinized—existence to a different kind of consciousness, and is inevitably
associated with the motif of passing from sleep to waking. In this shift,
the senses expand, simply because the senses are given attention instead
of being ignored. In the sounds-words-poem equation, “words” become
the vehicle, in effect the precious means, of this sensation-expansion.
Words add to the senses. The words for the dazzle
Of mica, the dithering of grass,
The Arachne integument of dead trees,
Are the eye grown larger, more intense. (CP 234)
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The fascination with the sheer sound of words—their power to condense
and stimulate—indicates that the basic principle of composition for
Stevens is to assemble such “sounding” words in a sequence, and not to
express a “meaning.” “Poetry is the expression of the experience of poetry”
(OP 190).
That is, the poem is an assemblage of “sounds”—sounds that do not
have meanings in the usual sense but generate a non- or supra-verbal
experience. On this point Stevens is emphatic: even “The slightest sound
matters”—
To insist for a moment on the point of sound. We no longer like
Poe’s tintinnabulations. . . . You have somehow to know the
sound that is the exact sound; and you do in fact know, without
knowing how. Your knowledge is irrational. In that sense life
is mysterious; and if it is mysterious at all, I suppose that it is
cosmically mysterious. I hope that we agree that it is at least
mysterious. What is true of sounds is true of everything. . . .
There is, in short, an unwritten rhetoric that is always changing
and to which the poet must always be turning. That is the book
in which he learns that the desire for literature is the desire for
life. The incessant desire for freedom in literature or in any of
the arts is a desire for freedom in life. The desire is irrational.
The result is the irrational searching the irrational, a conspicuously happy state of affairs, if you are so inclined. (OP 230-31)
“Unwritten rhetoric”: a striking oxymoron (“a true graphic rhetoric, if this
absurd expression may be risked,” as Derrida puts it20). Poetry uses this
“unwritten rhetoric”—what one poem calls “rhetoric in a narration of the
eye” (CP 331).21 This rhetoric is not of the language of words in the
traditional sense, but of the language of images: the units of whose “unwritten rhetoric” are not abstract ideas, but above all mental images flowing from and around words: hence a “difference” that does not, as in
Derrida, postpone/suspend meaning, but rather expands meaning: a Derridean “dissemination.” Stevens’ casual manner of referring to this (“the
irrational searching the irrational . . . if you are so inclined”) is characteristic
of his tendency to refer to deeply important matters in a whimsical, even
dismissive way. Notice that Stevens begins this passage talking about very
slight sounds, and soon finds himself describing the desire for life and the
desire for freedom. Clearly, the topic of “sound” is the center of a large
subtextual complex in Stevens, consisting of the deepest concerns he has
as a writer. That is why so many of his poems include—indeed conspicuously display—the act of producing sound.
This “unwritten rhetoric” is said to articulate the “irrational”: its substance is not reason but a mode of intellection that uses sensations and
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mental images, not concepts; and it respects desire instead of regarding
desire as illusive. Thus Stevens’ fascination with 1) nonsense sounds—
“poet’s gibberish” (CP 396)—“They cried, / ‘Ohoyaho, / Ohoo’ . . . ” (CP
83); 2) animal noises: “Ho! Ho! / But ki-ki-ri-ki / Brings no rou-cou, / No
rou-cou-cou” (CP 63); “crickets’ chords, / Babbling, each one, the uniqueness of its sound” (CP 523); and 3) sounds of nature, especially inorganic
noises—“the boo-ha of the wind” (CP 481), sounds of “the salt halloo” (CP
105), as Stevens in a characteristic riddle calls the ocean (cf. the riddling
image of the sea in “Somnambulisma” as a bird). In “Notes toward a
Supreme Fiction,” “ocean / Howls hoo and rises and howls hoo and falls,”
leading the poet to conclude that “Life’s nonsense pierces us with strange
relation” (CP 383): everything—including the inanimate “nonsense” of the
vigorously personified ocean—is linked to everything else. “Life’s nonsense” is the “sense”—the physical/emotional experience—of life itself.
Stevens often treats the random-seeming sounds of “The buzzing world
and lisping firmament” (CP 345) as sounds struggling to achieve articulate
force—“The cry of an embryo,” in short (CP 334): beginnings and potentialities.
In fact, Stevens associates sound with origins; nature’s sounds are often
presented as the beginning of consciousness—as somehow unconscious
in themselves, yet the origin or budding-point of an elaborately unfolding
experience for the attentive listener (and finally of a poem for a reader).
The “sound” of nature becomes a “voice,” like an alien partner in a
dialogue that is at once both an expanding and a transforming of the self.
This “speech” comes to us from outside the human, and so does not merely
“approach” human meaning, it expresses an expanding of the limits of
what it means to be human, to live in the physical world we do inhabit.
Hence we are, metaphorically, engaged in a “Continual Conversation with
a Silent Man”:
It is not a voice that is under the eaves.
It is not speech, the sound we hear
In this conversation, but the sound
Of things and their motion: the other man,
A turquoise monster moving round. (CP 359-60)
Here the “turquoise monster” is the sky—weather: a metaphor for
change/nature.
III
A recurring paradigm in Stevens is a rhythm that consists of two phases:
1) hearing or seeing (using the senses); 2) becoming aware of sensing. This
is not the familiar Lockean sensation-reflection mechanism of knowledge.
It assumes, rather, that sensation is increased in power by the act of
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becoming aware of it. Thus it is one thing to see a tree; it is another to
become aware of that tree as a particular shape, a particular type of
organism with specific qualities. The more one looks, the more the tree
“changes”: it becomes something other than what it was in its original
form—“what is was other things” (CP 272). In becoming aware of sensation, the sensation changes in quality—and even in quantity. For one sees
more, seeing in a different way; in Blake’s dictum, “A fool sees not the same
tree that a wise man sees.” In theory, there can be no limit to this process
of expanding awareness. After all, it includes everything that what one
sees reminds one of, and so is, properly, infinite.22 Sensing inevitably recalls
other things: sensing cannot be parted from memory; the process conjures
up numerous mental images that are implicit in what one is seeing. Stevens
has an expression for this act of conscious sensation: he calls it an “idea
of order.” The phrase “idea of order,” which sounds so essentialist and
Platonic, is really a moment of felt connection with the world: it is thus an
experience—not an “idea,” in the usual sense, at all.
As such, this “idea of order” is temporal in nature: it is temporally
constituted, generated as a time-moment by the twofold paradigm of
conscious sensation. It is not a construct of intellectual control, but an
existential experience. This twofold paradigm in fact creates a genre in
Stevens, one with both simple and complicated variants. Simple examples
include “The Glass of Water” and “Someone Puts a Pineapple Together,”
where the image “turns into” a sequence of witty visualizations, each
drawing attention to the form, color, peculiarity, and other features of the
object. The same paradigm, given more freedom, generates the complex
large-scale poems that evolved out of Stevens’ poetic practice, poems like
“The Man with the Blue Guitar” and “An Ordinary Evening in New
Haven.”
This, then, is another principle of composition in Stevens: not only is
the poem a collocation of “sounding” words, it articulates an “idea of
order,” in the sense of a moment of conscious sensation. “The poetic view
of life is larger than any of its poems (a larger thing than any poem); and
to recognize this is the beginning of the recognition of the poetic spirit”
(OP 199). The poem is an entry to a power that Stevens calls “the poetic
spirit.”23 The religious-sounding language is far more common in Stevens
than one might imagine. This “spirit”—it is metaphorically identical with
the appearing/disappearing “Necessary Angel”—acts as a power that
informs and expands life.
The paradigm of sensation transformed by attention works differently
in the case of hearing as opposed to seeing. In hearing, the sensation cannot
be prolonged as with seeing: therefore, to hear is to participate in an
appear/ dis/appear rhythm—a specific rhythm that runs through Stevens.
Indeed it recurs in his poetry as frequently as the motif of making sound
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does. Sound has a startling quality, like thunder in Vico—in fact in Stevens
himself, who often uses thunder (not to mention horns, booming, and
other noise-makers) in his poems. Hearing seems to stimulate awe more
than seeing—loud noises are one of the two things that infants instinctively
fear (the other is heights). A startled arousal of awareness is thus enfolded
in the motif of the cry.
This motif, a key one in Stevens, achieves apotheosis in two haunting
late lyrics that have always attracted critics, “The Course of a Particular”
and “Not Ideas about the Thing but the Thing Itself.” The first presents
the sound of nature, nature being physical things in motion: “the cry of
leaves that do not transcend themselves, / In the absence of fantasia,
without meaning” “until, at last, the cry concerns no one at all” (OP
123-24). The speaker witnesses this “cry” without breaking it down into
meanings or appropriating it intellectually: it simply is. But what it is, as
knowledge, remains a mystery. The cry recalls “Of Mere Being,” the title
of which might just as well be “Of Mere Sound.” Thus, “A gold-feathered
bird / Sings in the palm, without human meaning” (OP 141; emphasis
added). To witness sound is to transform oneself.
To put this crucial point as exactly as possible: sound can be witnessed
only by an act of self-transformation. As Jesus explained to the literalminded Nicodemus, being born again does not mean returning to the
womb; self-transformation is an expansion or growth in habitual awareness—our sense of who and where we are, an identity fossilized in the
form of automatic habits. Under the regimen of habit, people selectively
see and hear according to what society demands—paying attention only
to what custom directs. Hence they live in a steadily diminishing world
in which sensory experience contracts to abstract grays, rigid lines, automatic reflexes. It follows that true hearing = self-transformation. And since
sounds = poetry, it further follows that self-transformation = poetry. And
one begins to understand why Stevens associates sounds, poetry—and the
divine.
In “Not Ideas about the Thing but the Thing Itself,” this transformation
of consciousness and of self is synchronized with the moment when winter
begins to break, and spring starts: the primal point of time in Stevens’
poetry. “At the earliest ending of winter, / In March, a scrawny cry from
outside / Seemed like a sound in his mind” (CP 534). This cry is no idea
in the mind—that is, an abstraction collected from the past, from what, in
other words, no longer exists: it is a now that can never be captured in
words, only experienced. The “cry” is definitive, and marks a definitive
shift in season; but it is also definitive in the sense that it is not repeatable.
Metaphorically, this uniqueness is suddenness: it is there for an instant, like
the necessary angel—then gone. The unique and the sudden are qualities
associated, moreover, with 1) consciousness and with 2) transformation.
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One reason why Stevens is so interested in the physical changes of nature
is that such changes furnish an analogy for consciousness: for the act of
becoming aware; the act of gaining personal insight—of shifting from
unconscious gray routine to sensory, conscious realization.
IV
The significance of “Not Ideas about the Thing but the Thing Itself,”
then, is that the cry has a temporal identity: it is located in the transformation of one season to another. What it marks therefore is the changing of
one thing into another. The metamorphosis of one thing, with its own
identity and nature, into something different altogether is probably the
primary mystery in Stevens: the magnetic pole of his poetic attention. One
of Stevens’ assumptions is that transformation is a defining characteristic
of life: change is an indicator, a necessary indicator, of the presence of life:
“Life Is Motion” because “Motion” is change, a miraculous changing of
one thing into another. The force that enables this change to take place in
physical nature is a fundamental analogy with life itself, for life is the
unfolding of self out of self. And without this unfolding, there can be no
self.
As Elliott Jacques, a philosopher of time, puts it, “The enigma of time
is the enigma of life”:24 this is Bergson territory.25 The nature of transformation—how things become other things—and how they do so universally and unceasingly—is in essence a cosmological problem, that is, a
problem of how reality is visualized, not just an abstract question of
epistemology or of verbal representation. More than most writers, especially of his time, Stevens was sensitive to the fact that reality as physics
visualizes it is not a pile of objects in space, however emphatically it may
appear to us that way. His references to Planck, Whitehead, and Alexander
are all suggestive. He thus cites a striking passage from the English philosopher C. E. M. Joad:
“Every body, every quality of a body resolves itself into an
enormous number of vibrations, movements, changes. What is
it that vibrates, moves, is changed? There is no answer. Philosophy has long dismissed the notion of substance and modern
physics has endorsed the dismissal. . . . How, then, does the
world come to appear to us as a collection of solid, static objects
extended in space? Because of the intellect, which presents us
with a false view of it.” (NA 25)
The intellect “presents us with a false view of it”: this is a shocking
statement in a culture that privileges, indeed fetishizes, abstract reasoning,
for the intellect is said to lie. In the very unpoetic language of physicist
David Bohm: “an illusion may arise in which the manifest static and
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fragmented content of consciousness is experienced as the very basis of
reality and from this illusion one may apparently obtain a proof of the
correctness of that mode of thought in which the content is taken to be
fundamental.”26 Reality is not a passive pile of space-objects: the subject
is not a gas enclosed in a body: subject and object form a seamless whole.
“Even in the natural sciences an exclusively atomic view of a world of
constant things in space is now not only untenable as a dominant philosophical world view, but is in fact harmful” (Jacques xiv). Ilya Prigogine,
winner of a Nobel prize for his research in thermodynamics, spells out the
implications of this shift in cosmology: “This leads to a new view of matter
in which matter is no longer the passive substance described in the mechanistic world view but is associated with spontaneous activity. This change
is so profound that . . . we can really speak about a new dialogue of man
with nature.”27 This is what Stevens calls a “continual conversation with
a silent man”—“silent” for nature does not speak, except in its own
“sounds”: thus, “The wind blows. In the wind, the voices / Have shapes
that are not yet fully themselves” (CP 191).
Sound is far more complicated than “sound waves,” vibrations in the
air visualized as a moving tide (when the “wave” reaches the ear, we hear).
This model of sound may be metaphorically, and for some purposes scientifically, efficient, but one does not need much knowledge of physics or
anatomy to know it is wrong. Sound is a subjective experience, not an
object; it is not air in motion. This is not Berkeleyan idealism or Hegelian
metaphysics, but good New England fact. Sound as a physical event does
not “enter” the brain, still less human awareness, in the sort of way, for
example, light comes in a window. Rather, the sound waves striking the
ear produce changes in skin pressure—slight biochemical changes—that
in turn are transformed into electric impulses. These impulses display
what mathematicians call an interference pattern (see Bohm 196-207). The
brain, like a compact disc player, then converts the interference pattern into
the subjective experience of sound. That is, the harmonies, discords, melody, tempo—indeed the images and emotions—that collectively make up
our experience of sound are something we create. They are “descriptions
without place,” in short. In physicist Roger S. Jones’s metaphor, “Modern
physics screams at us that there is no ultimate material reality and that
whatever it is we are describing, the human mind cannot be parted from
it.”28 The subject-object split collapses.
Hence poetry, as I suggested at the outset, is essentially non-verbal. This
paradox pervades Stevens: “The consolations of space are nameless
things” (CP 482)—that is, events that cannot be verbalized. With a characteristic subtle humor, he presents the paradoxical wordlessness of poetry
in the figure of the orator, speaking vital truths, as for example in “Of Ideal
Time and Choice.” This gives us the motif of speaking or making human
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sound (speech, announcement, song), a moment of time transformed into
human “sound”: to adapt a term from linguistics, what may be called the
point of articulation. This articulation point is extremely common in
Stevens; it is a metaphor for communicating what cannot be denoted.
Hence we need poetry and its sounds: to speak what cannot be spoken,
to catch the now that can never be caught. Because it communicates what
cannot be communicated, poetry is paradoxical by constitution, not by
accident, as Stevens’ constant recourse to paradoxical locutions reminds
us. “Poetry is the expression of the experience of poetry.”
In this respect, poetry implies a contemporary cosmology. “Sound” is
a paradigm—a way of grasping—the fact that material things are really
time-crystals, not space-objects: the final point in Stevens’ fascination with
sound. In poetry, communication is not transmission of ideas (or failed
transmission): a transfer of abstractions from one brain-box to another. It
is a transforming of the self, as in Owen Barfield’s concept of “creation”
as “not some fantastic ‘creation out of nothing,’ but the bringing farther
into consciousness of something which already exists as unconscious
life.”29 In Stevens, sensation is a mode of experience that not only receives
external impressions but simultaneously also creates those impressions; so
they are not properly “impressions” in the Humean sense at all (marks
made by events outside on a mind inside), but what Stevens himself called
the act of the mind. Therefore, when we look at the world we are also
looking at ourselves; at a picture, in effect, of our own powers: “there is a
time / In which majesty is a mirror of the self” (CP 405); “a savage and
subtle and simple harmony, / A matching and mating of surprised accords,
/ A responding to a diviner opposite” (CP 468). For, in Stevens, reality is
not a pile of objects in space, but transformation in time—a transformation
in which we are included, and by which we ourselves are constituted:
It is not in the premise that reality
Is a solid. It may be a shade that traverses
A dust, a force that traverses a shade. (CP 489)
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Gratification and Its Discontents:
The Politics of Stevens’ Chastening Aesthetics
FRED HOERNER

I

T

HIS ESSAY IS ABOUT GRATIFICATION and the aesthetic structures that make it possible, historical, and hollow. Frank Lentricchia
gets little of it from the poetry of Wallace Stevens. Making his case
in Ariel and the Police, Lentricchia portrays the poetry as perpetual foreplay,
a curious form of gourmandizing that refuses consumption of anything
more substantial than the signs the poet fashions in order to convert history
to interiorized commodity.1 And Stevens-talk frequently conforms to that
charge. As he wrote while composing “Description without Place”—a
poem that surely indulges the arid deferral that Lentricchia loathes—the
desire for “expressing thought in poetry” is “simply the desire to contain
the world wholly within one’s own perception of it” (L 501). But there is
more at work in Stevens’ signifying than “conservative fictionalism,” as
Lentricchia labels it.2 At times Stevens’ twin semiotic poles of spring’s
exhilarations and autumnal exhalations mingle to yield the jouissance of
the sleight-of-hand man in service to a politically potent chastening of the
gratification on which ideology depends.
A site of such twin poles is “Description without Place,” a poem in
which Stevens wonders about the “subtlety [of] apparition” (CP 340). Such
a phrase illustrates the contrary trajectories Stevens’ signs can take at once,
for if we push “subtlety [of] apparition” to its lexical extremes, the phrase
suggests both “insight into the visionary” and the “surreptitious activity
of appearing.” Readers face the paradox that poetry manifests divine
presence and the historical process that constructs that presence. As Jacqueline Brogan helpfully argues, these contrary trajectories in Stevens’
poetry result from the interaction of the unitive and fragmentary poles of
language simultaneously.3 Moreover, when we consider the historical context of a given interaction, this semiotic give-and-take can reveal the partial
interests that shape aesthetic form. So considered, poetic structure in “Description without Place,” a poem Stevens read on a public occasion calling
for a response to America’s reconstruction of post-war Europe, manifests
the political consequences of the disposition of the individual subject to
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conform to authoritarian power structures that reside in and depend upon
aesthetic pleasure or gratification.
Terry Eagleton argues that such moments of semiotic interaction can
illuminate the source of our illusions even as we naturalize them. Such
moments define the privileged role that literary texts have in articulating
ideology because
the [literary] work simultaneously reveals . . . how that naturalness is the effect of a particular production. If the text displays itself as “natural”, it manifests itself equally as
constructed artifice; and it is in this duality that its relation to
ideology can be discerned.4
This is also the duality packed into the “subtlety [of] apparition”; Stevens’
aesthetic evokes both the desire and the antidote for the gratifying fusion
of sign and signified that founds unified subjectivity and forgets “the
difference that we make in what we see” (CP 344).
Besides underwriting and obscuring specific social interests, naturalized productions can also breed psychological rigidity; but Stevens’ concept of desire is far too restless to settle with organic fusion, the gesture
by which a single conceptual system speaks for and thus claims the natural.5 Though Stevens casually concedes that “the desire [in poetry is] to
contain the world,” his poems keep reminding us that “It can never be
satisfied, the mind, never” (CP 247). These poles in Stevens’ poetics register
a drive to seek order in language, well aware that it can never gratify the
mobile semiotic forces such efforts put into play. Thus, Stevens’ speakers
disrupt their own authority by triggering the play of signs through the
very attempt to articulate formal unity. So it should be revealing to examine
just what those speakers do when faced with the gap that, as Julia Kristeva
argues, breaks open between the heterogeneous process of significance
poetic language engages and the unified signification those speakers assert
as they also strive for authority and thus “a system of finite positions.”6
Kristeva’s distinction helps illuminate the way Stevens’ speakers frequently claim ratification through an order that transcends language even
though that order is made of it. Such claims blur or forget—“misrecognize”—the boundaries between objects and metaphors, precisely the
imaginative slippage that founds ideology and real social asymmetry.7 By
embedding those speakers in contexts that ironize assertions by foregrounding the distinction their claims blur, Stevens’ poetry makes figures
of transcendence and authority ring hollow just as they are spoken into
place.
My interest in a poetry that investigates the illusions of its own grounds
for speech relies on a reading of “supreme fiction” as analogous to the
Lacanian mirror-phase, that necessary stage of development that capaci-
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tates but potentially incarcerates the subject if that speaker cleaves to any
imaginary structure as natural and final.8 Analyzing the “tragic” consequences of the subject seduced into a rigidly defined self by the totality of
its own creations, Jane Gallop, in Reading Lacan, emphasizes that “somehow the avoidance of [rigidity] depends upon a retroactive effect reversing
the internal impetus that lunges forward, a retroactive acceptance of one’s
foundations (whether concepts or self) as fiction.”9
Stevens’ chastening poetic performs and identifies that internal impetus, thereby making available a reversal of “lunge” into fictions that the
desire for totality naturalizes, an act whose consequence is not only ego
rigidity but also, as Louis Althusser argues, the eager subjection that
interpellates.10 By foregrounding the heterogeneity of significance set off
within claims of gratifying, finite positions, Stevens resists the twin illusions of unitary subjectivity and transparent reference on which regressive
fantasy and ideology depend. I suggest that Stevens’ poetry, in line with
Lacan’s account of language and art, is motivated by the desire for presence persistently chastened by the awareness that representation necessarily excludes presence.11 While this semiotic give-and-take produces and
undercuts poetic figures, it also hollows out those tropes used by historical
speakers to authorize social priority and political policy.
If, following Eagleton, in “putting ideology to work, the text necessarily
illuminates the absences . . . of that ideology,” then “it is criticism’s task
to demonstrate how the text is thus ‘hollowed’ by its relation to ideology.”12
I suggest that “hollow” enables Stevens’ lyric interiority to engage history
because the poem’s aesthetic structure manifests the particular “lunges”
speakers make as they seize—and ignore the arbitrary nature of—historically gratifying totalities. The authority seized by those speakers rings
hollow when poetic valences inconsistent with the unity asserted illuminate the “genesis amnesia” on which modes of domination depend for
their reproduction.13 Just as Lacan poses a gap between the speaking and
the perceived subject—making formulations of desire conflicted yet necessary for progress beyond current formulations14—so Stevens foists a
fissure between the unity that his speakers claim and the disruptive signifying modes engaged to produce those perceived unities. Thus, what
Stevens’ speakers lunge for is fraught with hollows and inconsistencies
that yet harbor progressive potential when such gaps deflate the order
claimed and, in its vacuum, motivate new formulations attentive to their
own temporal limits, a position similar to Althusser’s and Fredric
Jameson’s regard for the reality, and thus use-value, of ideology. In this
version of Stevens’ “lyric resistance,” the necessary angel coincides with
“necessary error.”15
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II
Read with these terms and concerns in place, stanza VII of “Sunday
Morning” can demonstrate how the blurring of the distinction between
presence and the aesthetic complicates Stevens’ famous epigram, in stanza
VI, that “Death is the mother of beauty.” Troubling to a historicist such as
Lentricchia is the neo-Kantian aesthetic tradition that “beauty” invokes
because it provides the escape from the ravages of time, which, as historical
materialism argues, is the principal illusion of every romantic poet—and
which also makes of the poet an ideological dupe.16 But if we conceive of
the experience of beauty not as an atemporal refuge, but instead as “hollowed out” of time—that is, time’s inverted form—it becomes an experience that initiates a dialectic with rather than a transcendence of time, and
thus the aesthetic can engage in its own critique.17 Recalling Eagleton’s
formulation of the text’s dual function, Stevens’ “beauty” produces the
naturalizing process its speakers crave. By sustaining this tension between
the natural and the constructed, Stevens engages yet resists the allure of
the mirror-phase, in which the threat of absence (bodily disintegration,
death) compels the subject to assert an imaginary presence easily reified
into the rigid ego—or, in its ideological aspect, the transference that permits and structures the authority to exercise power over others.18 Death
may be the mother of beauty, but Stevens’ beauty, because its form is
scooped out of time, refuses to engender authority.
In light of Lentricchia’s reading, this claim is significant. Lentricchia
argues that in stanza VII Stevens “phallicizes” his poetics to the exclusion
of women in order to ward off his self-imposed emasculation—an instance,
Lentricchia says, of the more general case of the modern intellect who
“feel[s] small, but can imagine a big thing.”19 But as James Longenbach
writes of stanza VII, in his more historically grounded account:
That Stevens appears to celebrate in a vision of male camaraderie that excludes the solitary woman should not be taken as
an untroubled expression of his sexism. . . . Imagined in the
world of 1915, [stanza VII] is not so much hedonism as desperation, not only an expression of Stevens’ desire but of his
worst nightmare, the hyperbolic chant of mortal men for whom
the beauty of the earth is not consolation enough.20
Longenbach emphasizes that the poem is a product of the poet’s wartime
anxiety that, “like the woman, Stevens is excluded from this fellowship”
of men who perish.21 I suggest that the anxiety gains voice through signifying patterns established in the poem dissonant with a bonding that
excludes by looking past the earth for resolution. Furthermore, this critique
arises even as the stanza feels so gratifying and immediate. Using
Kristeva’s terms, we recognize that Stevens mobilizes both gratification
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and its critique by opposing the transcendent signification claimed by the
speaker with the disjunctive significance that marks the poetic mode that
produces the claim.
So read, the stanza becomes an expanded image of what the experience
of religious inspiration can mean in a world where God as ontological
presence is dead, an experience made pressing when we recall that death
denies presence in the two stanzas that bracket the seventh. In stanza VI,
death becomes a mother, a metaphoric presence, precisely because our
condition in her burning bosom underscores radical absence. If, as Lacan
suggests, subjects speak assured of a unified self because they lack it,22
formulations of hope will engage the dialectic of desire and lack. Thus,
because presence behind the veils of signs—grounds for organic fusion—
must remain an ab-sense, a fantasy, “we devise / Our earthly mothers
waiting, sleeplessly” (CP 69; emphasis added). Assuming Stevens resists
this position, Lentricchia concludes that, in the next stanza, the poet asserts
male presence in order to erase the loss of stanza VI.23 Certainly the
transition between the two stanzas feels this way, since the turn is from
deathly mothers to virile men. I suggest, however, that Stevens takes that
gratifying move in order to warn us of it, since the primitivistic, exclusionary “ring of men” voices a reactionary mode of signification from which
could spring regressive social orders.24
As stanza VI concludes, “we devise / Our earthly mothers”: presence is
constructed within signs that divide and order. So when, in VII, the ring
of men (already a bounded enclosure—a hollow ring?) chant[s] to the sun,
their aesthetic creation becomes a circular source.25 A crucial transference
and with it an inversion of agency occurs here;26 tracing the roots of this
transfer reveals how an aesthetic order works both to construct and to
erase the temporal demands that motivate it. Death and its manifestation
in time passing (“the change of death”) move the poem, especially from
stanzas VI to VII, and it is brevity above all that marks the “heavenly
fellowship / Of men that perish and of summer morn” (CP 70). Craving
escape from their own brevity, rejecting history in their nakedness, they
imagine an ahistorical “savage source” that, in the context of a poem that
otherwise attends to time and death, signifies the denial rather than transcendence of history.
Whatever phallic or religious assertions occur here do so against the
signifying practices that make up the momentum of the poem; if, following
Lacan, the phallus retains authority only when veiled, then here, by demystifying a masculine source, Stevens exposes it. The mode of Kristevan
significance established in stanza VI—there “mother[ly]” presence is “devise[d]”—is contradicted in stanza VII when men devise a savage male
presence but then ignore their role in its construction. As the stanza continues, their lord’s presence moves among them, and the “windy lake”
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enters their chant, even as the hills echo the men’s voices, foregrounding
the circularity that intrudes into each of these aural presences. Furthermore, as “orgy” suggests, self-consciousness is actively obliterated in this
en-static27 absorption in sameness; when significance blurs into presence,
nature becomes mirror.28 Engaged here, too, is the structure of transference—which, as Lacan suggests, is just how patriarchy and, as I will
develop, forms of fanaticism gain authority. The moment of the subject’s
gratification includes (but ignores) the lunge to authority as self-fashioned
signs slide to external essences; with that slippage, as Eagleton remarks,
an “ideal universal realm [is made of] the sordidly particularistic appetites
it serves to mystify.”29 With this slip, temporal need makes of itself the
universal law, generating ideology and social asymmetry. But framed by
the dual nature of poetic signification emphasized in Kristeva and Eagleton, the aesthetic instead illuminates the erased moment in which historically limited and interested practices gain the cultural status of objective
structures.30
Mindful of these theoretical concerns, we recognize how and why
Stevens creates a poetic context that cuts both ways. After the denial of
presence in stanza VI we crave the creation of it, but Stevens, anticipating
just that desire, scripts a form of gratification inconsistent with the poem’s
premise, thereby resisting the appeal of presence by exposing it as produced by a mode of assertive signification that violates the stringent
skepticism valued through the rest of the poem. In brief, we crave a cure,
but Stevens cures the craving, causing stanza VII to work like a vaccine.
As indicated by the prophetic “Shall” (“a ring of men / Shall . . .”), the
stanza addresses a desired future, a projection of the longed-for and thus
regressive bliss. Stevens delivers just enough of the poison to chasten
readers from lunging across the gap, preparing us for the cold comfort of
the poem’s existential close.
Furthermore, this chastening oscillation between poles of signification
hollows out meaning even as it is spoken. As Eagleton remarks, this occurs
as literature “illuminates the absences which are the foundation of its
articulate discourse.”31 As gratifying as stanza VII feels, it also displays its
source as circular, so once that chant rings hollow, readers recover the
oscillation between semiotic poles where, in Brogan’s suggestive phrasing,
“both language and life find the space to move.”32 Thus, in advancing a
critique of “the fellowship / Of men,” the poem’s aesthetic structure works
in accord with what Longenbach discovers through historical investigation
of Stevens’ anxiety over the “hyperbolic chant.”
So what frustrates Lentricchia as endless foreplay, Stevens endorses as
the healthy reversibility of fictions that refuses to “lunge forward” into
transference naturalized as transcendence. Helping to shift this pattern
from a psychological to political register is Michael Beehler’s investigation
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of “fanaticism” as analyzed by Kant and applied to Stevens’ poetics.
Beehler outlines Kant’s sublime with a particular interest in “subreption,”
the fiction, Kant says, that lets us write as if poetry were a journey beyond
itself.33 The problem that subreption shares with transference occurs when
the desire for language that transcends itself is so strong that it elides the
“as if” that capacitates speech—that places in metaphor the delusion that
marks fanaticism. That form of genesis amnesia is problematic to the
sublime because, by Kant’s definition, the experience of it provokes a crisis
of representation that hurls the subject into “ ‘an abyss in which it fears to
lose itself.’ ”34 While Kant solves this crisis in “representation’s gesture
toward its own emptiness,” Beehler also warns that speakers often reify
this gesture as object or referent. As Beehler explains, this last movement
is
the danger of fanaticism, which is [according to Kant] “a delusion
that we can will ourselves to see something beyond all bounds of
sensibility.” The sign of the transcendent—the emptiness of the
representation—is fanatically filled by a delusional metaphor.35
Furthermore, according to Kant, the fanatic gesture evokes gratification
because the imagination, fearing the sublime abyss, “sinks back into itself
. . . [producing] emotional satisfaction.”36 Beehler concludes that Stevens’
poetry resists delusion by keeping the metaphoricity of boundaries constantly in view; thus, poetic acts of subreption retain the “as if” which
capacitates speech yet chastens fanaticism.37
If the delusional metaphor for the ring of men in “Sunday Morning” is
the sun, then perhaps the consequent sense of the fanatical and its inevitable constriction of awareness helps supplement Stevens’ criticism of the
exclusivity he sensed in their fellowship. Foregrounding the delusion
involved in claiming the sun as transcendental source prepares us to read
it in Stevens’ “A Postcard from the Volcano” as entangled in the more social
valences of gratification.38 Cued to ways that the aesthetic hollows out the
speaker’s demands, we can trace the delusions by which domination gains
voice. Because volcanic craters must erupt to speak, this voice rings hollow
with a vengeance.39
The poem’s speaker is concerned with the transmission of meaning
between generations, and those bones in the first stanza are significations
the speaker wants the future to know—as are the words he would have
the children repeat. But those signs he has left behind are not quite so
stable and knowable as he demands, as is suggested in what he would
have the children know and say:
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A spirit storming in blank walls,
A dirty house in a gutted world,
A tatter of shadows peaked to white,
Smeared with the gold of the opulent sun. (CP 159)
The poem’s climactic irony builds in the expansion of perspective which
occurs through these lines, evolving from house to world to essence
“peaked to white.” If “peaked to white” (suggesting limit, possibly perfection) also recalls volcano, then it reminds us that a volcano develops by
an internal expansion that destroys its own form. Is this poem/postcard
spoken by a volcano who has forgotten this? After all, according to the
title, it is a volcano that this postcard is from.40
That irony sets off productive lexical play at the word “Smeared,” which
signifies, contrarily, to anoint (particularly to ordain) and to contaminate,
to slander (with irresistible slang connotations of “to destroy”). At
“Smeared,” the perspective shifts from internal sources of value—what
“we said” and left behind—to external sign, what the sun bestows upon
that order. The patriarchal myth voiced here would have it that left behind
was a spirit that rose to a “peak” where it proclaimed divine sanction and
(delusional) authority. Yet the poem capacitates lyric resistance if we take
those children as readers—as Stevens’ readers, keen to the inversions that
occur as speakers assert beliefs hollowed out by the chastening ironies of
their own words. With those turns in mind, can we read the last line—
“Smeared with the gold of the opulent sun”—without thinking of volcanic
explosion? That irony, however slight, is catastrophic to patriarchal pretensions: when the last line recalls the title, the speaker’s authority shatters
because his climax of self-congratulation simultaneously voices his selfdestruction. We witness revolution in poetic language as the voice erupts
with verbal traces that hollow out the solidity demanded. That is how
volcanoes go—and how the aesthetic goes when used to prop up delusional authority. The further irony, of course, is that Stevens’ readers do
repeat the lines—the voice transmits itself after all, but to contrary ends
and by means of a semiotic charge it could not control, set off by the very
attempt to voice it as controlled.
This explosive irony occurs because the presence the speaker brings to
life and claims to control does not exist in his own language in reified
form, despite his claims to know what the children/readers never will.
Rather than a structure to be known, it exists in his speech as a clash of
spirit and form, “A spirit storming in blank walls” that breaks through that
formulation into three more appositional forms that suggest progress
toward a goal rather than just alternative structures. When describing the
life lived he wishes to leave behind, the speaker voices patterns of significance that set desire to “storming” by the act of structuring it into language.
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Tracking the tension between container and contained in each line and the
sequential progression toward broader contexts—walls to world to the top
of the white peak—reveals that each conflict pushes language to wider
forms of comprehension, with each formulation containing its own contradiction. Yet, at the moment of fulfillment, he inverts the process, placing
agency (“spirit”) outside, as that smearing opulence comes from the sun.
He appeals to an external, authorizing finality despite the fact that what
he has spoken has established a pattern of force structured as inside.41
As in “Sunday Morning,” the sun functions here as the point of a
transference of authority: the men deify what they have devised and so
“smear” themselves in their own creations—the masturbatory valence
suits the circular logic in both poems. In enjoying this transfer, the speaker
selects a metaphor of his own creation and posits it, as Kant would say, in
the abyss of transcendence. Having “peaked to white,” the speaker is at
the horizon of the knowable, Kant’s sublime moment where representation
breaks down. To apply the logic of fanaticism, Kant might say that this
moment threatens the subject with radical absence, prompting subreption
misrecognized as transcendence. Given that dynamic, the sun again functions as delusional metaphor; the subject “lunges” across the horizon of
language to conserve a sense of self by means that have social consequences, as registered in the patriarchal bluster of his presumptions.
In sum, the way he lived and spoke is contrary to the way he wants to
be perceived, and that turn is political. This turn marks the shift earlier
defined as that from significance to signification, or from the speaking
subject to the subject perceived and interpellated. So self-fashioned, the
speaker’s ironies escalate. In the gesture that seizes the discourse of ratification—his order should be known and revered because it was anointed
by the transcendent, smeared by the sun—is precisely the move that inserts
the subject into subordinating power structures that are experienced instead as originating from and pleasing to the unitary, “natural” self.42
Political freight aside, still gleeful in the poem is the way Stevens
captures that possessive insouciance we associate with tyrants and folds
into it cues to the perceptual error that will undermine the tyrant’s foundations as he speaks them into place. When readers recognize that his
fanaticism inverts the inside with outside, we reverse the logic, and the
hollow structure of signs that the speaker has insisted on explodes—just
like a volcano. This voice speaks a “lava-language”43 out of the ancient
cycle of desire for what is not, which commits his identity—molten speech
cooled to perceived form—to rest in a state of seeming grandeur structured
from within by volatile hollowness. As the volcano image suggests, we
have here a form that exceeds itself. That self-excess, Eagleton argues,
defines Marx’s “poetry of the future,” which occurs as production exceeds
ideologically imposed measures that would convert production to the
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interests of a particular historical moment—in the case of “A Postcard from
the Volcano,” the generation of the posthumous speaker who, like Marx’s
idealist, claims a special relation with the real by inverting his relationship
with nature.44
III
These theoretical concerns for hollowness, inversion, transference, and
fanaticism enable a reading sensitive to the way aesthetic form engages
history in “Description without Place.” Stevens composed and read the
poem for the commencement address for the Phi Beta Kappa Society at
Harvard in June of 1945.45 As that date would suggest, the immanent end
of the war was the pressing topic of the times—in particular, the issue of
America’s role in the reconstruction of Europe. Although the “Oration and
Poem” delivered the last three years had been referentially explicit about
the war, and though the “Poem” was to be read along with an “Oration”
delivered by Sumner Welles (“theorist of postwar balance of power [and]
vociferous proponent of the nascent United Nations,” according Filreis),
Stevens refused to turn topical. As Filreis remarks, “On a morning when
a programmatic former undersecretary of state put forth the point that we
live in a period in which it will be the duty of Americans not only to help
in ‘the task of reconstruction’ but ‘to impose world order,’ the Poet’s
notions appeared politically perverse” in their apparent refusal to engage
the pressing topic of their moment.46
Filreis sets the context for Stevens’ perversely arid performance, but I
disagree with Filreis’ unironic reading, which claims that “despite what
must have been an overwhelming impression of difference, the exhortations of Welles and Stevens were basically one, for insofar as Welles articulated American benevolent assimilation, Stevens’ conception of place
embodied it.” Stevens does so, Filreis argues, because the poem’s decontextualized historical references establish “the extensive reach of the imagination as natural and harmonious with things as they are.” In this reading,
the imagination underwrites American commercial interests abroad because the poem enacts the “procedure of satisfying the desire to contain
and naturalize even the most resistant element of the actual world.”47
I suggest that Stevens’ reversible poetics directly addresses Filreis’ reading. In a letter to Leonard C. van Geyzel, Stevens does remark that poetry
springs from “the desire to contain the world” (L 501), but that statement
registers only the contour of the space within which Stevens’ imagination
moves. Typically in Stevens the decreative phase follows to fictionalize
containment, and in the van Geyzel letter it returns in the same paragraph.
Stevens concludes, “one is only interested in the whole truth, on one’s own
account” (L 501; emphasis added). Acquiring “the whole truth” stimulates
the acknowledgment of the perspective that claims and limits it.
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Consistent with “Sunday Morning” and “A Postcard from the Volcano,”
“Description without Place” is a site of reflexively conflicted desire and
thus contrary “seemings.” There is the drive to fill the gap in representation
and read “seemings” according to a transcendent or aesthetic order, which
accounts for earlier formalist readings (for example, Vendler’s and Joseph
Riddel’s48), as well as Filreis’ historical account of the poem’s politics. But
a reading keen to aesthetic hollowing perceives that drive to the transcendent as an ironic display of transference whose performance chastens us
from blurring the boundaries of representation. While my reading of
“Description without Place” is indebted to Michael Beehler’s deconstruction of it, a historical grounding of the poem allows its aesthetic (scooped
out of time) to comment on events outside it—to comment, then, on the
ideology of Sumner Welles’s “Oration.” Read just after Welles, Stevens’
“Poem”49 evokes and interrogates the slide from transference to authority
that shapes the consensus politics of a “Vision of World Peace.”
According to Filreis, Welles worked hard at broadcasting his message
across America in 1945; his Oration appeared in The Virginia Quarterly, and
Welles spent much of the year on an extended lecture tour. Filreis suggests
that “Stevens may have read about the Welles thesis, as the newspapers
described the undersecretary’s pre-June speeches in sufficient detail.”50
Welles had also published Time for Decision in 1944, which develops his
thesis in the Oration, that “the destinies of the human race in the coming
years” were dependent on swift decisions which the American people
must make regarding economic reconstruction. Quite simply, America
must “impose world order” to save peace. This imposition is justified,
claims Welles, because “we ourselves are known to have no axe to grind.”51
But what Filreis does not explore in Welles’s speech are the insistent
blurrings of desire into an ideal that, when read in light of the aesthetic
hollowing in “Description without Place,” reveals the partial interest
Welles’s consensus vision displaces.
As Beehler emphasizes, in Stevens’ poetry the issue of representation
always arises at the moment when immanence is claimed.52 This is the
recurrent problem raised by the image of the sun in “Sunday Morning”
and “A Postcard from the Volcano,” and at the outset of “Description
without Place”:
It is possible that to seem—it is to be,
As the sun is something seeming and it is.
The sun is an example. What it seems
It is and in such seeming all things are. (CP 339)
Here ostensibly logical claims for immanence (seeming as being) announce
their own circularity; Helen Vendler goes so far as to call this a “kind of
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baby talk.”53 The desire is for the sun to be an example of an immanent
relationship between seeming and being because then seeming could, as
the speaker pronounces in canto III, “Come true . . . / [and] yield[] to a
clarity . . . / In a world that shrinks to an immediate whole” (CP 341). This
is the desire for poetry to contain the world, to swallow it in seemings and
call that symbolic world of language the orienting “column in the desert,
/ On which the dove alights” (CP 343). While the drive to totality craves
that symbolic order, Stevens tempers that craving with a sharp reminder
of the gap in representation. While the syllogistic-sounding transitions
confer an air of philosophic legitimacy to the conclusions for which the
totalizing aspect of desire drives (“It is possible . . . The sun is an example
. . . Thus . . .”), the syllogism is conceptually hollow. There is no logical
substance in saying that “What [the sun] seems / It is. . . .” Whatever force
the concluding “Thus” holds is entirely rhetorical, based on our desire for
seemings (or as Beehler suggests, semes54) to fit a coherent context, for
seemings to be, as asserted in canto VI, “revelation”—as insight into a
wider order, not more re-veiling.
The syllogism here repeats the tendency we have seen in “Sunday
Morning” and “A Postcard from the Volcano” because a purportedly eternal form functions to cover its connection to a temporal demand. According to canto III, this desire for immanence is for “an immediate whole, /
That we do not need to understand. . . .” Significantly, the poet asserts that
immediacy directly after the poem’s only reference to the war, as “the
death of a soldier” produces “such seemings as death gives.” Once more,
death is the mother of a beauty that easily tilts into ego-rigidity propped
up by the mirage of authority. Whereas in “Sunday Morning” we “devise”
our mothers—immanence fictionalized—at this point in “Description
without Place” the desire is for “metaphors in which being would / Come
true” (CP 341), precisely the delusional smearing of boundaries that indicates subreption. That desire explains the hollowness and ironic temporality of the syllogism at the opening of “Description without Place.” While
its form appeals to ahistorical laws of logic, the aesthetic context traces
both what the form naturalizes and its relationship with the temporal
conditions that naturalization would erase. Politics enters here because
readers participate in an ideological inversion if they yield to the alluring
clarity of a defined and defining context. That misrecognized inversion
empowers Welles’s appeal to consensus to convert insecurities over unstable times into support for high-toned ideals that serve American interests abroad.
Welles announces the relationship between the fear of chaos and ideal
form in the opening sentence of his Oration:
Those words, a world at peace, represent the craving of
hundreds of millions of people in every quarter of the globe.
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They constitute the ideal towards which the democracies have
been groping for many generations.55
The craving, he claims, springs from “this time of great uncertainty,” but
fortunately the “American Republics” have built “[t]he international machinery” that serves all humanity at a time when “faith in the efficacy of
international co-operation was never more urgently needed.” Welles’s
rhetoric evokes the fear of chaos to endorse that “machinery,” geared to
produce “those transcendent objectives indispensable to world progress
and world peace.”56 Curiously, those transcendentals are “the ideals we
Americans believe in” (emphasis added); throughout the address, Welles
blurs borders by oscillating between calling those principles “American”
and “international.” Indeed, Welles comes purposefully to confuse them.
In order for these ideals to become truly international, Americans must
press their ideals onto the international scene more forcefully:
We have too often refrained from initiating solutions in Europe
which we ourselves believed to be the righteous and practical
solutions. . . . This has been the case even though we ourselves
are known to have no axe to grind.57
Though it will not do to call Welles a fanatic, this may be a case in which,
as Stevens once remarked, “the politician is absorbed” (L 526) by public
events to the extent that he or she slips into delusional metaphor. Though
Welles denies them, of course America has material interests in Europe’s
reconstruction; as Welles himself a couple of pages later admits, “the peace
of the rest of the world . . . [is] our own safety . . . , the edifice of our own
security.”58 Furthermore, when Welles does describe those transcendental
ideals, they hinge on the sloganeering verities of “security and economic
prosperity.” In other words, Welles’s universals accord with “the ideals of
the people of the United States,” the interested litany of “higher standards
of living, full employment, [and] solutions for all international economic
and cultural problems.” Finally, Welles makes it our duty to expand America’s “moral leadership.” Though the United States has no axe to grind,
“We have made staggering sacrifices as our contribution towards winning
the war. We have, therefore, an even greater right to urge our views on
Europe’s reconstruction”; we should become “the standard bearer of the
free people of the earth.”59
As do Stevens’ speakers, Welles unwittingly transfers temporal, local
desire into transcendent ideals in order to make meaning and structure
authority in a way that privileges and reproduces his own interests. In this
way, the “ideals of justice” that Welles is convinced guide American foreign
policy and “guarantee[] . . . world security in the future” function as a
delusional metaphor when he converts the future to the specular. Turning
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the poetic desire to swallow the world into political and economic hegemony on an international scale, Welles converts temporal insecurity into
transferral transcendence, the tactic of desire in “Description without
Place.” Although we cannot know if Stevens was familiar with the text of
Welles’s address, there were those Times articles about Welles’s tour, and
surely Welles’s sentiments about America’s role in European reconstruction were sufficiently widespread for Stevens to take their notice. At any
rate, the arid style and thematic of “Description without Place” takes on
hefty political and social freight in light of the global impact of Welles’s
hollow transfers.60 The etymology of “seem” helps trace how the hollow
forms of description—“forms . . . attentive in thin air” (CP 344)—speak to
contexts of both international diplomacy and poetry. While Beehler emphasizes “seem” as sign, I stress its predicative power, “to seem” as “to
befit,” “to conform,” and “to imagine” (OED). The sun seems so confidently to be in the opening six lines because the syllogism, though empty
of real logic, stimulates “an expectation, a desire” for a legitimating context, which the reader readily supplies by imagining that the syllogism
seems to draw a conclusion from its contents. Thus, the opening of the
poem works by the logic articulated more fully in canto V because the
syllogism, as the poem asserts of description, is “a sense / To which we
refer experience. . . .” As the word “sense” crystallizes, context, which we
rely on to stabilize reference, is actually an active clash between stimuli
and form. Recalling the transfers that occur in “Sunday Morning” and “A
Postcard from the Volcano,” we recognize that sensation, especially when
it stimulates fear of death and absence, creates its own presence. That is,
experience creates its own context as the desire for unity projects it upon
the world, as the Lacanian child responds with joy to its imaginary completion in the mirror phase. Problems arise when this drive is not recognized as transference, resulting in the abjection that occurs when
projections of the self become “tyrannical constructs.”61
Stevens’ representation of monarchy in “Description without Place” is
hardly tyrannical, yet with Welles’s transfers in mind we can trace the
contours of hollow political and aesthetic forms that gain sway over fears
of the gap in language and desire for the systematic determination of
seemings: “It was a queen that made [the sun] seem / By the illustrious
nothing of her name” (CP 339). Just as the sun, at first mere example, by
syllogistic sleight-of-hand came to be the principle around which “all
things are,” so the queen gains power over even the sun, despite her
semantic hollowness, by the allure of aesthetic unity promised in echoed
sounds and regal rhythms. As he did with the syllogism, here Stevens uses
prosody to provoke the readers’ desire for a gratifying order. These phonetic echoes sound as though some deep, perhaps tradition-freighted pattern were emerging to make sense of the words’ meanings. Enriching the
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prosodic texture is the near internal rhyme of “queen” and “seem,” as each
long “ee” completes a waltz-like anapest while the lush play of “illustrious
nothing of her name” recalls, then contains, the indeterminacy haunting
“seem” in the poem’s first line.
These styles of making sense produce a clash of desire and lack that is
mobile and funny—which unsettles Filreis’ claim that in this poem Stevens
endorses an organic relationship between the imagination and its subject.
The dignified phonetic and cultural form of the lines, structurally consistent with nostalgia for imperial majesty, simultaneously displays its utter
nonsense because the queen’s meaning, invoked by the sound of her name,
is, after all, “illustrious nothing.” This clash between semantic and prosodic
sense, a symptom of the split subjectivity that runs throughout the poem,
opens a gap between the awareness of lack in representation and the desire
to abject oneself to an order that, even if self-constructed, can constrain
the squirming world of seemings. As the humorous anticlimax suggests,
Stevens illuminates the fiction that makes the queen the center of reference
and thus empowered to “ma[k]e the summer change.” In so doing, he
hollows what could be (and historically has) become a delusional metaphor, thus opening that space in which language and life can move.
Stevens indicates his interest in the delusional hermeneutic whereby
the part becomes the center around which a system of reference revolves
in the way he constructs the queen’s “fame”:
The queen is an example . . . This green queen
In the seeming of the summer of her sun
By her own seeming made the summer change.
In the golden vacancy she came, and comes,
And seems to be on the saying of her name.
Her time becomes again, as it became,
The crown and week-day coronal of her fame. (CP 339)
What Stevens presents us at the end of the first canto is a mode of sensemaking that mocks the idea of an organic center of reference62—which
ideologues such as Sumner Welles deploy to justify talk about “zones of
influence.”
The queen begins as “an example”—and an arbitrary one at that, since
she could be “the green / The red, [or] the blue” (CP 340).63 She comes in
“vacancy” (more nothing), yet “seems to be” (that is, she appears placed
in a unitive scheme) on the hollow principle of phonetic (non)sense exposed above. Canto I ends on a couplet whose rhyme rings with the
meaningless yet centralizing “name.” And crucially, the hollow formalism
of sound, now shifted to the originating center of reference, takes on
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sun-like radiating qualities. Her “nothing” (meaningless name) defines her
time (in canto II, her “age,” which defines everyone’s “manner”), metonymized as “crown” and “coronal.” In that slippage is just the abjection
that seats monarchies: the crown performs the action of a coronal as the
monarch seems the naturalized center around which all political and
cultural reference revolves, the same boundary-blurring smear the sun
enacts at the end of “A Postcard from the Volcano.” By this same slippage
Sumner Welles naturalizes American interests by calling them “transcendental ideals,” which establishes the United States as organic center, and
justifies aggressive action at seemingly marginal “zones of influence.” The
aesthetic exposure of the ideological inversion that moves the queen from
arbitrary example to immanent center grants political force to Stevens’
interrogation of the “subtlety [of] apparition” in canto II.
The etymological clash of process and presence that occurs in “apparition” crystallizes the two kinds of seeming that Stevens investigates in the
canto. Politically crucial is the hierarchy naturalized from the start. “[F]lat
appearance,” the “lesser seeming,” suggests untotalized process since it is
“original in the blind / Forward of the eye”; things there are “incalculably
plural” and suggest “we should be and be,” the repetition denying final
context. The “greater seeming [is] of the major mind,” which “believes”
in “the style / Peculiar to the queen” (CP 339-40). Curiously, this “major
manner” occurs in the “backward” of the eye—back in the retina, where,
as Marx points out, images exist in the ideological inversion of a camera
obscura.64
The poet accounts for the subtlety of apparition this way: “In flat
appearance we should be and be, / Except for delicate clinkings not
explained” (CP 340). Those “delicate clinkings” are the major ideological
manners that subtly invert the original sensation, the incalculable process
of appearance that resists totalization (significance), into the product (or
signification) misrecognized as a “vision” of presence and unitary identity.
By keeping in play both the mode of production and its inversion into
sense, Stevens sustains the metaphoricity of the hierarchical forms that
shape the rest of the poem. It is necessary to stress that tension because
the speaker’s momentum is all toward naturalizing transferred contexts
into the gratification of “metaphors . . . / Come true” (CP 341). Braced
with Stevens’ construction of a subject split between desire and lack,
named and speaking self, we can resist the siren call of cantos V and VI
that seem to offer safe harbor after the radical circularity that marks the
swarming apocalypse of discolored forms represented in Nietzsche’s and
Lenin’s imaginations, in canto IV. As Beehler notes, each of those historical
revolutionary figures is “one revolution, one turn, in the ‘perpetual revolution’ of interpretation.”65 To that point I would add that the poem’s
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aesthetic form also turns the wheel in its decontextualized representation
of historical figures.
The movement from canto IV to V is from the “apocalyptic legions” of
historical revolution to the natural seeming of “a summer’s day”; the move
will be to naturalize forms that are as gildered as Nietzsche’s “swarm-like
manias” or Lenin’s “far-off shapes” (CP 342). As Vendler remarks, the tone
of canto V is biblical:66 the “sense / To which we refer experience” acquires
the shapes of “the column in the desert,” “A palm,” “the arc” (of the
covenant) and angelic “forms . . . attentive in thin air” (CP 344). It would
appear that, after the vertigo of canto IV, we are at the site of another lunge
for gratification. Indeed, canto VI will then summarize these shapes by
declaring that “Description is revelation.” But the move to description as
a transcendent “sense / To which we refer experience” creates gratification
by reference to vacuous forms hollowed out by replicating the mode of
sense-making discussed in the poem’s first stanza, which naturalized the
radiance of the queen, thus blurring the arbitrary basis of authority while
euphemizing its dominance.
Repeated references to “a summer’s day” recall the desire in cantos I
and II for a form that converts nonsensical sounds into determinate context
and transforms the incalculable plural to the queen’s major manner. In
brief, fear of the untotalized plural makes tautology reign, as ideology
requires—and as occurs in Welles’s confusion between American security
and world peace. That fear of untotalized “flat appearance” is what motivates the two images of orienting verticality beyond the horizon, “the
column in the desert” and the “palm that rises up beyond the sea.” Because
Stevens has prepared us to recognize consensual forms as hollow—despite
the nostalgic, transcendental freight these biblical images carry—the poem
displays how desire forms its own reference points in as hollowed grounds
as those that crowned the queen. As he did with the queen, here Stevens
uses an aesthetic that illuminates how historical structures of feeling gain
the central radiance of transcendent ideal. By presenting traditional images
of transcendence as imaginary resolutions of historical insecurities,
Stevens dramatizes the political unconscious of Welles’s ideological “Vision.” If we review the verticality of Welles’s image of the United States
as the moral “standard bearer” of “high ideals” and his overt juxtaposition
of “craving” with “words . . . [of] a world at peace,”67 his ideals hollow
out, their opulent smear unmasked as delusional metaphor. Is Welles, too,
a volcano?
Stevens’ poetry still celebrates those images—signs of “the voice that is
great within us” (CP 138)—that rise up miraculously out of the abyss of
transcendence because, with each, the necessary angel comes to earth. But
the break from Welles’s ideological attachment to delusional metaphor
occurs in the shifts in canto V among metaphors of orientation (column
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to palm to arc, and so on), which resist attachment to a single form and
thus fictionalize them all. If the imagination is a dove that seeks to settle,
it makes ambiguous undulations here. In refusing to settle into gratification, Stevens sustains the oscillation between form and stimuli evoked in
the poem’s opening line: this tension is the nature of description. Thus,
transferred abstraction intrudes “Even [in] the seeming of a summer’s
day.” In phrasing strikingly close to Stevens’ concerns, Jane Gallop cites a
passage from Freud’s “Instincts and Their Vicissitudes”: “ ‘Even at the
stage of description, it is not possible to avoid applying certain abstract
ideas to the material at hand.’ ”68 As Gallop remarks, “These abstractions
are anticipations of retroactive basal concepts—very much as the image
of the self formed in the mirror stage ‘will be the rootstock’ ” of one’s
self-conception. These abstractions, Freud claims, are “ ‘strictly speaking
. . . in the nature of conventions . . . determined by the important relations
. . . we seem to divine before we can clearly recognize and demonstrate
them.’ ”69 Gallop then draws the analogy between “infant sciences” and
the infant self: each will turn tragic if “basal concepts”—the “attentive
forms” of description—rigidify into defensive positions that refuse the
recognition of their fictionality that Stevens’ oscillations set into play.
Because it is precisely that oscillation which logocentrism denies, canto
VI—“thesis of the plentifullest John”—displays radical semiotic inversion.
As discussed, the first line—“Description is revelation”—oscillates between description as immanence (the world shrunk to an immediate
whole) and as re-veiling (seemings without transferred context). Therefore
one cannot read the line, “A text we should be born that we might read”
(CP 344-45 )unironically, as Filreis does, because the implicit abjection to
a containing religious canon too flagrantly asserts a hollow form—the
Word—as metonymic substitution for the desired center of reference
around which seemings revolve.
In contrast to the refusal of oscillation that linguistic inversions can
perform, the conclusion of “Description without Place” approaches Eagleton’s account of Marxist art as
a question of . . . grasping form . . . as the “form of the content”:
which is to say, grasping form as the structure of ceaseless
self-production. . . . It is this process of continual self-excess—of
the content going beyond the phrase—which is for Marx the
poetry of the future.70
Stevens invokes the ideological “major mind” of the green queen once
more as the hard hidalgo’s speech invents “a style of life, / . . . a nation
in a phrase,” which repeats the logic whereby the nothing of a name can
seize the referential centrality of the sun. After all, it is “in that mountainous mirror”—language—that “Spain acquires / The knowledge of Spain.”
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Stevens then uses an expression that combines language as inverted and
vacuous form in saying that the knowledge and style of a nation comes
from “a description hollowed out of hollow-bright” (CP 345). Because
“hollow-bright” recalls the “attentive forms in thin air” of canto V, which
accords with Freud’s account of description based on anticipatory abstractions, the invention of a nation from a phrase takes the form of a universal
based on an interested particular, the classic origin of ideology and exchange value.71
Alerted to the hollow inversions that description so easily performs, we
can admire the oscillation between anticipatory form and lack that Stevens
keeps in play at the poem’s close. This chastening reversibility essential
to Lacan’s cure for ego-rigidity is the theory of description:
It matters, because everything we say
Of the past is description without place, a cast
Of the imagination, made in sound. . . . (CP 345-46)
Invoking the nonsense logic by which the queen gained precedence, the
hollow form of “sound” recalled there ironizes the forming properties of
“cast.” That skepticism provoked then highlights an alternate meaning of
“cast”: to throw, dice maybe. Thus “cast” gives and takes between containment (context) and possibility (untotalized seeming), the motion that
has made space within aesthetic form throughout the poem. This reflexivity upon the invisible shaping powers of language and desire for form
is what Stevens advocates by insisting that “what we say of the future
must portend, / Be alive with its own seemings” (CP 346).
The plural “seemings” keep the poem’s readers alive to the way language signifies in reversible directions simultaneously. “[T]he incalculably
plural” of “flat appearance”—the heterogeneous significance of the speaking subject—opposes the disposition of an interpellated subject to contextualize signs by means of a determinate, “greater seeming . . . a manner
collected from a queen” (CP 340)—or even an Undersecretary of State.
Reading subjects keen to the politics of an oscillating mode appreciate why
Stevens would conclude the poem with an apparent return to tautological
baby talk. Language alive with its own seemings should be “Like rubies
reddened by rubies reddening” (CP 346) because this phrasing of the
dynamic expresses the temporal and conceptual limits of its own form.
Following Eagleton, we recognize the strange form here as “the structure
of a ceaseless self-production,” a structuration in which “the content go[es]
beyond the phrase.”72
“[R]eddened” suggests totality—an action complete, or at least perceived and expressed that way. In the case of rubies, a desirable material
one might wish to extract from natural context and polish into commodity,
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to conceive of them as finished is necessary for their possession and manipulation. But in Stevens’ structuration, that seemingly complete past
participle—though desired—can never be achieved; that signification is
contingent on significance still occurring because the rubies are “reddened” by a process—“reddening”—always already out ahead of it,
thereby undermining stable grounds for claiming a red end. We can picture
the subject-position Stevens creates here for the reader if we imagine her
head, suspended between the two forms of “red,” glancing back and forth
between time’s progress (in the sentence, out to the right, to the last word
in the poem) and the desired form of its imaginary completion (back left).
Subjects and readers can fashion forms of understanding and value
through language, but in Stevens’ acute portrayal, such transferences remain contingent on a present progressive that, if properly kept alive, never
stops hollowing out its terms of description. That hollowing occurs because its verbal and aesthetic form reconstructs the process whereby interested abstractions infect transparent descriptions at the moment time
slips our notice and the awareness of structuring is deadened. Stevens’
structuration may be more chastening than gratifying, but it is alive with
seeming.
Thus, aesthetic form in “Description without Place” accords with Eagleton’s Marxist insistence that “form . . . [be] that of a ceaseless self-surpassment of content . . . [a] process of continual self-excess,” the stage of ironic
signifying necessary to political resistance in which we “go right through
. . . estranging definitions to emerge somewhere on the other side.”73
Eagleton advocates the political efficacy of the passage between the form
of exchange- to use-value; as he explains a little later:
The release of concrete, sensuously particular use-value . . .
cannot come about by circumventing the abstract universal
equalizations of exchange value, but only, somehow, by entering into that alienated logic to turn it against itself.74
Though no Marxist, Stevens does deploy the chastening capacity of the
aesthetic to expose the alienating logic of the lunges his speakers perform,
thereby using the form of that desire against itself. Through poetry that
foregrounds the transferral relationships between desire, authority, and
subjectivity, Stevens refuses the twin lures of amnesia and abjection, which
confuse gratification with subjection. This way, Stevens remarks lyrically
and critically on the political consequences of historical lunges, such as
Welles’s insouciantly consensual vision of Europe reconstructed by American reconstructing.75
University of Texas at Austin
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Poems
Ideas Become Things
Everything reminds us of something else.
Even when I say exactly what I mean,
it’s a metaphor for that green literal.
Confusion burns, the direct result
of too much sustained clarity.
Knowledge is a thing, and like
every thing, accumulates. Clutter
occurs when things become idea.
Try and stick to one pure thought.
Sudden profusion of sun and we forget,
caves are where we made our first ideas.
Even fire bursts into allusion.

The Final Infinite
Some cessations are really pauses,
brief intervals of blue-gray blank before
repetition starts up its impossible
rev, the inconstant passions of sea
or the formative indifferences
of cumulus sky.
Leaning close to the flower we learn
growth is not up, but up and over
(and over and over and over).
A comet burns the eye unseen even
in deepest green tranquillity, questions
return unanswered or come back begging
with seven more. Better not to sweep
the house too clean; emptiness invites
an eternal despair, that last relative
who never leaves.
Lorene Moore
San Diego, California
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Colloquial Tale Telling
I. Cacophony
Those noisy little boys phony?
It’s more like Those Little Boys who
did drawings with felt-tip pens
on film stock and never
projected anything further.
And still doing it: tired wizards.
II. Donations to the Nations
High Art? More like tears
along an enameled leaf.
Amethyst brummagem bruises
of the proud rhododendron blossoms
after the storm’s tantrum.
III. Homeboy Talk vs. the Classics
Cliché and idiom? Well in western
New York I remember hearing
about how you need to grunt
for an elephant to shit for a mouse;
and later in junior college I read
“Nascitur ridiculus mus,” which
means “the mountains will labor
and a funny little mouse will be born.”†
IV. I Saw a Ship
The ship I saw was not a shadowy freighter.
I wasn’t conscious of it seeing me; I
just have this habit of associating
finished, dead thoughts. They connect
with my past-consciousness. I seem to
have ‘em taped from pre-formed imprints.
And meanwhile, simultaneously I’m busy
with a new history doomed like the ecosphere.
Edward Mycue
San Francisco, California
†

Horace, Epistles II.iii
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The Wind on a Winter Night
If it is true that the most abstract painters paint herrings and apples, it is no less
true that the poets who most urgently search the world for the sanctions of life,
for that which makes life so prodigiously worth living, may find their solutions
in a duck in a pond or in the wind on a winter night.
—Wallace Stevens, Opus Posthumous
She sat alone in an empty room.
There was the full moon divided
into almost equal quarters by the frame
in the lower left-hand corner
of the large window on the west wall
beyond the end of her brass bed,
the fists of brass on the headboard
and base like the clenched hands
of Chinese boys waiting for lunch
in a cold room, painted off-white,
on a thin December, crowded closely
together in their small square school.
Even in the gray light of early
afternoon the pale outline of the moon
is visible to all. The young woman,
alone in her long narrow room,
sits silently in her straight-backed
oaken chair beside the brass bed,
and listens to the wind, and waits,
watching the moon move suddenly
out of the frame of her window
in such a way that the window casts
crosses on the floor before the woman,
watching, waiting in her lonely room.
William Virgil Davis
Waco, Texas
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Exchange
You have touched the thing with a needle,
you have hit the nail on the head.
Well, you would if you could. Without a day
being appointed, you arrange
the assignation
& you get there on time. You wait,
cry famine
over a heap of grain. While you’re not looking
the grain turns into peacock feathers
you want to touch but can’t. Furthermore, if you go
further it will burn. To seek food out of the flame
will get you anywhere. But you must depart
empty-handed to return just the same,
the peacock feather scraggling out of your hair
only as you imagine it, the bread
warm in your hands—
where shall we find the fancy bread,
in the heart, or in the head? And the Camembert
you brought for the rendezvous—gone also
out of your hands. You say you give me
chalk for cheese. Make use of it.
Go further than the needle,
the eye of the flame.
Lisa Fishman
Salt Lake City, Utah
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Poem
I can’t tell you about the signs
on a palm, or why that mole on the top
of my cousin’s wrist turned blue—
all I can say is the light streams
naked through the redwoods in autumn
with a passionate, silent applause.
Leonard Cirino
Albion, California

The Watch
The shadows of two black birds float
so slowly over the snowy field,
you can’t see the smaller one move.
The larger shadow brushes the edge
of the circle but never
flies out of sight.
If you listen, you hear the faint
ticking of a heart that rides
in a glass coach.
Nan Fry
Bethesda, Maryland
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Reviews
Narrative & Representation in the Poetry of Wallace Stevens.
By Daniel R. Schwarz. New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1993.
I want to apologize for these opening comments. I recognize that I should get
to the book by Daniel Schwarz, the poetry of Stevens. I should probably be using
such words as “canon-formation,” “intertextualities”; I should be writing about
the “Supreme Fiction,” the “rose rabbi,” the “necessary angel.” I want to break the
rules, to play with the expected rules of critical performance for a reader of this
journal.
I am drawn to those texts that demand and resist interpretation—to such works
as Life, A User’s Manual; to the parables and paradoxes of Kafka; to the novels of
Phillip K. Dick; to Compact. All of these works test the entire notion of genre, of
“high” and “low” culture.
I list a few aphorisms by Kafka and Stevens—do they share certain qualities?—
which intrigue, even obsess me. I don’t know what they mean, but I detect serious
play in them. Here are a few by Kafka: “He who seeks does not find, but he who
does not seek will be found.” “Not everyone can see the truth, but he can be it.”
“Not shaking off the self, but consuming the self.” Here are some by Stevens:
“Poetry is a response to the daily necessity of getting the world right.” “Poetry is
a search for the inexplicable.” “The tongue is an eye.” All of these aphorisms are
ghostly, uncanny, contradictory; all compel us to become detectives.
I turn now to the titles of poems by Stevens: “Artificial Populations,” “Nuns
Painting Water-Lilies,” “The Shape of the Coroner.” These titles of poems are
included in the edition of Opus Posthumous edited by Milton Bates. Stevens
deliberately gives us perverse titles. The titles appear mysterious; they don’t seem
to have any relation to the poetic lines which follow.
Schwarz is a brilliant reader of Stevens. He asks basic questions: Who is speaking in the poems? What is happening in them? Are they mysteries which can be
solved? Are the poems autobiographical? Schwarz writes in his first chapter: “It
is precisely because Stevens is not primarily a narrative poet—because his is a
meditative and intellectual poetry—that he is a test case for my view that we
respond to even the most lyrical and abstract poem as a narrative which organises
at least the germ of a story.” Schwarz deliberately goes against the grain of Stevens
criticism which, for the most part, is full of academic jargon, politically correct
statements, narcissistic speculations. (Need I mention the “usual suspects”?)
Schwarz recognizes that Stevens is a divided writer. His poems offer duplicities
of gender, “nonsense” words (which, of course, are not without meaning), shadowy
codes—there are thirty three sections of The Man with the Blue Guitar; Jesus lived
the same number of years. Is there any relationship here?—grotesque figures.
Schwarz, who is primarily interested in fiction—by Conrad and Joyce—not only
swerves toward fiction but also sees Stevens as a fiction-maker.
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At one point Schwarz writes that “the obscurity of Stevens’s beginnings is that
the poems are the quest for the subject or the meaning of an incident.” Schwarz
helps us understand that Stevens’ poems are indeed the incarnations of the aging
self. He recognizes that the poems reflect youth, the middle years, old age; they
are about life as process (and progress?). I agree strongly with him. I admire
Stevens’ “late lyrics”; I also believe that “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction” is
perhaps one of his greatest poems.
Schwarz humanizes Stevens. The poet is not only a meditative artist; he is a
rebel against many of the romantic poets—especially Shelley—because he refuses
to believe in “hopeful” endings (all endings?). He is also the “common man” who
sees film as an art he can use.
Schwarz mentions Stevens’ fondness for such modern artists as Picasso and
Klee. I take the latter as a great influence on Stevens’ work. Doesn’t Klee also
choose “inscrutable” titles? Doesn’t he add the unexpected color or shape to his
canvass? Here is Schwarz on Klee: “As in Building the L-Platz (1923), Klee combined
the familiar, the fantastic, the diagrammatic, and schematic with the representational”
(italics added). Surely these elements are present in the poems. I quote Schwarz:
“As with Klee, Stevens’s titles become an ironic comment on the images, as if the
title were written by an outsider commenting on the text within.” Both artists
deliver coded messages, interpretations of interpretations. They are, if you will,
students of the secret text.
Schwarz is also master of language. He offers such puns as “metaferocity” to
suggest that Stevens’ poetry—and, indeed, his own study—moves forcefully from
one influence or subject to another in a disjunctive (and conjunctive way). And
Schwarz plays. When he comments on Aspirin he writes, “Thus Aspirin gives
rather than relieves headaches; indeed, he is all head and no heart.” The characteristics are noted concisely and wittily. It is as if Schwarz and Stevens were
“doubles” playing on duplicities. (I particularly like Schwarz’s readings of “thirteen,” “black,” “bird.”)
Schwarz is aware of the crisscrossing of words, events. He delights in the
oddities of poetry and life, the apparent coincidence or chance, the wisdom of the
body. His Stevens thus emerges as “ghost and flesh”—to use Goyen’s phrase—as
a transfiguring artist aware of the paradoxical world in which we try to plot against
conventional plots.
This study doesn’t solve the mystery of Stevens’ poetry (and life), but it offers
us clues to it. Surely it will become an essential study for the readers of this journal;
for all readers of Stevens.
Irving Malin
City College of New York
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